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So, here we are in 2014. It’s been a busy time for many of us ... and I have to say I am feeling tired and
emotional for one reason or another. So, before I begin, I would like to make it clear that I am not coming
from anger in this communication ... yet there are some things that I feel need to be said.
You have told me before that it was part of our agreement for me to inform you of how things are
going from the point of view of us humans here in the thick density of the Earth ... for you are unable
to gauge this fully, being where you are. So chaps ... are you ready? I want to say also, that there
will be many an enlightened soul who reads this and will, without question, be thinking ‘Oh Blossom,
when are you going to ‘get it?’. I would like to say ... I GET a lot of things ... much more than some
who write in give me credit for ... yet at the same time, I have come to realize that I am able to be a
spokeswoman for many of us Earthlings and many it seems, FEEL exactly the same as myself. So ... here I
go! From our perspective, first and foremost ... we are tired. Tired of being told we are ‘the strongest of
the strong’ and that one day, all will make sense and we shall be overcome with a LOVING KNOWING
OF ALL, due to an Event that is to take place. I KNOW the Event will take place. I don’t know when ...
yet that is obviously in your capable hands. HOWEVER ... if it is to be that this Event will not show itself for
another year or two ... (imminently?) then I am stating quite categorically, that in the interim period
we would LOVE to have a display of some kind that will give us the boost we need to carry on. I KNOW
you are capable of coming up with something like this and therefore, from all of us down here ... I ask
you with all respect ...to pull your finger out and DO SOMETHING! If you have never been upon Earth to
live, and you say you have not ... then you cannot possibly KNOW what it is like, as one who is aware
of their Light, to have to continually FEEL the pain in your heart of the darkness at work. Yes, we are
strong ... the strongest of the strong you say ... yet we are weakening ... because WE ARE TIRED!! Tired of
fighting against the dark forces upon the planet. You teach us to BE OF LOVE ... FOR THAT IS WHO WE ARE
... and the majority of us are doing our utmost to change the vibration here into a Higher one. Yet
to ‘keep on keeping on’ as we do, is proving to be very tricky as year after year passes by ... with only,
as yet, promises to hold onto ... and we have been holding on for so very long, with many ‘promises’
that have not come about. SO PLEASE, have a think about this. Give us SOMETHING ... some validation.
Not something that we have to question, or that someone can palm off as it being something else ...
SOMETHING GOOD AND SOLID to return our strength to us ... to assist our minds to keep on track, because
believe me, it is difficult at times to make sense of the suffering that so many have to endure in one form
or another. WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH. TIME TO TAKE ACTION MY FRIENDS ... NOW ... NOT SOON ... NOW. DO
SOMETHING ... SEND A SIGN OF SOME SORT ... WE NEED IT ... AND WE NEED IT NOW !
THANK YOU. Over to you.
And so our dearest Blossom, you have spoken from your heart ... and we can pick up on your energy of
... would we say ... frustration? We thank you for your forthrightness and we take on board all that you
have said.
And ... ? You seemed to stop there. Are you still about?
Yes, we are and we are taking into consideration how we are to conduct the rest of this
communication. For it is not that we desire to ‘lead you up the garden path’, as you would say in your
world.
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Yet you KNEW this conversation has been brewing in my mind did you not?
Yes, we are aware of how you have been FEELING. Yet, we do not wish to say ‘YES, we shall do as you
have asked’ ... and then you have to once again ‘wait and see’. For this, we feel, shall not assist the
situation. However, we shall say that we shall discuss the matter with deep concern for the well-being of
‘our crew’ upon your planet.
And will you be reporting back? You see, the thing is, in my mind ... It would not work well for you
to come back to me and say ... ‘We have discussed the matter and we shall indeed be giving you
something’ ... for as you say, we will then be waiting for that ‘something’. So, I would suggest we leave the
matter there and YOU DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT. For years and years we FEEL like we have had a carrot
dangling in front of our noses and to be frank ... we donkeys are losing our stamina. So, let’s let it be for
now and move onto more ‘Light-hearted’ banter if we may? My abruptness in conversation comes from
LOVE you understand ... it just needed to be said. One more thing ... you could say that many are not ready
to ‘see you’ and they could leave their body or lose their mind in shock and there may follow much chaos
etc. Well, hello! ... Have you zoomed around our planet at all lately? Look at it! So much NEEDS TO CHANGE
... and HAS TO CHANGE ... NOW! So maybe, many thousands will go cuckoo, and many thousand’s may
choose to leave their Earthly coil ... so what (with all respect)? At least we could then GET ON WITH IT!
Many thousands go cuckoo already for some reason or another and souls leave this planet by the second.
At least if we had a HUGE sign ... that would prepare many for THE EVENT that is to come! That’s why we
came here isn’t it? ... and to be honest, it feels a bit like phoning a phone company ... We have been put
on hold and ripped off for far too long. It is now 2014 ... I DO NOT WANT to be talking over the same
stuff for another year and then say ... ‘So here we are in 2015 ...WE WANT ACTION GUYS!
We are finding your conversation quite admirable Blossom, and we can feel your energy as we have said.
Is my energy blocking the flow ? As there does not seem to be much coming from you.
We were just making sure you had released all you needed to say before we take our turn.
I feel I have ... yet ... you never know. I seem to be on a roll.
We cannot change that which we have already said ... for TRUTH cannot be interfered with from ‘our
perspective’. So we continue on with the same ‘tone’ as always. Yet, of course, that which you have
offered this day has indeed come from a different angle of conversation. Yes, we continue to reiterate
that YOU ARE LOVE ...YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG. We shall not stop giving you words of
encouragement to assist you in the understanding of yourselves. For it is through this that you ARE able
to carry on. You say that you are tired now ... and this we are able to pick up on also. Yet we are aware
too, that YOU WILL continue on in your steadfastness. YOU WILL continue to SHINE YOUR LIGHTS. Because
your hearts tell you do so.
Your hearts do not tell you to give up ... do they?
Never ... yet they have become so weary.
Yet they also give you moments of LOVE that fill them to the brim.
They also give us moments of despair when so much upon this planet is SIMPLY WRONG! You say you are
here to assist ... not to save. WE KNOW THAT. Yet surely ... in the desperate state that our world is in ... is
NOW not the time when you show us HOW you can assist ... on a more practical, hands-on level? Surely the
time is NOW?
Let us offer you a little conundrum. What if we were not in communication with you? What if there was
no connection between any one human and any one source from elsewhere ... what would you do
about the situation on your planet then?
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Exactly the same as we are TRYING to do now ... Change that which is NOT RIGHT!
How?
By doing what we can to become one solid foundation of LOVE. There are so many amazing souls,
doing their very best ... in many different ways ... and indeed progress has been made. Yet at ‘this rate’
... it would be a very long time indeed before more than just a dent ... more than just a footprint in the sand,
will seem to make any difference at all ... and we need to FEEL and SEE a difference NOW. Our hearts, although
BEING OF LIGHT, sometimes find it very hard to shine as brightly as they should under such conditions. SO ...

ONCE AGAIN I REITERATE ... WE ARE ASKING YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE ... WE ARE PUTTING OUT AN S.O.S. ...
IN LOVE ... TO OUR STAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS ... OUR FAMILY ... WE ASK FROM OUR HEARTS ... FROM THE CORE
OF WHO WE ARE ... THAT YOU UNDERSTAND OUR SITUATION AND ‘MAKE PLANS’ TO ADHERE TO OUR CALL.

We thank you for your interaction. We thank each one of you upon your planet for doing all that you are
doing in the name of LOVE.
We desire to assist ... because WE ARE LOVE ... as YOU ARE LOVE and we do not hesitate to send strength
in these words. We offer you upliftment to your weary souls. We offer you words that we KNOW will
encourage you to carry on. We do not fully accept that we are unable to persist with our assistance
through just words, for we KNOW how our words have assisted many in times of downhearted
melancholy. So, if it is still of obliging willingness to pursue our quest ... we ask that you continue to
‘speak’ with us in this way in the future days Blossom?
Of course! Don’t get me wrong ... I am not throwing in the towel or spitting the dummy as I did
regarding those ‘pillars of Light’ ... I am just telling you how it is for us down here ... in the hope that
some hope can be given ... in order for those of us whose hearts and BEINGS are struggling to once
again get back in the saddle and march onwards! I realize this channelling has been mostly ‘me’ ... I
was hoping you may say more ... yet you appear to be a bit gob smacked!
We only desire to be by your sides and assist in any way we can.
Jolly Dee ... So, there you go then ... I have informed you of how you can. I KNOW ... due to ALL THE
LOVE
YOU HAVE FOR US ... you will do your very best to give us that ‘BOOSTER’ ... that ‘I FEEL’ we are ALL so very
much in need of. How it affects us is our look out ... I think you may be pleasantly surprised.
Yes, not all are
ready ... but I reckon millions upon millions are. WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF THE WAYS OF THIS WORLD ... TRULY
WE HAVE. So, once again ... I ask ... If you really want to assist us ... whilst awaiting THE EVENT ... LET OUR WORLD
KNOW OF YOUR EXISTENCE AND LET THEM KNOW YOU ARE LOVE ... EACH ONE OF US HAS THE CHOICE TO DECIDE FOR
OURSELVES HOW WE WILL CONTINUE FROM THAT MOMENT ON.
WE LOVE YOU ... WE THANK YOU ... IN LIGHT ... Blossom Goodchild, an Earthling, your friend! xxx

The audio of the above narrated by Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/_ygtbqibCD0
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Hello! What an interesting week it has been in my inbox. I have, as you know, been asking you to read
along with me, the many hundreds of emails from people all over the globe, expressing the exact
same FEELINGS as I put to you in our last communication. You have said that this was our agreement ...
for ME to let YOU know how it is for ‘US’ down here … and with all respect for you … that’s what I felt was
needed to be done … so I did it! I have to say … many, as I did … felt you were dumbfounded by my
words … and that they left you unable to respond. So, now you have had some time to digest it … with
all LOVE in my heart … I wonder what you have to say, on what seems to be a very important issue?
Dearest soul … our compadre in arms … indeed we were rather ‘spellbound’ by the outpouring of your
heart in our last communication. We have known of the tiredness and difficulties that face those of
you upon Earth, yet in TRUTH, until picking up on the exactness of your energy that accompanied your
wording … we had not fully understood how ‘the programming’ was such a detriment to the human
condition. It was this that ‘took us aback’.
Wow … You see, I just consider you to be so intelligent, so knowledgeable … that I always presume you
DO KNOW these things. Surely you must have had a clue as to our situation?
Of course we are aware of certain misdemeanours that you have to deal with … yet due to the fact that
we have not experienced it ourselves … in TRUTH … we really had not adjusted our radar to the fact of
how ‘low’ and indeed how ‘destroying’ to the soul it can be to have to reside within such densities.
We really are trying our best. Our concern, as you will have gathered from emails, being that by
becoming so tired and weary … we are not fulfilling our destiny because our Light is not as bright as we
would sometimes like it to be.
This we have understood also. Yet we would say that one’s Light, although running dim at times, only
needs a recharge to regain its fullness … It is not that it will go out altogether … for it cannot.
Yet some are concerned that it has … or it will.
We are aware that some are FEELING this way … and indeed we have not dismissed, or put on the back
burner … your request Blossom. Not by any stretch of the imagination. There has been quite a stir
caused in Hierarchy councils, in which we have looked deeply into that which you requested … for it is
not an issue that could go ahead without much intensely specific discussion.
This I understand … yet, I hope YOU understand that it was essential that I ‘carried out my role’ and put the
suggestion forward?
Naturally … that is completely understood. And as we have stated … we accepted it in great seriousness.
There has not yet been an agreement made regarding this matter …
That is fair enough … You must do what you consider best for the Highest good of all … Is that not what
we all should be doing?
Indeed it is our friend … indeed it is!
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So, where to from here?
Let us perhaps uplift your souls by saying that the end is in sight.
Ha! I have to laugh chaps. You see, this is exactly our dilemma. How can I put this? … I am just trying to
assist, please know that … I am not having another go at you … yet by saying ‘The end is in sight’ only stirs
the pot these days. To be honest … we have heard this over and over … and that is what so many folk are
getting tired off … perhaps I could say ‘All talk , no action’. I KNOW you are doing your best under the
circumstances … Yet ALL this has been said before … for years … so when we hear it now … as lovely as it
is, and as meaningful as you mean it to be … it’s a bit like water off a ducks back … Really … that’s how it
has become for us. THAT sort of statement is precisely why ‘the peasants are revolting sire!
So, we wonder where this leaves us?
Indeed … for in no way do I, nor it seems anyone, want these communications to stop … and yet due
to nothing happening ‘as yet’ of what you have said … it has left doubt and weariness. Like I have said
before … It’s not that we don’t KNOW something WILL happen … I think the real problem lies in your
misconception of what the words ‘soon’ and ‘imminent’ mean to us. It’s the ‘time’ thing. Perhaps you
could talk about that, from your point of view, to help us understand where YOU are coming from.
You see Blossom … from our point of view there simply can be no doubt that THE EVENT is to take place.
WE KNOW IT.
IT IS PART OF THE DIVINE PLAN AND THERE IS NO REASON AT ALL THAT CAN PREVENT IT FROM TAKING PLACE.
WE KNOW IT WILL.
We have never doubted it. So, in our BEINGS we are moving toward that moment in time.
Ok, let me stop you there … YOU have no time, we know this … so ‘WHEN’ is that moment in time for YOU
… what do you mean by ‘moving toward that moment in time’?
We mean that it is a happening that is to occur at the exact moment when all that is needed to ‘pull this
off’ is in its correct and rightful place.
When all is in alignment, as you would say?
Exactly.
So, is it that you don’t KNOW when everything is going to be in place?
Yes indeed. Yet, we do KNOW that it is falling into place now. We are showing you a vision of a central
magnet and many around it being drawn closer and closer, then as they get to a particular position
… when they are all in alignment … they suddenly … ‘whoosh’ … are pulled at the same time by the
strength/power of the central magnet and attach themselves to it. So, what we are saying is that …
until those magnetic pieces are lined up in position … the ‘whoosh’ cannot happen. Yet … we are happily
watching more and more of them waiting and ready …
Metaphorically speaking, of course.
So do you see, dearest Blossom, and indeed all souls that are reading these words, from our perspective
you are indeed very close. For we have KNOWN that this WILL take place all along. Yet, perhaps, when it
was first spoken of ... the magnetic pieces were ‘floating way out there in space’.
When you look at it like that … you can see how much of the plan has come together and why WE
consider it worthwhile to express the term ‘very soon now’ and ‘imminent’ … because … FOR US …
considering where the plan began … IT IS.
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Well THANK YOU! I don’t know about for anyone else, yet for me … that REALLY helps! It indeed DOES
put things into perspective and I can see … at last … where you are coming from. It, for me … is the best
explanation I have heard regarding the ‘WHEN’. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Yet not dismissing of
course, the fact that an ‘engine booster’ wouldn’t go amiss! For the whole! That’s the thing. We are not
talking here … on a level that can be captured by a couple out walking, and they put it up on YouTube. We
ARE talking something pretty HUGE for confirmation’s sake … just so as you know!
We received that loud and clear Blossom, last time.
Good … that was my intention. As ‘ground crew’ … and I mention that liberally … we KNOW we are here to
be an example of LightLove … and it is my understanding that the Brighter we are able to shine … the
quicker those magnets can align. So, I think souls are concerned that because of the depletion they
feel … they are perhaps hindering the process instead of helping. That is why we are requesting the
said ‘Boost!’ I KNOW you said we knew before we came what we were letting ourselves in for … yet it
seems as a collective … from the ‘ground crew’ … there is /was the need to let headquarters know that
supplies were getting very low!
We would say that we understood this. And indeed … as we have said … the matter was not taken lightly
… and is still ongoing as to delivering to you the supplies needed.
This IS a team effort and it is natural that when a group … a very important group of the team … is
needing assistance … then it is certainly fitting for those who can … to offer service in any manner that
seems fitting. We reiterate … the case has DEFINITELY not been closed.
Thank you. TRULY, that is SO GOOD to hear. Thank you. Just a query someone had, regarding the ‘ground
crew’. Are we ALL ground crew; … all who are upon Earth? Are we ALL the strongest of the strong? Or is
there a mix of … er … how do I put it into words … those who volunteered and were chosen … and those
that just happen to be here? Be it through karmic position or whatever!
There is indeed a mix. This is why there is much ‘rumbling in the ranks’ shall we say. For the strongest
of the strong were chosen to ‘step in’ at this time to see the plan through … KNOWING that there were
many on Earth already that were ‘caught up in the matrix’ and have been for eons … and certainly have
no idea of the rescue team sent in to ‘put an end to it’.
So, yes … certainly … there are some who KNOW NOW … some who WILL KNOW … and some who will
NEVER KNOW all that has gone on ‘behind the scenes’ in order to bring THE DIVINE PLAN INTO ITS FINAL
STAGES.
Yet KNOW … that we speak solely of a particular aspect of THE DIVINE PLAN. For as ENORMOUS as THE
EVENT is … on all levels … THE DIVINE PLAN … shall continue to unfold as LOVE itself unfolds. Reaching
Newer heights … Greater heights … Higher heights … for ever more … as indeed it is designed to do.
When you consider that, Blossom … when you think about that … the possibilities that lie ahead … the
KNOWING that LOVE shall continue to expand in /of /through/ as itself … well, does it quite simply not
‘Blow your mind’?
If I did try to think about it … it would … so I won’t! Guys … THANK YOU. As you probably KNOW, I was a little
apprehensive as to what would be said today … and yet my heart, and my sister … just told me to TRUST and go
with the flow. For one thing I do know … You do not judge me … for you are of the greatest Love and therefore
judgment does not enter in. Speaking of the greatest Love … This is what I, and so many … perhaps in their
millions now …have for you. I do not know how widespread your messages have become … but I do know that
for as long as it makes sense for me to do so … I shall continue forth! Love ya!
And indeed … take a moment to breathe and FEEL the LOVE we have for you Blossom and for ALL. WE
LOVE YOU!
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The audio of this channelling narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/40zYHh9P0OE

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

24 January 2014
Hi. It was good to have a little break last week … not really from you, more so the onslaught of emails
after we’ve ‘sent out’ a chat. Don’t suppose you’ve got a spare secretary around to work with me on
that little issue! I have been trying to tune in with you when reading them, so that you get a general
consensus of what we ‘down here’ are FEELING. I am hoping you were able to pick up on that and if so
… how YOU FEEL about what WE FEEL?
From THE LIGHT THAT WE ARE we are happy at all times to converse with you … for we find it
most assisting. We indeed have held council ongoing … regarding the possibility of sending you
a ‘GUIDING LIGHT’ in some form … so that one’s spirit may be lifted and given ‘hope’ to carry
on. We must stress, that we did not understand or speculate the ‘fullness’ of how things had
become for you all … whilst living under such duress of lower energies … and we have come to
the understanding that it is indeed a ‘fight for Light’ sometimes … that brings your energy to
such a low ebb.
And how are these ‘meetings’ panning out in their discussion?
They are making progress. May we say dearest Blossom, that you have caused/created quite
a stir amongst those of us who desire to assist your planet into its newer Higher embodiment.
The name of Blossom Goodchild was once causing a stir many years ago, whilst sending out our
message regarding Oct 14th … yet this, we say, was a stir amongst the Earthly people. Now, it is
that this same name … is once again being ‘bandied’ around the ranks in many realms that are
not of Earth.
Oh dear! Or is it? If it is that my little ‘outage’ will get something done to move things on a bit, well
actually, not a bit … A LOT … then I can cope with that! So … can you give us ‘the minutes’ of the
meetings so far?
We would calculate that there are many that consider ‘the possibility’ … and please note we
say ‘the possibility’ of an uplifting display to be ‘the way to go’. Yet … as to what that actually
would entail is also causing quite a stir. You certainly have the melting pot full to the brim with
ideas Blossom.
There are also some that feel it would not be a necessary function to do so. For it would/could
also cause a reaction to many, that may bring the energy of confusion and therefore, bring
plans that are fully underway concerning the EVENT to a different phase from where it is
currently at.
There is indeed much to be considered from all angles and yet it has been NOTED that it is YOU
ON EARTH … YOU, THAT ARE HOLDING THE LIGHT UPON YOUR PLANET … that are in need of
assistance … and is that not indeed why we are so closely by your side?
Well , this is what you have told us and I really do FEEL that … although from some emails ‘we’ may
have read together, you can see that some FEEL you are not who you say you are … and are just
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leading us along. Some FEEL we are just a food source for you. Mmm! Definitely add some ketchup
when you’re gnawing into me … I can be a bit tough in places! Yet, as you know, in general … most
emails are asking for your assistance … not to save us … we KNOW that … Boy! Do we KNOW that! Yet,
as you say …‘to assist’. With all respect … your words of wisdom have helped us enormously … yet we
FEEL it really is time now for action.
This, we have invariably understood from our chat at the beginning of this year. And all we can
tell you at this time … is that disputes are still underway.
Can I ask … ‘disputed’ between whom? If you are the Overseers of the Overseers … wouldn’t it be YOU
who make the overall decision and then the ‘underlings’ … Bless ‘em … would KNOW that what YOU
say ‘goes’ … for you are indeed the wise ones. Isn’t that how it works?
We would say that all things must be ‘run through’ us for confirmation of approval. Yet we
are very keen to gather as much information from many sources, in order to categorize
importance and to irrefutably be certain that our decisions are for the greatest good of all.
The ‘sign’ that you have asked for Blossom … the ‘sign’ that you FEEL will uplift the spirits of
so many of you … is, from our point of view, something that we had not considered necessary
until you spoke of it in the earnest manner that you did. For indeed, we could pick up on the
many of you that are FEELING so keen to have this take place. Yet … it is not just a matter of
pressing a button and ‘There it is’. Much indeed, must be considered … as to the form that it
should take and …
When? Because you know, the ‘when’ it shall take place is a BIG PART OF IT. For I am sure you are
aware, that there would be no point in you saying ‘Ok, we give the go ahead and ‘eyes to the skies’ etc.’
… only for it to be another thing that we end up waiting for! Just another thing to add to the ‘waiting
list’. I fully accept that our main confusion has been the use of the words ‘soon’ and ‘imminent’ …
would you not agree?
We have learnt that these wordings have been misconstrued …
With all respect … by you. We KNOW what they mean to us …
This is correct … yet in ‘our space of NO TIME’ … they mean the same to us as they do to you.
For as we have stated in the past communications … compared to ‘the space in no time’ where
this plan originated … it is indeed imminent.
Someone wrote in asking if you could assist us on the deprogramming of our souls from the ‘darker
energy’ that seems to prevent us … some days, so strongly … from BEING THE LIGHT THAT WE ARE. I
wrote back saying that you would probably say ‘BE LOVE … ONLY LOVE’. Yet the thing is chaps … the
‘programming’ can make us FEEL so yuck at times, that just ‘BEING LOVE’ isn’t an option … because we
are drained of it. I KNOW it is readily available for ‘top ups’ … but TRULY … if you were down here for a
week or so … you would surely FEEL the heaviness that we are having to fight through on a moment to
moment basis … Hence our tiredness and need of a boost . Any advice?
We would like you to firstly finish what you wanted to say … yet refrained.
Really? O.K … I wanted to say that there will be those ‘bright sparks’ who read this … and I DO mean
this with respect … who are further up the ladder than myself and many … and will write in to tell me
that I have to go within and tune in / tap in / turn on to the LOVE that I AM. I do ‘get that’. Yet, this is
the thing … my ‘programming’ can sometimes get the better of me … by far … and the ‘mindset’ takes
hold and tracks straight to the heart. And yes … I KNOW about positive thinking … I KNOW quite a bit
that I have picked up along the way … and I have tried for many, many years to improve my BEING.
We are all trying that … well, those who are awake. Yet … surely by now, after all this DIY … one should
FEEL in a better space. So … hold on … what was my question again? Ah yes! How do we break free
from the programming that holds us back from BEING who we TRULY ARE?
Better now?
OH INDEED!
When you replied to the soul that sent in the question with ‘BE LOVE … ONLY LOVE’ … you
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were completely on track. Yet … in order to break through this programming … you have
to allow your BEINGS to be connected UP at all times … and it is a requirement to be of
great persistence in the KNOWING of being indeed … tuned in / tapped in / turned on ...
PERMANENLTY … FOR YOU ARE THEN … BEING YOU.
Then, who are we when we are not doing all those things?
You are a lesser part of you. When you watch a toy soldier beating a drum … when the
batteries are fully charged … he beats to the drum in full strength and marches in consistent
rhythm. When his batteries begin to wane … the whole ‘system’ that is ‘him’… goes awry. It is
the same with you … when your batteries get low … nothing seems to work as it should.
Yep … so we meditate … and we meditate some more … and then some more … and we say our daily
affirmations to manifest that which we desire for ourselves and the Highest good of all. Many, many
of us do these things … for we left kindergarten a good while back now. Yet, this is our point my
friends … Like with the batteries here on Earth … not like crystals for energy from where you come
from … after they have been used over and over … they no longer top up as they should. They have to
be chucked out and replaced with new ones. Eh … do you get my drift here?
Blossom we are getting your drift more and more clearly. It seems the more detail in which you
relate these FEELINGS … the more we ‘get the picture’. And this is very helpful as to how we
view the situation in which you of Earth find yourselves.
I guess it’s all in the timing. Although … maybe I should have been more specific years ago! Just a
point here ... regarding you understanding us more by what I am saying. Some FEEL that if you are the
Overseers of the Overseers … you would KNOW exactly how we are FEELING, for you have said you
can pick up on our energy etc.
Yes we can. We have said many times that we can ‘view Earth’ and see how it is doing by the
energy Light that is in any one given place. We can indeed pick up on where there is Laughter
and where there is pain or warfare … due to the ‘colour and vibrational swirl’ if you like. Yet
Blossom … this is an energy. This energy tells us a general overview of ‘one’s energy’ … not the
thoughts of how that energy is FEELING.
So … are you saying that … because you have never been on Earth … I mean YOU CHAPS in particular
… you can tell when we are low, medium or high … yet you do not know how, that low, medium or
High FEELS?
To a certain degree … more so, we do not KNOW what that low, medium or high is ‘thinking’ …
for we work on ‘vibrations’ from you.
Yet you think, don’t you? So … I am a bit bemused by this. Are you saying you do not know, that when
we are made aware of something terrible that has taken place, you only know of how we FEEL on a
vibrational level as opposed to what our minds are ‘going through’? And the same when something
wonderful happens?
More or less …
What is more and what is less?
In that … WE HAVE NOT … WE, WHO SPEAK WITH YOU NOW … THE OVERSEERS OF THE
OVERSEERS … WE HAVE NOT EVER BEEN IN HUMAN FORM.
Therefore, we have not experienced the density and thought patterns that this may carry with
it.
And the programming … Let’s not forget the ‘Let’s be miserable and underdogs, for there is nothing
else’ programming!
We … the Overseers are FEELING energy.
Yet you must ‘think’. Otherwise we wouldn’t be able to have this conversation.
We smile … for as advanced as we are ‘in your eyes’ … the ‘language of words’ is something we
have had to ‘learn’ in order to communicate.
Yet, you MUST think! To converse in your meetings about ‘the sign’ … requires you to think does it not?
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Yes … yet that is why we say more or less … for it is quite different from the human ‘level’ of
thought process.
Dare I ask in what way?
Because we communicate telepathically on a HIGHLY ADVANCED communication thoroughfare!
FEELINGS are ‘sent’ on a vibrational frequency that offers ‘the thought’ … for want of a better
word …
Oh please try!
Would we perhaps say ‘sentiment’?
That‘ll do for me!
… that offers the sentiment … of what is desired to portray. Telepathic FEELING is immediately
translated by another on the same level … not by words … by FEELING.
And what? Visual?
Correct. The FEELING that goes with the Visual!
So, a bit like my readings then. I get the visual and then have to interpret it by the FEELING that
accompanies it. COOL … I ‘m clearly far more advanced than I gave myself credit for! AH! The joy of
humour!
We are aware that it is over our allocated time to converse …
I would be happy to go on …
This we know … yet WE KNOW … that although FEELING fine now … the energy would ‘be
missing’ for you later on.
I completely get that … and believe me; these days … I need all the energy I can get. Like many … still
feeling stupidly tired at times. And you are going to say ‘It’s the energy’ aren’t you?
It’s the energy!
Ha Ha!! What energy and why is it making us so tired?
It is the intensity of the new energy coming in … and as your bodies are Lightening up and
renewing … the ‘old’ part of yourselves’ are finding it difficult to deal with … as it falls away.
Remember … when first coming into the Earth world as a NEW BORN … one sleeps most of the
time in order to adjust to the frequencies it finds itself in. The same is happening as you move
into the NEWER HIGHER frequencies that you are finding yourself in … and YOU ‘think’ there is
not much going on!
Yet … BE as US … and FEEL … REALLY TUNE IN AND FEEL … then you would not be in such need
for that ‘sign’ you are asking for.
Wanna bet? It has been a pleasure … Many thanks to you. IN LOVE, LIGHT & GOLDEN RAYS.
The pleasure is reciprocated Blossom … and we thank each one of you who reads these words
for your continual marching onwards … even when the going gets tough. Until we speak again
… KNOW we are learning more of your situation … and through learning comes understanding!
Indeed … Indeed … Indeed! Toodlepip!
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31 January 2014
Here we are again, happy as can be, all good fun and jolly good company! Hello my friends ... it is always
lovely to connect up with you, and one always wonders what ‘train of thought’ we shall go through as we
commune … to try and assist our beautiful planet Earth and all who sail in her!
Indeed dearest Blossom … is it not that we travel through twists and turns in order to discover ‘each
other’? It is a wonder when one considers ‘the distance’ between us that we do as well as we do.
Yet we are but a breath away.
I wondered if I could continue on, regarding you saying you do not pick up on our thoughts, you pick up on
our feelings. Yet I KNOW you pick up on MY thoughts. So I am a little confused.
We are aware that when we spoke of this in our last communiqué, that many were more than
confused. Some were angry, some were disappointed, and some were literally ready to throw in the
towel, as we have learned to say.
Yet, dearest Blossom and ALL who are involved with us. With all respect, we cannot change that which is
our TRUTH in order to suit YOU. If it is that our words bring about emotions that do not please … then it is
one’s choice to not receive our words any longer.
Yet, do you not say, that if one is reading something and it makes them feel uncomfortable, then to STOP
READING?
Yes. That is so. Yet, there is a difference which one must differentiate between! That is … something that
may TRIGGER an emotion that one must work through and ‘ease out’ … and something that literally does
not resonate with the souls TRUTH. There is a difference between an uncomfortable emotion that serves
and one that does not.
So how would one know how to differentiate?
Because one simply settles into the KNOWING after the ‘said emotion’ of Truth.
Many, my friends, feel so frustrated with you. They say you are … shall we say ‘full of fluff’? For there is no
resolve regarding a ‘sign’ and it seems to many, as if you are always beating around the bush, so to speak.
And what is it that YOU FEEL BLOSSOM?
Well, I KNOW I FEEL YOUR LIGHT AS I WRITE. Always at the end of a session I think … ‘Yes, that was lovely.’
… no matter what the content. It was lovely because it flowed and I never EVER FEEL any other ‘emotion’
from you than LOVE. No frustration, nothing … except the other week when I had a bit of a go ... and you
certainly seemed ‘speechless’. I am Truly doing ok at the moment … just ‘getting on with it’ the best I can
… and I am in a good space. The thing is … where do we go from here? I mean REALLY go from here? If we
stop talking about THE EVENT AND A SIGN, then it will seem once again, that nothing is being done ... and in
ALL TRUTH from our hearts … WE REALLY DO WANT SOMETHING DONE.
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Have you progressed on the matter of a Booster sign? How hard can it be? How difficult? I am not having a
pop at you, Truly I am not … I am just asking the questions, to which we could really do with some straight
forward answers. I KNOW you can FEEL my Love and my mood here ... and it is a good one … I am just
doing what I came to do.
In answer to your question … ‘Yes, we have made progress’. It is felt throughout, that things need to be
‘shifted’. We have discussed at length the draining of the energy of those of you on EARTH, for it has been
GREATLY looked into. We have collected data from far and wide and it has added a new project to our
agenda.
We FEEL it would be appropriate for the boost you have requested to take place. It was by no means a
unanimous vote … for there are complications that need to be resolved.
Complications of what nature?
In that … IT WILL CHANGE THE ENERGY AND THE ACCELERATION OF THE PLAN.
Surely that is not a bad thing?
Indeed not. Yet it complicates things in many ways.
Could you name some … off the top of your head?
We consider the fact, as we have said previously, that many would find a sign to be ‘mind blowing’.
Many, many of those on Earth would be afraid and this in turn would /could spiral the energy on a
downward slide of confusion for a time.
There is also the possibility that one could not stretch their ‘imagination’ to the degree necessary and
therefore, find it difficult to accept that which we consider to be of value, in the sense of benefit, in the
way that we would usher forth such a sign.
For we are under the agreement that it is not that you are needing your central sun to shine blue rays
instead of gold … yet we are aware that it has to be dramatic enough in order for ‘the party to begin’.
Yet with your intelligence … surely all this is ‘Childs play’?
Not so dearest Blossom. Not so at all. With all Love, may we say … in the same way that you FEEL we
do not understand YOU and where YOU are coming from … WE are not understood by you and where
WE are coming from. In that … as much as we very much desire to give you the upliftment, we are also
aware of matters that cannot be understood by you.
Would you say that is because at this stage of our development, it is beyond our way of thinking?
This is so. It is not that we are undermining your intelligence. Not at all. It is, as we have said many times
before … ‘Out of your league’. Not as souls, yet because of the dimension and density you are residing in.
The mind can only consider and be open to certain realities.
Well, I suppose the ball is very much in your court. You have said you have decided to go ahead … and
this being the case we THANK YOU for taking this into consideration. You can FEEL my energy can you not?
Oh dear … why did I sign up for this job again? I TRULY am sorry … I can only be honest, instead of doing
cartwheels and jumping for joy … I have gone in to the ‘what if it doesn’t happen?’ mode. Far out! And you
chose me to do this because ….???
Because We Love You. We Love You. We Love ALL THAT IS … and it is our desire to go down the pathway
that is for the Highest good of all.
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We know we cannot know a date … I have learned that would not be good to be let out of the bag …
for many reasons. SO I WILL TRUST … and WAIT. Oh deary dear! This is going to spark of some serious emails!
You know that don’t you?
Blossom … what is it that you want from us?
Truth … and a very big sign!! The thing is chaps … I was thinking about this in the week. It was YOU who
spoke about The Event and The Pillars of Light in the first place. You brought these subjects up and used
words like ‘imminent’ and ‘soon’ ... not me. Yes, I brought up about ‘the sign’, only because it appears
that the Lights of many are fading fast, and it FEELS at times, that we are on a sinking ship. So we are
asking YOU to throw us the life jackets. When you do … we will do the swimming and ‘save our souls’ …
yet, we really could do with that helping hand. THAT IS WHAT WE WOULD LIKE FROM YOU … something to
lift our spirits. It would Truly be such a breath of fresh air and although YOU are concerned of many
spiralling downhill … better that, than all of us!!!
Yet WHEN the sign comes … how we shall gain strength and POWER and acceptance of where we
stand. That’s it really. We came KNOWING it would be tough. We accept that. We signed up for ‘tough’.
Yet indeed, we really had no idea how tough it would be … ON OUR SOULS … and I think things have
gotten far more out of hand NOW … DOWN HERE … than originally was expected. THAT’S WHY we need
the lifeline.
You have our TRUTH and you shall have your lifeline …
Then why am I feeling odd? What is this I am FEELING? I can’t quite gauge it. Is it that I have had too
many disappointments … with all respect, and therefore, cannot quite get a grip on the fact that you
are saying a sign shall come?
We can only say that we have honoured your request.
Tell me … am I also picking up on YOUR FEELINGS about this … in that YOU do not FEEL exhilarated by this
move either? I am aren’t I?
It is that we are … … … …
What? You are what?
Inconclusive. In that, we are unsure of the outcome of this … and as we say … wish only to serve for the
Highest good.
Struth! Let’s sort this out then shall we? For I certainly do not want to be the one who had the KNOWING to
ask for this and then it all backfire! Oct 14th aftermath was bad enough, let me tell you! I am certainly not
up for taking the responsibility of what may occur if it didn’t take off the way we planned!
Yet you cannot know for sure Blossom. It could go one way or the other and this is our dilemma.
Ok. I see that. Not only do I get that … I can FEEL your energy about that. It is one I have not felt from
you before … in that you have no desire, and it is not on your agenda in any way to bring about
something that could harm, as opposed to accelerate … Yet you said earlier it would ‘Change the
energy and the acceleration of the plan.’
Yes we did … yet it could change the energy and the acceleration either way. Slow it down or speed it
up … depending on the overall outcome.
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I do understand what you are saying. I am really picking up on the importance of the decision. Many down
here FEEL that with all that is going on we are doomed anyway. As was said in the old TV series ‘Dads Army’
… ‘We’re doomed Captain Mannering. We’re doomed!!’ … And that unless something MAJOR happens to
change things, we are about to sink into the mire. We really do need some help as I see it. Yes, we can send
our Light. (However strong or dim the batteries be at any given time.) Yet, we FEEL it really is not enough to
STOP all that is taking place with the darker souls of the planet. At times, they really seem to have us over
a barrel. WE NEED OUTSIDE HELP NOW … because it is all going pear shaped and horribly horribly wrong.
That is of course, from our perspective, down here. I don’t know how it looks to you?
Well Blossom … We are able to see your Light and your Love through energy pockets. And indeed, there
are some places that can only be considered as ‘dark spots.’
So, looking at the planet … are there more dark spots or more Light pockets? It varies … depending on
what is taking place at any one ‘moment in time’. Yet surely as a whole … in general … on average …
what do you see?
We see more Light than darkness.
How can that be? Because from down here, it certainly doesn’t come across to US that way.
Yet, how you underestimate your power. YOU ARE SUCCEEDING.
YOU ARE DOING WHAT YOU CAME TO DO.
YOU ARE VALIANT AND THE PLAN IS WORKING AND TRAVELLING FULL SPEED AHEAD.
THIS IS WHY WE HAVE CONCERN REGARDING FULLFILLING YOUR REQUEST ... IT COULD ALTER THINGS
DRAMATICALLY.
For better or for worse! I’d like to make a joke about marriage there, yet I feel it would be
inappropriate. Sorry to interrupt … totally out of order there.
This is what we dispute about … for it will indeed change the course in hand.
Again … for better or for worse. You see, now … we are in a bit of a predicament. YOU are saying, you
see more Light and all is going well … and WE are saying … we are pooped and need assistance. Neither
one of us is wrong. We are both right … for we are both in our Truth.
What to do … what to do? This is very interesting and certainly not turning out the way I thought. I said
earlier ‘The ball is in your court’ … yet now I am not so sure. For I can FEEL, that although you are the
‘Higher Lights’ shall we a say, I FEEL as well, as if it is not for YOU to make the decision. You are allowing for
the fact that we are all in this together. Am I FEELING that correctly?
This is correct Blossom. We certainly are not in control OF you. Like you, WE consider all aspects … for it
involves … not just your planet … it involves so much more.
Again I say … had I had too many Sherries with the vicar when I volunteered for this position? This FEELS HUGE
chaps, and I am not sure what to say. Good Lord … that’s a first! So … er … OK … speaking of
‘Lord’ … in all
Highest regard for the energy of that word … could we not ask THE GREAT WHITE SPIRIT … the ‘I AM PRESENCE’
… whatever word resonates for THE ALL THAT IS … what to do about this? For I FEEL it is a rather serious matter
and I wouldn’t want ‘my opinion’ … as much as I regard it for myself … to
be the one that ‘Blew the
Divine plan to pieces’! Heaven Forbid!
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To which we would reply … THE GREAT SPIRIT OF LIFE … THE HIGHEST ENERGY OF LOVE resides within each
one of you and each one of us. The purest flowing thoughts can come only from this energy. Therefore,
perhaps we ask … that each one in your realm … and in all realms … of all universes … send out the call
for the answer … in the knowing it shall be given.
WOW. This was EEEENOOORMOUS!!! I know it is time to close. We have gone well over our usual time.
That’s just the way it is today. I can’t even remember how this conversation began. Yet I KNOW that
what we have just exchanged was on a totally ‘different’ level than normal. Today, I didn’t just feel like
‘the messenger’. Well, maybe I did … yet, maybe like the middle man for both sides. Very weird. Might
take a while for all this to sink in I feel. Hey Ho! Golden Rays to you my friends … Golden Rays to us all …
on the entire affair. Many thanks for reciprocating in the manner of ‘telling it like it is’.
We have never ‘served’ differently.
I know … I know that in my heart. PHEW! Love ya ... and if you could send a fairy with some sleeping dust
tonight that would be great!
Simply breathe deeply and KNOW that all is well.
Let’s hope so my friends. Oops … as you have taught …. Let’s KNOW so. Many thanks.
*Following this conversation I was ‘inspired’ to make this video ... An Invocation ... putting out ‘THE CALL’.
PLEASE SPREAD FAR AND WIDE:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gqmukxqt2rU&feature=youtu.be
The wording can also be found on:
http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com

Here is the audio version of the Jan 31st channelling narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/w7dvGzETvBI
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Hello chaps … well, seeing as I only have two more opportunities to speak with you before embarking on
my tour; I thought I would see if you were about and if indeed, it is meant to be that we chat at
this
time? In the full understanding, that if it is not appropriate, then it simply will not take place. Many thanks.
So, I wonder … is it meant to be?
Dearest Blossom … is it not that there have been interferences in our last few attempts? We must
accept that this type of alarm bell was recognised with ease and therefore, known to abort the
particular channel. However, we FEEL now, that we are able to misguide those missiles that are pointed
in your direction, so to speak … and bring forth in Love … a communication with you once again.
That indeed is good news. For as you know, I will be unavailable for a time over the next few months. I
think it will be good for us all to have break and come to a place within our Beings that allows us to BE
… without outside assistance … with all respect.
With all respect … that shall tie in well with ongoing plans. ‘A change is as good as a rest’ as is said in
your world and appropriately so.
Dearest friends of Planet Earth … how courageously you continue on … in your desire to bring forth the
Light and allow it to raise your Mother Earth into a Higher plain. How deeply we admire your strength
and your ongoing persistence to deliver the LOVE from within yourself to others … and all in need.
You have struggled at times and you have been under the weather … yet still you march onwards … with
the KNOWING IN YOUR HEART that this is what you came to do … TO GIVE AND BE OF LOVE. There it is … in
a nutshell.
Yet, it is so … that over these last weeks in conversation with you Blossom, we have discovered there is a
weariness of souls. A tiredness … as you say … that at times, brings your LIGHT into a dimmer place and
FEELS that you are unable to gain and renew strength.
This, for us, was quite alarming. For we had not fully understood the desperation that so many of you
were/are FEELING. We, as you know … have gathered forces and discussed in great depth this situation.
We had, up until now, presumed that it was ‘Something you would grow out of’ … and we mean that
with respect. We felt it was more of a ‘phase of growth and expansion’ within your soul. Yet we have
discovered from your advice … that it is more so to do with the negative forces that bombard your
energy field on a continually deep basis.
Yet, surely you knew this was taking place … for you are fully aware of the darker energy on the planet
are you not?
Oh indeed! Yet we must speak in TRUTH, and TRUTH alone. We certainly had not realised quite how
destructive these energies were/are to your present position.
For, dearest Blossom … We KNOW how amazing you are … YOU of Planet Earth are far more resilient
than you think you are. This has been proven over and over again by yourselves and therefore, we had
not ‘seen’ the underlying current of weariness that you speak of.
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Indeed, you said that in general you saw more Light than dark. I make jokes about YOU being here for
just a week or two and FEELING what it is like to be ensconced in this energy. Sometimes, it just gets you
down. I am not speaking for ALL humanity … TRULY … that is not my place … yet for so many … it would be
so uplifting to get that BOOST.
This we understand now. We certainly will not proclaim to make any false statements about this BOOST.
Yet, we will say that we are now fully aware of the ‘prayer’ that has been offered … and it is for you to
KNOW that IF IT IS BENEFICIAL FOR ALL … FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE PLANET … then this boost shall take
place. Yet … in your words Blossom … if it is not for the HIGHEST GOOD … then this is also understood and
accepted that it shall not take place.
Exactly right. I FEEL fine about this … for I think we are all on the same page here. I personally, am looking
forward to the time on Friday when we shall all gather our energy in LOVE. If nothing else comes from it
… THAT in itself … shall be very uplifting … and perhaps all that was needed. To FEEL that united front.
Shall we also say, that from our perspective … now, in our understanding … there shall be many in other
realms that shall be joining LIGHTED FORCES with you all upon EARTH also.
It shall be a very sacred, yet short and powerful event, that we in ‘our space’ look forward to becoming
part of also. We ask that you allow yourselves to become fully in tune with your happiest disposition
… as you offer these words of the Invocation. For it is not in desperation that you are asking … it is for
the betterment of all mankind … and therefore, dearest souls … is it not that this should come from the
happiest, most joyous place within?
FILL YOUR BEINGS WITH LOVE … BREATHE IN LOVE and BREATHE OUT LOVE for a time before you begin … so that
within your asking … there is a vibration of the Highest energy.
Do you see? Do you see … our dearest friends and allies … that just by speaking these words … in
harmony … AS ONE … you are already selflessly … doing SO MUCH to assist your planet?
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU.
Thank you. We TRULY are doing our best and any whingeing and whining was coming from our TRUTH. This
‘Call for a sign’ is not because we are lazy and in need of a quick fix. Far from it. As you KNOW … it comes
from our hearts, due to the barrage, decade after decade, that is unwillingly put upon our physicality by
those who wish us harm.
Yet you KNOW to send them LIGHT?
Oh yes! You see, it is not that we are not shining our Light and giving up on what we came here to do.
No No No! It’s just that under such conditions that are forced upon us … it is seemingly more difficult for
our LIGHT to shine through. Well, that’s how it feels at times anyway. Even when in the best of moods,
as I am today … one wonders if we are even making a dent. Is our LIGHT strong enough to overpower
the deceptions that are put upon us, that let’s face it … most of the world is totally unaware of. I think
that’s what we are having difficulty with.
Yet, we say to you Blossom … The smallest of Lights … The dimmest of Lights … can still Light up the dark …
can still make a difference.
Let us put it this way. We are asking of you to be happy … to be of a bright disposition … therefore, in
doing so … you are accomplishing your mission.
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YOU ARE BEING THAT BRIGHT SPARK THAT YOU AGREED TO BE. EVEN THOUGH YOU KNEW … THAT ONCE DOWN ON
YOUR PLANET EARTH … YOU WOULD HAVE MANY DIFFICULTIES TO FACE.
Yep, I get that. Yet … could I put it to you … that perhaps those difficulties became far more difficult
than we originally had assumed they would be? And let’s keep in mind here … this is coming from the
mouth of someone who has a blessed life, living in a wonderful place. So let’s remember also, those in a
completely different position.
Did we KNOW it was going to get this tough? Did we KNOW it was going to FEEL this tough? Did we KNOW
that the dark ones were going to behave so despicably in their agenda to have power over all
... I mean ... really? Did we KNOW this is how bad it would get? And let’s be honest … most of us do not
know the half!
We would say that there would be an open book that was presented to you, when you agreed to
come
down to accomplish this mission. You KNEW it was not for the fainthearted to attend the EARTH crew
sign up! Yet it was made known also … that ‘LIFE’ itself is indeed that … AN OPEN BOOK. Each new chapter
is written as the last one ends. One cannot write chapter 15, before chapter 6. Therefore, in our TRUTH …
you could not have KNOWN in fullness what exactly would take place … how it would all pan out … for it
had not been written.
Yet then … how do you KNOW that the DIVINE PLAN shall take place? How do you KNOW for sure?
Because there are ‘certainties’ that are ‘marked in’ along the way. There are definite happenings
that are ‘built in’ the plan … THAT MUST TAKE PLACE in order for ‘humanity’ to have movement … and
movement in the right direction.
HOWEVER … these ‘happenings’ as you well KNOW Blossom … depend very much ... not on a specific
date … yet on a vibrational marker. These pre-ordained happenings … can only derive from a certain
frequency that they are ‘tuned into’. When that ‘attunement’ is in Divine order … then the happening can
happen.
So then, under our circumstances and the current state of affairs … would you say that we are behind
in ‘the timing of that frequency’ because of free will and the overpowering of negative forces? Yes, I
know you say there is no time … yet you know what I mean.
You see Blossom … This is where so much between ‘you’ upon Earth and ‘us’ … not upon Earth … can be
misinterpreted. For you say ‘the timing of the frequency’ and even though you jest … you are using the
word ‘timing’ … Yet, there is no timing … there is only energy vibration … and when the vibration is valid
… it will … by natural law … bring about … ‘spring into action’ if you like … that which is set to ‘take place’
… as that frequency becomes charged.
I get what you are saying. Yet, there is this matter of some being in this particular frequency already
and if not quite, pretty close … and wondering if we have to wait another 1,000 years for others to
catch up? Oh dear … best start knitting a very long scarf!!
Yet … it is not of that way, you will be pleased to know.
Pleased! I’m delighted! Which way is it? If you’re happy to share, of course.
So for ways of explaining … perhaps we shall shed Light upon the matter in this manner.
When a kettle is coming to the boil … it has many drops of water within that vessel. Each drop is
electrically charged as the temperature of the water rises … Yet, if one was to look inside, they would
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see that some drops are creating bubbles and rising to the surface before some of the others. When the
water reaches the correct temperature needed to activate the ‘off’ switch … it is not that ALL the drops
of water have risen to the top. It is not indeed, that ALL the drops of water have ‘heated up’ enough to
become a ‘bubble in their own right’. Yet … they are still there within that bulk of water ... within that
kettle. Even though, not every drop has transformed into a boiling bubble … the level on which some
drops remain … still contributes to the whole and allows the ‘system’ to spark off that which it was
designed to do.
That comes as a relief, I have to say! For sadly, there seems to be many on the planet that haven’t
even defrosted! Yet, then again … that’s because it is always the bad news … the bad guys … that are
brought to our attention … in order to keep us in that vibration. I try so hard to keep away from it …
yet it’s pretty much in your face on this planet.
Maybe that is why we say to you that WE SEE MORE LIGHT than we see dark. For OUR focus … from OUR
position … notices the LIGHT SPOTS … for that is what we are looking out for.
Yet unfortunately … so much of the dark patches are deliberately thrown in our face on purpose. Making
it more difficult for us ‘down here’ … to focus on what you see. Please KNOW, I am not moaning … I am not
whining … I am just telling you why it is that we came to a place within our hearts, where so many of us
wanted a little ‘Hello’ from above … A little ‘Message from home’.
We understand this much more clearly now Blossom.
Ok … well I know it is time to close now. I missed you! And I shall miss you whilst I am away … but we shall
catch moments here and there … IN LOVE … and indeed it is good to FEEL your LOVE … and MANY THANKS.
We remind you that we shall be joining forces with you as the Invocation prayer is offered. OUR DEEPEST
LOVE IS SENT HERE TO EVERY HEART … WE ARE ONE FAMILY.

Here is the audio link for this channelling read by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena.
http://youtu.be/q00Os7H4Zos
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21 February 2014
Hello there. As you know this will be my last channelling for about five weeks, due to other commitments.
I thought I’d just ask how YOU thought the INVOCATION went last week … and then after that, I will leave it
up to you, as to what you FEEL is most appropriate to leave us pondering on.
Most joyous greetings to you Blossom and all who enrich their lives through Love. We were very much
aware of the wordings … given forth as a group of BEINGS … that are asking for assistance within the
world that you human Beings reside upon. There was much LOVE and earnest thinking from the heart
space that certainly went out into the ethers.
Like you, Blossom … we know that this plea … this desire to ‘move things along’ is to be considered by
that which is above ‘US’ … in terms of overall management. Yet, we can tell you that the longing from the
hearts of those upon Earth … to make it into a better place … did not go unheeded.
In my way of thinking … I FEEL we made it clear, and shall now leave it up to ‘The Highest’ to decide whether
or not a ‘boosting sign’ shall be given. So … now … shall we move on?
With respect for all involved … let us do so.
Being that perhaps you understand a little more of how it is for us down here … how would you
suggest we continue to override all that is sent to ‘put us down’? We KNOW that LOVE is the answer
… yet, LOVE doesn’t seem to stop the greed that can cause so much frustration for those of us who
seem to be ‘in the hands’ of the greedy!
Dearest Blossom … we can only offer you words of LOVE. For, as you are well aware … this is the answer
to all things.
Yet … BEING of LOVE, no matter what … doesn’t stop us having to pay bills that continue to rise out of
control … and having to deal with … what I call, general ‘rip offs’! Yes, you can come from LOVE … yet,
the darker side continue to manipulate and monopolise … leaving us FEELING helpless and powerless at
times, to overcome their control. LOVE does not seem to be breaking through these kind of issues … and
these kind of issues are the very things that leave us struggling to shine! Do you understand, not just what
I am saying … yet, do you FEEL the frustration this causes and indeed the very reason why we asked for a
sign to keep us keeping on?
We must speak in our TRUTH Blossom … as you do in yours. We have undergone a great deal of
conversational discussion amongst many who perhaps have a ‘better FEEL’ for this of which you speak …
than we may do ... being that we have not experienced the Earthly trials … actually within the flesh.
We had not fully understood the depth of pain that can be created by those wishing harm. This has
‘alarmed us’ quite considerably.
Yet … this ‘alarms me’ quite considerably. I really thought you DID understand how it was for us down
here?
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Not in the same fashion as you were expecting us to KNOW. Again we speak of … the OVERALL energy.
This is what we are able to gauge levels of Light upon … and indeed as we have said … there is much of
it.
I am not one to focus on negativity and have learned that what we think we create. Yet … I do find it
hard to accept that when you gauge our planet on its ‘Light levels’ … your ‘reading’ is more of Light!
However … You being who you are ... I shall take your word for it and look upon that as encouraging.
There is not a possibility that your world, your beautiful planet, shall fall into darkness. It is a certainty
that the GOLDEN AGE of Purest Light … that we have continued to speak about … is occurring at this very
moment.
All that is moving into its rightful positioning … is doing so according to the Divine plan.
We cannot pretend to KNOW the exact FEELINGS for you … each individual … who is carrying out their
task. We cannot ‘make it better’ for you in ways that you would perhaps consider most obliging. This is
not our place.
Yet, we CAN tell you that we do not … and have not ever … offered you words to cajole. We have only …
and will only … offer words of TRUTH.
This is how we are able to assist at this time … and when the correct level of LOVE is vibrating in a
pattern that coincides with the universal planetary alignment … when ALL that must be in place has
settled …
THEN WE SAY TO YOU … YOU SHALL KNOW US …
And ALL that you have had to endure and remain in your Truth regarding your truth … shall fill your souls
with an understanding and acceptance that …
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING IS INDEED AS IT SHOULD BE.
Therefore … we offer more of the same! For there is nothing more that we … the Overseers of the
Overseers ... see more fitting to offer.
You are aware, Blossom … that we do not enter into matters that many would like answers to. Such
things ‘to us’ … from where we ‘come from’ ... are not of universal importance. There are a million and
one discussions that could be undertaken with these communications and yet, we do not consider them
to be anywhere near as important an issue as the one that we choose always to speak about.
And this I admire you for. Yet … does it not limit our conversation?
There is a level of understanding ‘life’ from the vibration of which you reside. Within your meditational
state … one can easily raise that frequency and become familiar with any matter that one chooses to
know of.
Ahha! Wondering if you know how many people find it difficult to ‘switch off’… let alone ‘switch on’…
once ‘switched off’.
Yet the hubbub of the mind is under YOUR control.
This is understood by many … yet not so easily achieved.
Then, may we suggest that one lets go of this hubbub by simply concentrating on the breath. For that is
all that is required … and for those who say it is not … they are not concentrating on the breath.
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This gift that was ‘installed’ within your BEING … this gift of ‘travel’ without moving … is one of the
most precious treasures that the human Being was equipped with. Yet, it is one that is very much
underestimated and pushed onto the back burner. Yet, we say to you … open this gift and see for
yourselves, the jewels that lie within.
There shall be many that read these words and say that they have already done so. These souls will
KNOW then of which we speak. Yet we say … allow yourselves to go even further with each opportunity
that you give yourselves.
Break down the barriers and each time … take your ‘imagination’ just one step further.
So what advice would you give to break down those barriers?
KNOWING … TRUSTING … THAT THE GLORIOUS BEING THAT YOU ARE … IS CAPABLE OF SO MUCH MORE THAN
ONE HAS BEEN ‘PROGRAMMED’ TO BELIEVE.
YOU ARE MORE THAN A PROGRAMME!
YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU … ARE AN EXPERIENCE OF LIFE. AN EXPERIENCE OF LIGHT … THROUGH PHYSICAL
AWARENESS.
So many desire to be free from the body … Yet it is also a unique gift for the soul. The ‘touch factor’ is not
present on many other planets. How fortunate are you to be able to FEEL Love … not just from the heart
sensory … yet from the very sense of ‘touching’ itself. How blessed you are to look into another’s eyes
and SEE ‘life’ beaming from their eyes.
We suggest you appreciate the physical form you have come into … it has many many blessings.
Thank you. I have been wondering lately … where we are going with these conversations … in terms
of
how long they shall continue and what they have to offer? For, as you say … you desire to speak of LOVE
and have done so. Perhaps, whilst I am away, it is a perfect time to reflect on your wisdom that you have
given over nine years! I wonder what more you can tell us about LOVE and whether or not
it is simply
down to us … or should I say ‘up’ to us, to work on ourselves a little more. Although, I have to say … I am
one of many that DO work on staying positive … and this is perhaps my gripe sometimes.
Should it really be such a continual ‘effort’ to remain ‘up’? Surely, after all these years of working on
the self, it should just ‘BE THAT WAY’ by now?
Yet, we would say that this has much to do with the density in which you reside. So consider this. We
have spoken in TRUTH … that we see more LIGHT pockets than dark. Does this not SPELL OUT TO YOU … just
how exceedingly well you are coming together AS ONE in THE GREAT DIVINE PLAN?
This is how it appears to us … THAT THE LIGHT IS OVERTAKING THE DARK … and THIS is appearing to us in this
way … EVEN through ALL that is planning to STOP the Divine plan … So, amidst all that is fighting to STOP
YOU … YOU CANNOT BE STOPPED.
YOU ARE INVINCIBLE BEINGS OF LIGHT.
This is why … even though at times you wonder why you carry on … even though at times you FEEL you
have been drained of all strength … YOU CARRY ON!
YOU CARRY ON BECAUSE YOU ARE HERE TO DO SO. THIS KNOWING INSIDE OF YOU … KNOWS THIS.
YOU LISTEN TO THAT WHICH YOUR HEART TELLS YOU … FOR YOUR HEART CANNOT LIE TO YOU. AND … YOUR
HEART TELLS YOU TO KEEP ON KEEPING ON.
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THERE HAS TO BE A VERY IMPORTANT REASON THAT YOUR HEART TELLS YOU TO DO SO. THIS REASON IS BECAUSE IT
IS UNIVERSALLY KNOWN THAT …
LOVE CONQUERS ALL.
AND THIS IS INDEED WHY WE CHOOSE TO CALL YOU … WARRIORS OF LIGHT …
FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT …
FIGHTING FOR YOUR RIGHT TO BE FREE FROM THE CHAINS THAT WERE CREATED TO HOLD YOU DOWN. YET, YOU
KNOW BETTER.
YOU CANNOT BE HELD DOWN … FOR YOUR SOUL WILL ALWAYS BE FREE TO … FLY.
YOUR SOULS WILL ALWAYS BE YOURS TO … LOVE AND BE LOVE.
AND LOVE … OUR DEAREST, DEAREST, MOST COURAGEOUS LIGHT BEARERS … IS WHO YOU ARE.
YOU CANNOT BE ANYTHING ELSE.
LOVE … ONLY LOVE … ONLY LOVE … ONLY LOVE.
Blossom … we take this opportunity to thank YOU for your continual support to us … through thick and
thin.
We shall be shining our LIGHT upon each one of you. It is but a short while until we are able to commune
again … and so much will have allowed each one of you to continue walking in the Light and Love!
Thanks guys. I now officially take off my channelling hat … and put on my acting one … both of which give
me great joy. Thank you ... from my heart … the deepest place of it ... I offer to you my LOVE and gratitude
for BEING ALL THAT YOU ARE.
And from the very same place of value … we shine our Loving Light to each one of you … Of whom we
could not be more proud ... Until we speak again … BE YOURSELVES … BE LOVE.

Here is the audio link for this channelling read by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDev6XTpwtk
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No. 7

26 March 2014
Well hello! I am so excited to have this opportunity to speak with you again. I feel as if it has been
months, yet in actual fact, it is only about five weeks since we last communicated. I am having a blast
on my tour and have felt pretty much out of the loop on ‘channelling matters’. So, I put my Loving
Trust in you, and ask that you bring forth a message that YOU FEEL will serve our Highest good most
appropriately at this time. (That’s if you are there … It is half midnight in my world!)
Dearest Blossom … How we have conveyed Loving Energy to your Being whilst you have been travelling
your country in the fashion that befits your Being.
Thank you for that. I have been trying to send ‘Hello’s’ out to you! There is much your readers would like
you to discuss … yet, I prefer to give you the upper hand. Please continue …
That which we would embark upon … in a manner of speaking … would be concerning the Energy of
self that serves your Highest perspective … upon which … in turn … serves the Highest point of view that
serves the whole.
Not even sure that makes sense … Pray, carry on!
It has come to our attention, that many of your world view much that is considered ‘noteworthy’
in their eyes … to be in ours … not so! We understand that we have a very different view point and a
very different agenda regarding that which we choose to bring through. We are well aware that many
would like us to speak about the issue of the airplane that completely disappeared from view. In our
eyes … we would say, that it is not for us to dispute with and /or against others that choose to offer
explanations as to the whereabouts of this vehicle. There are many controversial aspects of the story
and we consider that any opinion we may have … and in all TRUTH we do not … to simply be stirring the
pot even more so than is presently involved … and this … for us … does not serve the networking of that
which we consider to be LIGHT WORK.
We choose to speak of upliftment to the soul and to be of service in this way. For, dearest souls … is it
not that there is more than enough speculation and intricacies of detail on this particular matter? And
may we say … if you are to accumulate all material concerning the said ‘event of the disappearance’ …
with all Love and respect … are you any the wiser? How would it serve you to add our opinion to the mix?
And in all Truth … could it not be considered that there are many Truths to the outcome … as opposed to
just the one valid answer?
We would take a moment to reiterate, that much that is considered a Truth from a particular vantage
point … is not necessarily how it may pertain to that which is considered the wisest.
I was waiting for you to finish the sentence after ‘wisest’ … and nothing came. Then I realised … you
had finished it … I think! Need to study that sentence when we have done here. So then … onwards …
what next?
Next, is the very exciting news that we consider worthy of note.
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Which apparently, is different to what ‘we’ may consider worthy of note, from what you said earlier.
Some are very much in the understanding of where we choose to speak from … others not so. Yet, is
there not a saying in your world that you cannot please everybody ALL of the time?
Indeed. This, you and I have learned, to be very much a TRUTH over the years.
So then, with much Love from our Beings we offer you this TRUTH.
Over many years now, we have drawn closer and closer to your heart strings … as you have to ours. We
would consider our relationship with those of you who KNOW us … to be a very strong one and worthy of
your TRUST and friendship …
Indeed, we are aware that there are those who are still wavering and unsure of our intent and we send
our deepest LOVE to these souls … in the KNOWING that as we continue on in this way … because WE
LOVE YOU SO … that they too, will eventually FEEL within … THAT WHICH WE ARE.
There has been much that has been relayed to you that one has felt to be of ‘fluff’. Yet, those of you
who KNOW US and indeed KNOW themselves … have a deeper understanding and a TRUE FEELING that
what we choose to bring forth … comes from the HIGHEST intent ... to bring an openness of heart and a
‘getting’ of that which comes from a HIGHER place … than that of the actual dimension of within which
you reside.
This dimensional flow has been the ‘bugbear’ for many … as the Energy that crosses paths between these
dimensions can sometimes cause alarm and misinterpretation.
Yet, we say to you now … you are BECOMING THE TRUTH OF YOURSELVES and therefore, it is becoming less
likely for confusions to occur as you rise into HIGHER ENERGIES OF YOURSELVES.
It is as if you are stepping into a new suit … if we may put it that way?
The old skin has been shed by many of you. You are able to FEEL this within yourselves. You FEEL more
on the lines of KNOWING in a convincing way TO THE SELF … that you have travelled far and at last are
FEELING the change within your Being … and reaping the benefits of the work upon self that you have
accomplished thus far.
There is a definite difference that you are able to recognise. It is not of an egotistic ‘how marvellous am
I’ nature. Yet, of a self-assured FEELING that lies deep within the heart space … and it is indeed noted
from the self that this is where it derives from … This assurance that YOU ARE GETTING IT … and … YOU ARE
GETTING SOMEWHERE.
There is no longer the striving to ‘search’ for clues … to search for KNOWLEDGE. One is BECOMING
content within the spirit self to simply walk their talk in confident harmony … and, dearest souls … SUCH
A GLORIOUS SPECTACLE YOU ARE CREATING!
The colours that are now BEAMING forth from your Energy fields are showing to us the success … the
triumphant glory. The ever present Light that IS YOU … is NOW shining so brightly upon your planet that it
is … without question … a VICTORIOUS VICTORY.
There can be no denial that THE LIGHT BEARERS have won through … they have lifted this DIVINE PLANET
EARTH into her next phase of LIFE … and THIS PHASE, Dearest ones … is ONE that was created by YOU long
long ago.
IT IS THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL.
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And we are very aware of how long and arduous the eons of time have been … as you bravely
marched through it. Holding your torches HIGH … even when there ‘seemed to be’ no way of keeping
them alight.
Yet …
YOU DID IT …
YOU HAVE SEEN YOUR CONTRACT THROUGH. YOU HAVE MADE IT.
REJOICE, REJOICE, REJOICE!
Good Lord Maud! This is indeed very exciting news and very much out of the blue. It’s all very uplifting and
whilst writing all that … I had the tingle of Truth running through my veins. It has got me quite emotional to
be honest … sounds great!! Yet … may I be so bold to ask … what exactly does this mean in human terms
… in terms of a difference that we can tangibly grasp?
Yet, do you not see?
You … most blessed souls of UNIFIED DIVINE ENERGY … it is not the tangible evidence that you are seeking.
Is it not?
You only THINK that you NEED tangible evidence. Yet IN TRUTH … the evidence that ALL THIS IS REAL …. ALL
THIS THAT WE SPEAK OF … is not something that can be touched or proven on a level of ‘seeing is believing’.
THE EVIDENCE that you have been seeking … is this very thing that we are speaking of. THIS TANGIBLE
CHANGE WITHIN YOU!
And the more you recognise this … oh so very miraculous metamorphosis … the more you GET IT … and
how you shall slowly but surely begin to laugh as you TRULY, FULLY COMPREHEND WHAT ALL THIS HAS BEEN
ABOUT.
I have to say … I am a little out of my depth here on one level … yet an inner part of me is totally
‘getting it’. I KNOW this concept is certainly not new to many … yet somehow … to me … the way you
are saying it right here, right now … is making more sense than it ever has before. Perhaps because it
is taking place with in me (at last) and therefore, I am able to understand it more. Are you saying this is
happening to many?
We are. More and more at a rapid rate … FOR IT IS TIME NOW.
JUST WATCH HOW MONUMENTAL LEAPS INTO THE UNKNOWN SHALL TAKE PLACE ON A REGULAR BASIS .
YOUR TRUSTING IN YOURSELVES AND YOUR KNOWING OF TRUTH FROM DEEP WITHIN … HAS LED YOU TO THIS
MOMENT IN YOUR TIME … WHEN SO MUCH IS TO BE REVEALED TO YOU.
I have to say once again … this could be taken on a ‘Yeah, yeah … heard it all before!’ … and yet … as
you are bringing these words through … the Energy they carry, is like I am hearing it for the first time. I
mean … don’t laugh … but I think I actually believe you!!
Belief is not something we require from you regarding our words. In that … it is only in the experiencing
of the TRUTH of the words that allows one to KNOW that they are of TRUTH. Unless one experiences
anything for themselves … they can only assume that it is a TRUTH. Yet, once the TRUTH HITS HOME …
then the allowance of that knowledge, then takes the soul in charge of this understanding …to a much
Higher degree of understanding … of the next level of that soul.
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Let’s try that in Swahili shall we? Gotta say … I have so enjoyed BEING in your Energy again … I am on a real
HIGH from integrating with you …Thank you so much.
Thanks are accepted in LOVE … yet not a necessary factor. For it is with greatest of joy that we have this
opportunity to ‘link up’ with you all in this way.
Closer and closer we are … nearer and nearer we are … to the DIVINE discovery.
Very intriguing … Divine discovery? Not sure how to accept that …I mean, in what concept ?
We would then put it this way perhaps … IN DISCOVERING THAT WHICH IS DIVINE … OF THE HIGHEST ORDER.
OH, DEAREST SOULS … TAKE THE MOMENT … AND ALLOW YOURSELVES TO FEEL THE ENERGY IN WHICH WE OFFER
THESE WORDS … EXPECT NOT A THING … YET KNOW THAT THE VERY HIGHEST OF MIRACLES IS EXPECTED.
WE ARE WITH YOU AS YOU ARE WITH US.
MANY ARE WITH YOU … AS YOU ARE WITH THEM.
YOU ARE UNDER WATCHFUL EYES … THROUGH WHICH, THERE IS ONLY AND EVER WILL BE ... THE GREATEST LOVE FOR
YOU AND YOUR PLANET.
WE ARE ONE.
WE LOVE YOU.
Right back atcha! Thanks so much … I’ll be in touch again on my return, around what we call ‘EASTER.’
Continue to bring joy Blossom Goodchild as you travel the land of The Rock.
Oh, I shall do my very best! TaTa for now.

Here is the audio link for this channelling read by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/RCNRz3Bk6sc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

23 April 2014
(Unfortunately April 16th channelling appears to be lost!)
Good morning my friends. I am feeling bright and breezy and TRUST you are feeling the same?
It is always of the greatest pleasure to commune with you, in the knowing that our words shall be
offered to many ... through which we send our deepest Love and Gratitude.
Straight to it if I may? Last week you said ‘You are drawing so very close now, to a time frame where
upon you shall need to call upon your inner strength to see you through. You have gained … in this
process of learning … much inner TRUTH about YOURSELF … and you shall be asked to recall it and hold
on to it ... as these times bring you into a ‘different place’ from that which you are used to.’ A few have
written in asking if you would care to elaborate on this. Would you be so kind?
The words offered in this statement were given in Love … and in the understanding that whatever
comes around in future days ... regarding changes upon your planet Earth … YOU, each one of you, shall
have gained enough knowledge to KNOW exactly what to do when the time comes. Your inner strength
shall indeed see you through … and it is far stronger than you realise as it has not … as yet, been ‘put to
the test’.
So, in what way will we need to use it? Under what such circumstances do you mean?
Dearest one, for a long time now, we have spoken of Earth changes that are to come. We cannot
elaborate in detail, as we cannot know ourselves, exactly what these future days shall bring … within
the massive change that shall occur.
Are you speaking of the time when ‘The Event’ which you have spoken of takes place?
None other. For, although we consider this wondrous occurrence to uplift, en masse ... as we have said
… we are also aware that it shall create confusion and disturbance for many, in many ways. Even for
those who have been expecting it … they shall still find turmoil around them, which shall require this
‘inner strength’ that we speak of, to be brought forth.
We are unable to ‘judge’ how the majority shall react … and therefore, we cannot say exactly what
change shall take place. It shall depend greatly on the ‘situation of the soul self of many’ as to the
reaction of such an ‘Event’.
I am not going to ask ‘when’ for it only leaves us folk down here in a quandary. I have accepted it is far
better to let the time frame go and just continue to do my best in becoming more of the LOVE that I
AM. That in itself, is enough to keep me going for the next ninety years!
Please write down that which you were to say … and then changed your mind.
Really? I discarded it, as I felt it inappropriate. Are you sure we want to go down this road? It may
offend many!
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Yet, we consider the fact that it shall assist many.
Ok then! Your call. I just feel rather ‘out of sorts’ about ‘channellings’ these days. No offence to anyone
… on or off planet! I seem to have lost interest in it all. My attitude has become rather nonchalant …
which isn’t very ‘reverent’ really, is it? Not when so many are making such an effort to bring Light to
the planet in this way.
Yet … you continue to ‘work’ with us.
The pay’s too good! No, seriously … It just wouldn’t feel right not to. It feels to me like a soul contract …
which I know I can break if I choose. Yet I don’t. I just wonder … as I often do … where all this is going?
It is leading you home dearest Blossom. We cannot comment on your disposition … for we are not YOU
… and we are not upon Earth. Yet, we are aware of ‘energies’ that surround ‘all’ … individually and as a
whole.
It is not compulsory for you to ‘acknowledge’ writings that come through … from ‘Us’ or ‘Others’.
We would say to each individual regarding this matter … as we have said many times before … IF it
resonates and makes your heart swell then continue to read on … IF it does not, then stop … for you
would be reading out of ‘should-ness’ instead of a desire to feed the soul with the correct sustenance.
Well, this is just it, my friends ... you have made my point … because you just said ‘as we have said
many times before’. What is there that is to come through, that has not already been said? When I am
sent other channellings to read … it is more like revising, when I feel ready to move onto the next grade
… whatever that is! I do not wish to sound ‘above my station’ … yet these days, I just feel I have read it
all before … because I have!
We understand.
Do you? So, would it not be possible to move onto fresher pastures?
The fact of the matter is … that many, daily … are being introduced to such knowledge and for their
benefit … we cannot ask them to run before they can walk. We would not wish to ‘blow them over’ with
too much depth, too soon.
Yet, could they not just read older channellings?
Yes.
So …
So … may we be bold and ask if you consider yourself READY for the next level Blossom?
I don’t know! Am I? What level of understanding does it require? I mean, it is not like there is a test to ‘see
where we are at’.
There are not tests … for the Earth journey is not in a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ basis. Yet, one cannot move up into
the next level of understanding until every part of their Being is ready to do so.
With the greatest of Love and respect to all that feel the same way as you do Blossom … You may
sometimes feel as if your head is bashing at the ceiling … desperately trying to ‘push through’ to the
next level … the next platform … for every part of your Being is craving to do so. It feels so ready to
move on. It can sometimes feel trapped and as if one is bursting to expand.
Yes. Yes. Well put!
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Accept the place in which you find yourself. Truly consider the BEING that you have walked into ... and
ask if there still maybe room for improvement.
Oh, without doubt there is. I am often looking at my attitude and behaviour, especially lately, due to mixing
24/7 with other souls and I recognise aspects of myself that definitely need working on!
And in that way, we would say that it would not be suitable/possible for the next level to be introduced.
To finalise these areas of lesser Love and allow them to become Higher Love is what your intention is. It
is therefore OUR intention ... to continue to ‘coach’ in ways that shall assist in doing so.
The stronger each aspect of yourself grows in LOVE … the more ready you shall be … the more prepared
you shall be … for the very ‘EVENT’ that we speak of.
Yes … we had thought that a while back in your time … things on your planet looked promising enough
to let it go ahead. Yet, intrusive energies and circumstances prevented this ... and now … in hindsight
… it has served us well. For the ‘when’ shall find the Divine Plan to go ahead much more smoothly than
perhaps it would have done.
We accept that you get frustrated with us speaking of ‘soon’ and ‘imminent’ as days and months move
through … and still we continue to speak in the same vein.
ONE DAY … WITHOUT QUESTION … YOU SHALL KNOW THESE WORDS WE SPEAK OF TO BE OF TRUTH. THIS WE
PROMISE.
Then, dearest ones, shall you find yourselves ‘ready’ to be offered wisdom on a greater scale than that
which we offer in these days.
KNOW too … as you do … that inside of each one … all knowledge lies.
In my case … it lies dormant … for now! I still have a mighty long way to travel.
We all have. For there is no end to the road.
Yet there is … home … is there not?
Of course. There shall always be home. Yet … when arriving there … it does not mean that ‘everything’
shall finish. It cannot end. Life cannot end. For it is ‘Life itself.’
How I wish I could find that knowledge within. I’ll keep on looking! I guess some would say, that it is
when I stop looking that it shall appear. What would you say?
We would say that it is not about what you KNOW … it is about what you FEEL.
WHEN YOU HAVE LEARNED TO FEEL LOVE IN ALL BREATHING MOMENTS ... THEN ALL KNOWLEDGE IS
ENCOMPASSED WITHIN THAT FEELING.
The ‘thing’ that you are searching for … is not something that is ‘hiding from you’ dearest soul … it is
within your grasp … it is ‘right in front of your nose’…
I have a huge grin on my face for I KNOW you are about to say …
IT IS IN YOUR BREATH.
Breathing is the key to unlock your doors that you feel will not open.
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Nothing more than the simple breath. And yet you try to complicate the most treasured gift … by
deciding it is something so very much more complicated.
It is as simple as can be. It cannot be simpler.
BE AWARE OF EVERY BREATH … BE IN GRATITUDE FOR EVERY BREATH … BECOME EVERY BREATH. THERE IS NOTHING
MORE YOU NEED TO KNOW.
For as you learn to behave in this fashion … everything that lives … in other words, everything that
breathes … becomes ONE with YOUR breath.
As you breathe in harmony with ALL THAT IS … you experience the ONENESS OF ALL. YOU BECOME THE
ONE.
For the only thing that separates you from the whole … is your thinking that you are not connected to it.
Yet … learn to breathe in synchronicity with the UNIVERSE OF LOVE and you will find a NEW WORLD that
lies within you … and indeed all around you.
It shall open up your eyes to things that have always been there ... yet you have not seen.
up your ears to music that has always been played … yet you have not heard.

It shall open

It shall open up your heart to a LOVE that has been awaiting your presence … yet you knew not of it. All
this … because you choose LIFE.
There is no life if one does not breathe. Yet, it is taken for granted … It is not given that which it deserves
... LOVE!
In every breath you take … acknowledge what it is … LOVE!
The human Being is designed that way … TO BE LIFE THROUGH LOVE.
TO BE LOVE THROUGH LIFE.
I think … my forehead just popped through that ceiling! Thank you!
Thank YOU. We TRUST we have served the whole through these moments with you.
Without doubt my friends. In Love, I say goodbye for now. I shall link up in a few weeks’ time, when I get
back home once again. Much Love.
ALL LOVE TO ONE AND ALL.

Here is the audio for this channel, narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/eCfn7owBHE0
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

16 May 2014
HELLO! Long time no speaky! I’ve missed these sessions. So, let’s get going straight away with a
question. Our Croatian translator sent me in a rather intriguing photo that he had taken. When he
‘snapped it’ he was merely taking a photo of the evening bustle in the street. To his surprize, something
appeared in the actual photo and I was wondering if you could tell us what it is? (See below)
Greetings to you, our friend and compadre. We have been with you throughout; therefore, your Energy
… to us … cannot be missed. Yet indeed, it is splendid to converse once again with you in this fashion.
Regarding the photograph that you speak of. We would consider this to be the ‘tail end’ of one of ‘our
vessels’. Cloaking was the order of the day… and yet due to atmospherics in weather conditions … this
part of it, became more visible to the eye.
Yet … not seen when the photo was taken.
This is quite common for ‘unseen’ elements to be picked up this way. The human eye does not have the
capability sometimes to ‘visualise’ that which is in front of it.
Your thoughts are … ‘Human eye … or third eye?’... Is this correct?
Indeed.
We would say that they are interconnected. For when the third eye is open … depending on the degree
… much may then be revealed ‘through’ the human eye.
What was the vessel doing there? It seemed so close.
Dearest one … do we not say to you … how very close we are? This particular sighting was very much on
an observance …
We can’t find the word can we! It’s on the tip of my fingers and on the tip of my thought pattern from
you … That’s funny! … Let’s try again.
This sighting was on an observing … shall we say … mission.
Let’s! Observing what exactly?
The protocol of how one goes about one’s business.
How does that interest you? It looks like an ordinary evening in any town/city.
And yet … we are able to observe so much. As we have spoken of before … We ‘sense/pick up’ on
ENERGY.
Yes, I get that … But how does that transfer into a data base … and why?
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Because it is essential for us to denote the level of Energy in any one given place upon your planet. This
is of much importance.
So basically you are saying that the Energy of ‘Croatia’ for instance … may be very different from that
of ... say ‘England’? It is sort of common sense really.
We understand your understanding of the Energy in different countries … very much depending on how
that country is governed and its rules etc. Yet, we are not only picking up on the Energy of the people in
residence … we are gauging the level of that which resides deep inside the EARTH.
People inside the Earth or the actual ‘Earth’ itself?
Both.
Do you have more contact with those below ground? I believe they are more evolved and therefore,
would be more aware of your visit?
Indeed. And yet … we do not need to be close at hand in order to be ‘in contact’ with them. Many that
reside … at THIS time … underground … are doing so temporarily. Many of these souls are indeed ...
‘Being of Service’ ... and assisting in all the works that take place within the inner depths of your planet.
These ‘works’ are involved greatly with assisting those above to move into their rightful place. There is
much time spent in meditation … sending Light where needed, to different parts of your planet. Surges
of Energy from them … have much benefit in the Healing of your Mother Earth.
Thank you. Anything else you would like to say about the ‘photo’?
Only that it is a fine example of TRUTH.
Indeed. Mind you … it did seem very large … is that necessary for an observation mission?
No. Yet seeing as they were passing that way …
You’re kidding?
A little. Dearest friend … our vehicles can be where we wish them to be in a blink of an eye. No matter
what the size. This one that is protruding its tail … is far from large … in terms of our ‘Travelling Ports.’
I am struggling with the word ‘ports’. Yet, that has reminded me of the other photo the gentleman
sent, which, to be honest, I didn’t take nearly as much notice of. I have just opened it now and will post
this below also …
We are happy you picked up on this. For indeed this second ‘capture’ of ‘what is’ can be clearly seen
… if one cares to ‘look into’ … as that which we would call a port/hole!
Surely, oh intelligent ones, you mean portal?
We mean as we said with all respect. Yet ... it is one and the same. Let us explain. When a ship in your
world sails into land … it is known as ‘coming into port’. Pretty much the same for us. The difference
being, that in order to get to our destination in that ‘blink of an eye’ … we travel through a hole … to
arrive at the next port that we are ‘tuned into’. Therefore … porthole!
This ‘avenue’ of transfer does not remain in that particular place permanently ( We are aware of your
thoughts.) It is ‘created’ at the time … A ‘hole’ for the convenience of the ‘whole’.
How amazing! We are so far behind in our technology.
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Not really. It is all there. It is awaiting the time when it is ‘allowed’ for it to BE.
With respect … there are many on your planet that are not ‘grown up’ enough to use such technology.
We mean this, in the sense of giving a toddler a chain saw. Much damage could occur … put in the
wrong hands!
Yes, I get that.
We would say … that the more enlightened the Being is … the more likely one is to be able to ‘tune into’
the wonders of travel etc.
Do you mean … we earn it?
That would sound incorrect. Yet, in a sense … yes!
All things that YOU ARE … All things that COME TO YOU … depend very much on how YOU CHOOSE TO BE!
It is as simple as that!
Many moan and groan that they do not have this ... and they do not have that. ATTITUDE! ATTITUDE!
ATTITUDE … TOWARDS ALL THAT IS!
THAT is how ALL THINGS come to you ... By your ATTITUDE toward EVERYTHING. It is as simple as that!
The more you GIVE LOVE the more you RECEIVE it. It is Universal Law.
Yet … YOU ARE LOVE …
Although … it is up to you to allow your BE-ing to FEEL it. How much LOVE you CHOOSE to FEEL, depends on
how much LOVE you choose to GIVE. It spins around on the same circle.
Dearest ones ... KNOW LOVE ... in all its glorious aspects. Then, and only then, shall you KNOW yourself.
Again, thank you. Moving on , whilst I have you here, and have the time. A friend of mine is rather
‘disgruntled’ … as are many … with the channelling information brought through from yourselves and
many. From the point of view of ‘lack of continuity’. No need to go into detail, as it speaks for itself.
Over to you!
It would depend on the perspective of each soul. There are some who read information that they
KNOW to be of TRUTH and are content to continue on living life in that KNOWING … that at THE GIVEN
TIME … ALL that has been spoken of … shall come about. There are others that await almost within the
next breath for these things to take place … and this is not a healthy way to breathe!
Yet … sometimes, we can get maybe five channellings in a row about THE EVENT coming soon … and then
‘Nothing … Nada’ for months … Up and down on the roller coaster we go. Do you see that from our point
of view?
We are doing so, more and more. Yet, from our position … it is not the same. For as we have stated
before … there is ‘no time’ where we are. Just Energy of a situation.
There is more of a build-up of Energy regarding this EVENT than when we last spoke of it. So therefore,
we could say …. It is getting closer and closer … because it is! We are not in a position to say the exact
date … for we cannot tell. It depends on the Energy that we study so deeply … reaching a certain
‘percentage’. And then we would be ready for THE OFF!
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When we encourage you with such words … WE/YOU are assisting in the uplifting of that very Energy
level … for hopes and frequencies are High.
Yet … does it serve a purpose? For that same Energy tends to drop for many … when disappointment sets
in due to nothing happening … EVER! Then one’s ‘faith in it all’ hits rock bottom!
Yet it doesn’t!
Try being a human!
That is not for us to do. It is not in ‘our contract’. Please remember, with all respect … that which we
have stated many times.
YOU CHOSE TO BE HERE!
YOU ASKED TO BE HERE! … KNOWING FULL WELL WHAT THAT ENTAILED. YOU HAVE JUST FORGOTTEN WHAT IT
ENTAILED.
A good job … otherwise this would be a pretty empty planet!
On the other hand … on the Brighter side … the Sunny side … you have not forgotten how to connect up
with ‘HOME’. You just think you have … and when ‘HOME’ FEELS so far away … you say you can’t meditate
… or you are not very good at it … and make all kinds of excuses not to ‘be there’.
It is as simple as this. When you take a journey to a different place in your world … you have with inside
you … ‘memories’ of home. What your bedroom is like, your garden, your comfy sofa etc. All things that
bring you Peace and comfort. All you have to do is FEEL them inside your heart.
It is the same with your TRUE HOME.
All you have to do is FEEL LOVE AS YOU BREATHE DEEPLY AND THINK OF NOTHING ELSE OTHER THAN THAT
BREATH.
Then HOME will be with you … You will be HOME … For … HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS.
This is a TRUTH … and when you understand this fully … it shall make such a difference to your ENTIRE
existence.’
WE LOVE YOU.
And WE LOVE YOU! Thank you. It’s been fun. Maybe I can catch you once more before I travel again …
not looking too promising though. So, I’ll just say … I’ll catch you, when I next catch you! In Love and thanks!
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THE PHOTO’S:

Message from the photographer:

Link for audio of above channelling - Narrated by
Blossom Goodchild & Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/C7HzVxtrGOA

PLUS ... I received two emails from photographer’s
saying that the photograph’s that were spoken of
in the last channelling were caused by ‘lens flare’.
Not being a photographer myself ... I became very
confused and upset as to whether or not I was
channelling TRUTH!
After much pondering on what to do ... I decided
to ask White Cloud. I asked him to come through,
which he did, and I recorded what he had to say. I
am now at Peace with it ...

The photo has been taken in the
centre of Zagreb, Croatia, Europe,
late afternoon/early evening with
storm coming in on (most likely
14th of April (the problem of the
Exact Date is that i have opened
photo a couple of days later and
then realized that the clouds were
not alone in the sky.) The only
intervention in the original photo
was that i did “contrast” function
to the total photo). Also, i have
returned back to the location trying
to figure out whether there were
some light interferences that would
form something like this within
the lens tube but could not locate
anything to my knowledge. And of
course, i have not seen anything
except clouds during the shooting.

Here it is:
http://www.blossomgoodchild.com/WhiteCloudreMay16th2014channel.mp3
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

13 June 2014
My friends, at last I am home and able to once again link up with you. What a tremendous journey my
soul has been on over the last three months. Are you home?
We, dearest one, are always home. For we live within our Peace … and this therefore, would be what
we know as home. For many, they FEEL that they are walking the path homewards and yet … we would
say one is already home. It is a question of sitting by the hearth and gazing through the flames of Love …
in order to KNOW where one is.
So … would you say … we never left?
It would be a matter of interpretation. For how could one leave the self? We might say that one may lose
the self … but one can never … ever … leave.
Your soul … your presence of Love within the self of LOVE … is ALL THAT IS.
That which you have ‘chosen’ to experience within the confines of the human form … may at times,
make you FEEL that you are far from that which you KNOW to be correct in THAT WHICH YOU ARE. Yet we
say … you are merely ‘choosing’ to experiment … to experience … that which you are not … in order for
contrast to be KNOWN unto you.
Yet, you have said that we are here to see and assist Mother Earth and ourselves into the new Golden
Age ...
And you are fulfilling this purpose with great gusto. Even though at times it may ‘appear’ otherwise.
Let us refresh. The soulself cannot remain still. It is an ever expanding LIGHT OF ONE that is experienced
through individuality whilst upon Earth. Yes, you agreed to assist in the Ascending of your planet Earth …
yet, it is also, that you are able to enhance your soul’s level of Love greatly ... by doing so.
You have said that we come from the Purest Highest Divine Love. That is who we are. So, can you explain
about enhancing that? If we originate from the Highest of it … does that make sense?
We fully understand that which you inquire of. In order to become in fullness the Light of the Highest
Divine … ONCE AGAIN … there is much that is to be recognised IN/AS/THROUGH TRUTH. Indeed YOU ARE
OF THE HIGHEST … yet, that is not to say that the density that ‘sits’ within the planet you reside upon … is
certainly capable of changing that energy THAT IS YOU ... into a lower vibration of the SAME LOVE.
This is what you are experiencing … when you are down,… when you are sad … when you are angry. You
are BEING THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … yet, on a different vibration of ITSELF.
I get that. My question would be … for how much longer must we reside within this lower level? I
appreciate ALL that you have said and explained over the years … TRULY I DO … and I KNOW it is not
about ‘when’ you are going to introduce yourselves globally etc. From what you have said … it is about
‘US’ … enough of ‘US’ waking up … in order to be of a vibration that will allow you to ‘appear’ and be
accepted. I get that too. Yet … from what I see these days … this ‘aint exactly the ‘Express train’ outta
here … It FEELS more like the ‘milk train’.
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We say to you … THERE IS SO MUCH MORE HAPPENING THAN YOU KNOW.
Tell me about it!
That which you FEEL is failing … that which you FEEL is falling apart … that which you KNOW to be weak
… that which is of a lesser Light … All these things that are presented to you … are merely one side of the
coin.
Yet, it seems to be the side that is continually on display. With all Love … please don’t say ...’That is because
I choose to look at it’ … because I DO SO TRY to walk on the sunny side of the street … yet the clouds keep
on blocking the sun … from so many aspects of just having to live within the system.
Does the system RULE your heart?
No.
Then … to which place has your heart walked into over these last years of KNOWING US?
Oh, into a much brighter place!
And with all respect … so have the hearts of so many. YOU HAVE BECOME BRIGHTER SOULS.
We have said many times ... how brightly your LIGHT shines. Oh, how we desire that you could see things
from our perspective … for this indeed would give you great encouragement. You are exactly where you
need to be at any one time of your breath. You are experiencing ALL that is needed to be experienced in
every given moment of that breath … It is your choice as to HOW you FEEL within that given moment …
within EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE.
YOU CHOOSE YOUR FEELINGS.
YOU CHOOSE YOUR NEXT THOUGHT.
That next thought, will bring about how you are choosing to FEEL. BE WISE dearest Enlightened Beings.
LET NOT THAT WHICH GOES ON AROUND YOU … DETERMINE THAT WHICH LIES WITHIN YOU.
Nicely put!!! Yet ... it is very tricky, having to conform to the system ... to not be affected by it. It seems to
have us over a barrel. I understand another’s behaviour is none of our business … yet it can … in Truth
… sometimes really affect one’s soul when one has to be around it. The same with the system … we have
to pay this and that or we get fined even more etc … we seem trapped on so many levels.
Again we ask … is your heart trapped?
No, yet it can FEEL very down trodden and sad at times.
Then take control over it and make it FEEL happy! Only YOU can do that!
YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF HAPPY WHENEVER YOU WANT … UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE … BY THE THOUGHTS
YOU CHOOSE … WHICH IN TURN TALK TO YOUR HEART … WHICH IN TURN … MAKES YOUR HEART SING … WHICH
IN TURN MAKES YOU FEEL HAPPINESS.
This can be done … no matter what … even in a war zone!
The more vigilant you become in choosing happiness … the Higher your vibration becomes. The Higher
your vibration becomes … THE QUICKER YOU BEAT THE SYSTEM!
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How does that beat the system? Whether we are happy or downcast … we still have to conform.
Yet, those who wish you to conform do not desire your happiness. By defeating ‘their’ object … YOU ARE
WINNING!
THIS NEXT STATEMENT IS VERY IMPORTANT.
THE HAPPIER YOU ALLOW YOURSELF TO BECOME … THE FASTER THE SYSTEM SHALL FALL.
Your world is sadly experiencing a system which ‘thinks’ it can ‘rule the world’. IT CANNOT!
NOTHING CAN RULE ‘YOU’. YOU ARE LOVE.
LOVE CAN NOT BE RULED!
Therefore … the more you DECIDE TO BE THAT WHICH YOU ARE … NO MATTER WHAT … the more that which
chooses the lesser Light … shall be overshadowed by that which is of TRUTH … That which is of the
BRIGHTEST LIGHT OF LOVE.
NOTHING CAN CONTROL THE BRIGHTEST LIGHT OF LOVE THAT YOU ALL ARE.
Don’t get me wrong … I totally see what you are saying … yet I STILL have to bring up the fact that … for me
… for many … IT IS TAKING SO LONG! We are not cowards … we are not backing down … yet I think we
are all well aware that ‘the system’ and those who ‘run it’ are far more powerful than one ever expected
them to be. My question once again therefore is … what HARM would it/could it do …
for a MASSIVE
SHOW of YOUR LIGHT to present itself to our planet. Surely … this could only … in the long term … assist in
many waking up and recognising/FEELING the TRUTH and speeding things up a bit?
Dearest soul … we are aware that the place from which this question arises is due to that which most of
you are having to experience upon Earth and it is difficult for your heart to resonate with it.
WE KNOW YOU WANT CHANGE. WE WANT CHANGE … FOR YOU.
Then … why not? PLEASE BE VERY FORTHRIGHT IN YOUR ANSWER HERE. I REALLY NEED TO KNOW THE MAIN REASONS
WHY THIS HAS TO TAKE SO LONG?
Because … in our eyes … it is on our way*. You say you wait and wait ...
And still wait …
Yet WE do not look at it this way. WE KNOW that the day shall come when your skies are filled with our
vessels of Light. When trumpets shall sound and a LIGHT that is of the GREATEST RADIANCE shall fill the air.
When a LOVE vibration, so much as you have never felt possible within your human form … shall pour
into your hearts and YOU SHALL KNOW … ONE/GOD/SOURCE /LOVE … (which ever word resonates for the
individual.)
There shall be no question … no doubt … THERE IT SHALL BE … TAKING PLACE.
Yet … you are saying … not yet? Is that right?
This is correct.
Then … as I suggested in THE INVOCATION … if this GREAT EVENT is not to be for a while … Why, Oh Why … can
we not be given a sign to … a) keep us going, b) uplift the soul’s vibration (which has to assist the cause),
c) awaken many who are asleep, d)… e) … f) … etc.?
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Hello? Come in FOL? Are you reading me???
We are here.
Oh Phew!! You seemed to go ‘blank’ on me … I thought you’d done a runner. Am I being too much of a
pest on this matter?
We seek to give Truth. We have learned along the way … through our conversation with you dearest
Blossom … that ‘things … matters,’ can be misinterpreted due to ‘time structures’ etc. We desire to uplift
not to bring you down.
Yep … that’s cool. So, why are you unable to tell us ‘WHY’ a sign wouldn’t work from your point of view?
We are giving large amounts of signs all around your globe … on a smaller scale. More and more of you
are acknowledging our existence … Slowly, yet surely …
We desire to introduce ourselves in a fashion that will not cause anxiety and/or disruption. Sometimes
… we have definitely considered … just ‘doing it’. For we have become aware of the difficulties your
soul’s are encountering. Yet … this would not be wise. For it is our responsibility to BE OF SERVICE … NOT OF
ANYTHING OTHER.
I totally respect your point of view … as much as you probably respect mine. And YOU … being the wiser
… must listen to your TRUTH. I have no doubt at all, that you desire only the Highest good for us all … and
when YOU see it fit to pop down for a cuppa … believe me … many of us will have the kettle on … yet
there shall be no cake! For as the song goes … ‘If I knew you were coming … I’d have baked a cake’...
and I don’t know when you are coming!!! I THANK YOU for your words of encouragement and wisdom
and for remaining HIGH in vibrational content … for indeed … this is much needed.
When we eventually UNITE and see things AS THEY ACTUALLY ARE … I give you permission to slap me
round the head , in a friendly fashion of course … and say ‘Do you get it now?’ … To which I shall reply … ‘I
DO MY FRIENDS … INDEED I DO!’
In Love and thanks to ALL THAT IS.
Note. *. I realise that the correct English would be either ‘It is on its way’ or ‘We are on our way’. Yet, this is
how it came through ‘I think’ … I only discovered the sentence was not correct on the read back.

Audio of this channell narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/bpFSvaM2BW8
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

19 June 2014
Once again I have the opportunity to communicate with you and Trusting that it is appropriate to do
so at this time.
Indeed. We are able to resume communication and find it most pleasurable to do so.
Last night I dreamt of seeing a ship of coloured Lights in the night sky. Some had seen it, others hadn’t
… Yet, even in my dream, it gave me such warmth in my heart. Again, I reiterate from the last link up …
it’s not about proof … it’s about KNOWING that once you are around, things can shift and advance so
much more.
This we appreciate. Yet, we too reiterate … that much is taking place … even though for you upon the
Earth plane, it does not seem so. Let us express the fact that due to the vibration of many becoming
Higher … the plans are well on course.
Do not underestimate the power of your Light. Each one of you stands as a beacon. Each one who is
aware of the LIGHT and TRUTH of themselves, are able to diminish that which does not serve. You are
working too, for the many that choose to remain asleep at this time. Rather like shift work ... Yet, the
shift does not change its workers.
YOU HOLD THE LIGHT. YOU ARE THE LIGHT.
You are becoming that which you had only imagined. And NOW … that which you imagined is
becoming reality.
HOLD ONTO YOUR DREAMS. HOLD ON TO YOUR FAITH.
KNOW within yourselves … that with each breath that takes in and releases LOVE … you are assisting
ALL that is to move into that which is of the brightest LIGHT.
Dearest friends upon Earth … the darkness that dampens your spirit has reigned for too long. NOW in
the dawn of the New Age ... you are able to let go of all that has brought you down.
Ok … These words are indeed beautiful and I thank you for them. Truly … they come from a place of LOVE
and upliftment. Yet … with respect for giving this High vibration … which is your aim … may I say … I could
probably click on any channelling over the past six years and you would be saying more or less the same
thing. Six years for you … may be in the blink of an eye. Six years for us … is a very long time … for us to
keep on keeping on … hearing the same uplifting words … yet not actually seeing much change … on the
bigger scale that we are expecting.
How we admire your forthrightness. And indeed we have come to understand much. May we say …
that WE have not changed in our perspective of that which we choose to offer in wisdom and KNOWING.
For … for us … we are still on the direct pathway to that which we KNOW is coming about.
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Really, we could go round and round in circles on this matter and we often do. I just want our relationship
to assist the planet and those upon it. That’s why we have it, I FEEL. My position frustrates many, as I do
not ask you questions some feel are necessary and important. My feelings are … if there was something of
GREAT importance you needed to impart … you would.
It has to be understood … that there is much that we may know that we are unable to impart. It does
not sit well to do so … in the fact that there are rules and regulations that must be adhered to.
We have no intention of interfering in a manner that causes disruption of thought. We wish only to
oblige in the raising of the soul’s FEELINGS into a place of Higher Love for the self and ALL.
This as you know, is why we come.
We did not have an agreement with you Blossom, to discuss matters that are not to be discussed. Even
though one may have an inquiring mind on certain matters.
We are not at liberty to give you answers on such things that are not of our ‘agenda’. These rules are in
place for good reason and we have no intention … indeed it is not within us … to consider breaching such
rules.
This I understand. I agree and respect that. So … how’s the weather? Kidding! What matters WOULD you
like to discuss, that you feel would benefit the whole?
That which serves the soul. That which enhances the beauty of that which you are. Why would we
choose to speak of things that were not of this nature? How would it serve you? One would be wise to
consider the same. For indeed … there is much in your world that is spoken of, that does not allow the
betterment of mankind to shine through.
That’s probably because there is much in our world to speak of, that carries that energy. It’s all very well
… KNOWING the right way ahead … yet, not always that easy to walk its path, when there are obstacles
of such negativity to stumble on. Truly, the lives of many seem so ‘out of sorts’. The lives of some … seem
ridiculously inhumane! Have we really progressed at all … when one considers the suffering that so many
have to endure? We hurt deeply to FEEL the suffering of so many that live alongside us … WE WANT IT TO
STOP … NOW. That’s why we appear to be so impatient. Do you see?
Yes, we see. Yet we are not the ones who can stop these atrocities.
Are we?
To a certain extent. Yet KNOW … that those who offer conclusions to such affairs … do so … on an
advanced understanding. And although YOU OF EARTH may FEEL that so much is going by unnoticed ...
by those who are ‘in the know ‘ and have the power to change it … it is by no means being passed by. The
Universal Laws CANNOT be broken … and if they are … then there are deep repercussions.
So … that which is knocking humanity about in such a huge way … those who wish to ‘take over everything’
and are doing quite a good job, by the looks of things … why are they allowed to carry
on? Surely
it is time … it has been time for a long time … to put a stop to it all … Instead of allowing the deep
repercussions to carry on getting deeper. You say you cannot interfere… some think that by ‘your kind’ even
talking to us … you already are. Sometimes in our world … when children get out of hand … the adults
have to step in to sort the situation out … just saying!
We do not consider our talks with you to be interfering. We consider them to be of a manner that allows
the soul to ‘get back to itself’. Offering wisdom … we assume to guide you. To offer a brighter way … a
brighter day …
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To intervene, on the other hand … is another matter altogether.
Yet … if we are the ONE FAMILY … you and I and everyone ... being brothers and sisters of LIGHT … what’s
the big deal? Intervene away! That’s what I say! In all ‘YOUR TRUTH’ … did you ever expect things on Earth to
get so low?
We would say dearest Blossom … that we are not in control of anyone’s chosen action. That which
comes from any soul … is their prerogative to project.
Even when one can see that it is doing such harm to another?
You can feel … can you not … that there is a much bigger picture that simply cannot be understood?
The grand scheme of things is far greater than that which your mind’s … in the human form … are able
to comprehend.
Many of you have forgotten … and wisely so, at this juncture … that your world and those within it …
have been in a similar situation before. This FEELING that burdens your heart has been with you before.
You have carried it before … yet, the ending in before times … the climax to a world that has ‘got out of
hand’ … has been very very different from that which is taking place in your world IN THESE TIMES.
IN THESE TIMES … You are not destroying yourselves.
IN THESE TIMES you are taking a different pathway and lifting yourselves OUT OF THE VIBRATION CREATED
… instead of sinking alongside it, when it had gone too far.
Try to understand that for EVERY thought … there CAN be an action. EVERY possible scenario CAN be
enacted … EVERY POSSIBILITY ONE CAN CONJURE UP … CAN become reality.
Therefore, there is NOTHING that cannot be exploited ... if one chooses that to be their way.
On the other hand … there is NOTHING that cannot BE LOVED ... if one chooses THAT to be their way.
Dearest souls … this Universe that is part of your existence, is but a small part of The Whole …
ALL that lies within EVERYTHING is created within each breath of each living thing. This is THE DIVINE
RIGHT OF ALL.
There is the choice given to serve or to not serve . Each one has that DIVINE RIGHT.
Yet we say … EVERYTHING THAT IS … EVERYTHING THAT WAS … EVERYTHING THAT EVER WILL BE … COMES FROM
LOVE …
BECAUSE THERE IS NOTHING THAT EXISTS THAT IS NOT OF IT. FOR THERE IS NOTHING ELSE.
Learn to LOVE … LOVE ... Be it of a High or low vibration.
As you understand that LOVING EVERYTHING is LOVING ALL THAT ‘YOU ARE’ … you understand that there is
nothing else other than YOU.
Yet … how can one say ‘I Love war’… or ‘I love lies’ … because … I don’t! I would be lying!
Yet, allow the soul … the TRUTH of all that you are … to rise above that which is war … that which is a lie
… and simply generate LOVE OVER EVERYTHING … In the KNOWING that LOVE ITSELF … in its HIGHEST FORM
of itself … is the OVERALL ANSWER TO EVERYTHING.
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LOVING WAR … does not mean you condone it … LOVING WAR means POURING YOUR LOVE INTO IT.
When LOVE … in its purest form is poured into /onto anything … the situation/circumstance is softened
and offered PEACE.
For LOVE IS PEACE.
When PEACE resides … there can be no war.
When LOVE is offered to the lies … when LOVE is poured into/onto that which is not TRUTH … that which
emerges … HAS TO BE TRUTH … LOVE CANNOT PRODUCE ANYTHING OTHER THAN TRUTH.
You are of much concern upon your planet of all that is going wrong …
WE ASK … WE IMPLORE … BECOME THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … IN THE HIGHEST FORM THAT YOU ARE ABLE ….
WITHIN THE VIBRATION THAT YOU RESIDE UPON IN YOUR DAILY LIVING.
WHEN YOU CAN … TAKE YOURSELVES OUT OF YOUR HUMAN FORM AND RISE TO THE HIGHER VIBRATION OF LOVE
THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO CONNECT WITH … AND SHOWER IT UPON YOUR PLANET.
REGAIN YOUR POWER.
COMPLETE THE TASK YOU CAME HERE TO PERFORM. BELIEVE IN YOURSELVES.
FOR IT IS IN THE KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE … THAT YOU SHALL BRING ABOUT THE CHANGE THAT YOU CAME TO
IMPLEMENT.
YOU … OUR FAMILY OF THE STARS … WE ARE ONE WITH YOU.
FEEL IT WITHIN YOUR HEARTS … FOR THIS IS WHERE YOU KNOW TRUTH … WE OFFER YOU WORDS THAT ARE ONLY OF
THE HIGHEST TRUTH …
WE ASK YOU TO CONNECT WITH YOUR HIGHEST TRUTH SO THAT YOU MAY KNOW OF US.
I know for me … that I know of you … and I FEEL YOUR TRUTH. Time for me to go now … I can feel that. It
maybe a while until next time … and I hope to get back in the swing with you on my return from England.
Thanks Guys … I really do appreciate it … And I’ll just keep on keeping on … I KNOW that’s what I came to
do … IN LOVE AND RESPECT … Blossom xxx

Here is the audio of this channel narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
http://youtu.be/NE20IhjfWcA
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

1 August 2014
Hello! I am not sure if this will work, not sure if the Energies around me are conducive (big word
Blossom) to connect with those on High. Yet, I sure am going to give it a try! I could do with some
Enlightenment from you chaps, as it seems, could many others that are missing our conversations. So,
from me here in England … are you there … wherever ‘there’ is?
We are indeed. We have long been awaiting the correct time for YOU, under your present existence to
connect with you once more. It is also for you to understand, that although at this time you feel more
disconnected than usual … this is not so. All change that occurs in one’s circumstances is simply part of
an evolving system that leads … if one chooses … to a stronger disposition and allows therefore, the soul
self to move more deeply into the Truth of itself.
Yes, although conditions are very trying at the moment, I am well aware of the changes going on within
me … or should I say … that I will be more aware of, when this particular time has passed. For me, it feels
so out of order for so many elderly, to have to end their days in the way they do. Whether they have
served their soul’s well or not so … to have nothing to look forward to, other than their impending passing
(for some … they believe there is nothing after) … it is just so sad that one’s days are filled with such
depression, amongst a huge void of nothingness. Can you talk about this a bit?
We would say that ‘life’ was not designed originally for those who have lived out many years upon the
Earth plane, to finish their twilight years in such sorrow. It seems that development of many things are
presumed to be ‘progress’ in so many areas. Yet, perhaps those who have developed ‘in years’ … are now
… in your times … left to get on with it … or even considered a burden.
Yet, is this not just one of many, many scenarios upon your planet that is not fitting for the human
condition? Everywhere you look, you can see circumstances and situations that you call wrong. We
would not use of this word … we would perhaps say ‘veered of the pathway of that which serves’.
Dearest lady … THIS IS WHY WE COME …
To assist in putting your planet back on track. To offer our wisdom, from a place that does not reside in
the Energies that many endure whilst on Earth.
Yet, as always we say … from the bigger picture … you would see things very differently.
I am aware that we must focus on all that is of Light … if that is what we wish to attract to our lives, in
order for it to make sense. Yet … with all that our world is going through … under siege from that which
is of a lesser Light … a world of which you speak to us about … i.e. The Golden Age … does not seem
likely in any near future. Yet we hang on … living in that KNOWING within our hearts, that it shall come.
Because you KNOW it is already present and correct. It is there in its place … this Golden Age … waiting
to move into its rightful orientation when conditions allow. It is up to you … each one … to KNOW of this
and ‘lower’ it into place.
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Lower it? I thought we are lifting up into it?
To use the word ‘compromise’ would not be fitting … yet we felt the need to pop that word in.
In what context?
In that … rather than it BE that ALL THAT IS OF EARTH must raise itself up to the Higher level of the New
World … perhaps a compromise shall be given … in that Earth and its inhabitants shall be met half way.
To shift things along a bit … To assist … To make it more foreseeable.
When was this decided?
It has not been … yet, it has been discussed. We so often ‘pick up’ on those of profoundly LIGHT heart …
finding themselves consumed by that which pains the soul. Always in attendance of these matters and
our Loving consideration for you … do we consider possibilities.
That sounds good. Really good. I always find myself saying the same about the Energies of Love that are
flowing in at the moment … ‘We’ are lifting up … and ‘They’ are pouring down/into … and we merge
together at some congenial ( Another big word Blossom ) point.
Yet, basically … we are not speaking of separate subjects. For ALL THAT IS … ALL THAT EVER WILL BE … IS
ENERGY.
The ENERGY of the NEW WORLD that awaits you … is HIGHER than the one that you reside in now.
Let us make a suggestion for thought. When you yourself Blossom, are living in Australia and life is
wonderful and you FEEL at ONE with ALL THAT IS … your Energy is residing on a completely different level
from that which it is residing within now, whilst you are experiencing this time in England with those
around who are struggling.
Therefore, no matter what you attune to in order to ‘lift your spirits’ … the level of thought … therefore
… YOUR level of vibration, is not anywhere near that which you are able to experience whilst in sunnier
climates and life is swimming along nicely.
I am aware of this. Very much so. Yet, how does that relate to the New World? For, I thought the New
World, when we are in it, will have no sadness, or war, or starvation etc. … so I am a little confused.
It is the KNOWING that the time shall come when ALL THINGS shall have moved into a brighter place,
such as we speak of … that keeps your hearts in hope. Each soul … as they progress through the lower
energy into the Higher … does so because of this KNOWING.
IT IS WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO.
The pace at which each individual does so … is a personal choice.
So, maybe we are going over old ground now … does that mean that each individual ‘arrives’ in the
New World in their own time, rather than at a collective time?
It does indeed.
Oh poop! My brain is now scrambled, because I thought ‘it would fall into place’ … for all of us. I mean,
if the Energies are rising here and coming down to us from above … are we not all going to experience
that together? Ah, wait a minute ... the penny has just dropped … I think! I’ll let you take over; you
have a clearer way of putting things.
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‘The penny dropping was this thought ... and we shall try ‘OUR’ best to transcribe that thought. Yes, that
which you stated IS taking ‘hold’ and strongly. Vibrations are rising on Earth and stronger ones pouring
down to meet it. Yet, there are ‘places’ upon your Earth that are held in different levels of vibration. For
instance, one, on holiday in Hawaii, would not be residing in the same frequency as that, where much
bloodshed and bombing are having to be endured.
Therefore, … it would be probable to say that Hawaii would be most likely to be on a Higher level of
the general vibration of Earth and therefore, reach the ‘New Destination’ before that of a war-torn
country. Yet, as each ‘thing’ reaches ‘Their Destination’ … they are automatically assisting that
which is of a lower level … simply by having made it to the Higher one.
Your world is privileged to have free choice. Many still do not understand that no matter WHAT is going
on for them … or WHERE they find themselves upon the planet … in WHATEVER situation …
THERE IS STILL FREE CHOICE.
Therefore … it is up to each one and their choices of WHO THEY CHOOSE TO BE that shall determine at
which stage … for them … they move into this Higher place of Being.
I think on some level, I get what you are saying. One day at a time and all that. Basically, as you have
taught … the more that an individual lives each moment through/as/ in Love … the quicker they get
there … if that makes sense?
It makes perfect sense. You are taking an individual journey AS ONE … yet what you are missing out on
understanding … which leads you to confusion … is that ONE /EVERYTHING IS ENORMOUS. There is not a
word in life’s vocabulary that gives TRUE meaning into the ENORMITY OF IT ALL.
We would like to say this. YOU, each one of you … are not responsible for the journey that another
chooses to take. However, you ARE fully responsible for your thoughts and attitude towards another’s
journey. For those thoughts are part of ‘your’ journey.
As each Divine soul understands its reasons for Being … then thoughts towards another’s journey … assist
YOUR journey … as it is realised that another’s journey is really none of your business.
The importance of SELF is very undervalued!!
As White Cloud speaks of regularly … to FEEL great sadness for another and what they are experiencing
… does not assist their situation. To send LOVE to that soul as they make choices along their pathway …
is a million times more beneficial.
Easier said than done. All very well, if those individuals are ‘unknown’ to you, far away … then yes … I can
do that. Yet, when personally involved in another’s journey … it is certainly not so easy to be detached,
for when those nearest and dearest to you are suffering … it hurts! Having said that … it hurts if I allow
it. In the same way, I could or could not choose to feel about the whole world that seems to be on a sinking
ship most of the time. I know I sound like Mrs Gloom and Doom … yet, I am also aware that there is so
much good and so much joy on the other end of the scale. Unfortunately, our souls are starved of this kind
of news for fear of us ‘finding out who we TRULY are’.
When …. WHEN … WHEN you find out WHO YOU TRULY ARE … the sorrow shall be removed. For WHO YOU
TRULY are is LOVE … IN ALL ITS GLORY OF ITSELF.
Yet, is not LOVE in EVERYTHING? For there is nothing else? Therefore, sorrow is just a different vibration of
WHO we really are.
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If you CHOOSE sorrow.
EVERYTHING THAT YOU CHOOSE TO BE IS WHO YOU REALLY ARE.
Hold on … let me go and pop some of my mother’s 90,000 pills for the day … maybe I’ll get on your wave
length! I thought … that we perhaps choose sorrow (at times), because we don’t yet recognise WHO WE
TRULY ARE. When we do … we will BE … ONLY … of the Highest Love.
YOU ARE THE HIGHEST LOVE WITHIN THE CORE OF YOUR BEING ALWAYS! THAT CANNOT BE REMOVED, OTHERWISE
NOTHING WOULD EXIST.
EVERYTHING THAT IS … IS DERIVED FROM THE HIGHEST LOVE.
THE LEVEL ON WHICH YOU CHOOSE TO ‘LIVE IN’ … FROM PART OF THAT HIGHEST LOVE … decides how
much of that LOVE can be accessed.
Yet, is it not so, that say … residing on the Earth plane as we have chosen to do … does not allow us to
understand certain Knowing’s? And, that here is much of our TRUE self that we cannot access right now,
due to the lower level of our vibration?
Exactly! Yet you have chosen to be here … and to what point of yourself you CHOOSE to attain upon the
vibration … is up to you.
Correctly you state … that you cannot access your TRUE SELF … ON A PERMANENT BASIS … AT THIS TIME. Let
us be QUITE CLEAR ABOUT THIS … We feel we may have confused.
No worries. ‘Confused’ seems to be my middle name at the moment.
Access to WHO YOU TRULY ARE is never out of reach. One only believes it is ... And what one believes …
IS!
A condition of the experiment of Earth humans was that one must be able to access HOME … THE TRUTH
… THE SOUL SELF in FULLNESS.
Meditational practise or ‘flash moments’ are offered to many. There is not one soul that does not have
this right … TO GO HOME …within their BEING … at any point they desire … In order to recoup and
recharge and sit in the Light and Love of the Highest Form.
Yet … during this period of ‘Enlightenment’ that you Earthlings are walking though … in your human
form … on your Earthly level … you cannot seem to ‘get there’ …
IF you understood ALL in your present form … the change that is taking place for the benefit of all …
could not happen … and it needs to happen.
Again, we state … You chose to be here … at this time … to CHANGE THINGS. If you were to be here in
your fullness … there would be no need of change.
I think I’ve lost the plot! I can’t remember our point … is there one? I mean, how come we are asked
find out /feel WHO WE TRULY ARE … if we can only access it in meditation etc. … due to vibrational
conditions down here?

to

Because … as YOU, each as individuals …. change your vibration to a Higher frequency … the more you
‘recognise’ WHO YOU TRULY ARE’ …
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The more you recognise it … the more your vibration rises … and the more you are able to FEEL of YOUR
TRUE SELF.
The vibration many reside in … is too low to hold down this access … yet, the Higher the level one
vibrates with in … the easier access (For the closer you are to it ) and the acceptance … that as one
continues ‘on up’ … the possibilities OF … BECOMING WHO YOU REALLY ARE .
Though, wouldn’t you say that who I am choosing to be NOW in my human form … today … is
obviously part of / an aspect of … my Higher self?
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING is an aspect of ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING.
Every thought that ever was / is / shall be … is an aspect of LOVE … For …
Yep … There is nothing other than Love.
Precisely … It simply depends on what level of that Love … what frequency of that Divinity … you choose
to ‘home in on’.
We KNOW many of you are getting this … for although much around you seems bleak … in the class of
‘remembering’s’ … many distinctions are to be found.
Have heart Dearest Ones. KNOW that the FEELINGS that you experience are steps up the ladder
towards brighter days for all.
WE KNOW YOU ARE GETTING IT … NOW … YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS FOR YOURSELVES.
For when you ‘get’ that you are ‘getting it’ … YOU’VE GOT IT!
My queue to end the session … I had thought to ask if you could talk to us about Universal laws. That
shall have to wait for another time … and not sure due to circumstances when that shall be. Yet,
‘Divine timing’ works its magic always. It’s been SO good to shut myself off and chat … Thank you so
much … I feel replenished! Cheers chaps! In much gratitude … Me xxx
We acknowledge your gratitude and we receive it in the same vein.
Our gratitude to all who choose to read our words offered here … WE ARE ONE.
Note from Blossom. These conversation with The Federation of Light, are simply that ... conversations ...
in which I feel privileged to have. How each one transpires as we ‘chat’ ... simply IS. Many thanks for
your understanding of this.
I have been using my time productively and pleased to say that this video I have created seems very
fitting with today’s channelling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss&feature=youtu.be
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

16 August 2014
Hello there. I’m still here in England … hoping to be home soon! So, I was wondering if you could talk to us
about Universal Laws? You have mentioned them a few times and thought it might be a good topic
to
cover. Is that ok?
Firstly we greet you in/as /through Love. We are ecstatic that so much in your world is taking place for
the better.
Really? Where? In what way?
In the ways of your people. There has been a certain increase in awakenings of late … due to much
soul searching by many. They are looking for reasoning behind all that ‘appears’ to be negative … and
in doing so … they are finding within themselves the Truth of their souls. This is indeed very heartening.
Indeed. Most uplifting news. I have to say … the LIGHT is shining all around when one tends to focus on it.
Then with that said … we shall speak to you of that which you have asked. Although, we would say that
there are probably not as many as you may have imagined.
The principles of Universal Law speak very much for themselves.
The upmost Law being that there is only ever LOVE. When this is known, it matters not to what degree
one chooses to express this … for that is within one’s choice. Yet, it is necessary for one’s soul to
accumulate merit within this Law in order for one’s soul to ‘move up the scale’. That sounds a rather
basic way of putting it … yet, it is so.
The Law is to live in Love. We have discussed that there are many different levels of Love … and in TRUTH
… one cannot live in anything else … only different vibrations of it … through choice. Either before or
during an Earthly existence … one chooses aptly, to suit their desires for growth expansion. Each life
time has a main purpose to progress and perhaps rectify that which was ‘acted out’ in a previous life
time.
So … those who are causing much pain and harm to the planet and those upon it … who seem to be
‘acting out’ their lives on a very low vibration … is there ‘reprimand’ for them? You said not long ago …
“The Universal Laws CANNOT be broken … and if they are … then there are deep repercussions”.
First of all ... we would say that one does not … as one may think … set ‘any sentence’ or ‘dish out
punishment’. Indeed, this is not our way. Yet, the soul that has carried out such low level actions on the
Earth plane …. maybe many times … when finding themselves no longer of the flesh … has no choice but
to ‘view’ ALL that they have offered to another … be it of Light or lesser Light.
That which they have given in the Highest Love they shall FEEL over and above the FEELING that was
received by the one in Gratitude … and indeed it is most pleasing to the soul. More than one can express.
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Yet, in the same way … that which one has offered to another that was of a much lower vibration and
done with the intent of harm … one shall also FEEL the pain inflicted … Be it of mind body or soul. This …
when considered, it shall return a thousand fold … is more than enough ‘understanding’ of that which
they have done. There can be no deeper pain than the understanding ‘amplified’ of that which they
have caused another. This takes place on both large and small scales of actions.
That’s quite intense really. So, are we talking even a thought of judgement, not necessarily even
verbalised?
Of course. It is thoughts that often transpire into action.
Yet, if they don’t get that far … if one thinks them … becomes aware of the thought and disperses it …
is it then removed from having to receive it for the self at some later date?
Naturally. For when a soul is aware of its thought process and is assessing Lighter progressions of mind
… to recognise and ‘let go off’ … and forgiving the self for that thought … allows the natural removal of it.
Little by little, bit by bit … you are all moving into your Higher selves. At which rate one does so … is
entirely up to the individual and no judgement is made of that pace … ALL IN GOOD TIME.
So, when you say there are deep repercussions … this is what you mean?
Yes. It does not serve one or another … to inflict punishment onto a soul.
Yet, what of someone who has murdered another? Down here, we lock them away for what they have
done.
We are not here to make judgment of ‘your laws’. That is not our business. We are just saying to you that
we would not do that.
Again, this brings up the bigger picture.
How do you know that a particular ‘murderer’ was not asked by the soul they ‘removed’ … to do so …
before they came? Therefore, in a sense … as hard as some of you may find this … asking them to do so
as a favour. Enabling the one who was ‘removed’ to experience for him/herself that … which in another
life time … they afflicted upon another.
That is one big ask!
Yet, a Highly Enlightened soul would accept … for it is through Love they would do it. As we are sure
many of you understand … this then goes into much ‘deeper water’ … as the soul who accepted the
task … must then ‘lose’ much of ‘who they are’ … in order to ‘act this out’. Yet, such a BEING would do so
without hesitation … if it meant that much learning and Enlightenment would be accomplished from the
asker of such a question.
What would be another Law?
To respect ALL LIFE.
Am I assuming the same principles apply regarding ‘getting back’ what one ‘gives out’?
Very much so. Keeping in mind that YOU ARE ALL ONE … how could it be that you would not FEEL that
which has either hurt or overjoyed another. For as it is said … that which you do unto another … you do
unto yourself.
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Do these Universal Laws act Universally? Seems a stupid question … yet, do different planets that are
perhaps more Enlightened than us … have the same ‘simple’ Laws … or are others in place for them?
Look up the word ‘Universal’ please.
Ok … ‘of, pertaining to, or characteristic of all or the whole: applicable everywhere or in all cases; general;
used or understood by all.’ Guess that answers my question then!
Let us move on to the Law of ‘Free Will.’
One shall not interfere in the Free Will of another soul. Freedom of choice upon your planet has taken it
to the extremes many times around. It is the ‘Collective Consciousness’ of each individual combined …
that produces that which is before you.
One can say that they would not dream of manifesting that which is taking place upon your planet in
these days … that which abhors and saddens … yet …
IT IS THROUGH FREE WILL of the people that this has occurred.
Can you go into this a bit more?
A vibrational thought when pondered upon long enough … will then … if desired … turn into a
vibrational action FROM that thought. When you consider … throughout your history … that which
‘man’ has thought … and acted upon … there indeed would be the non-judgemental … yet, obvious
statement … that ‘man’ … at times… has sunk very low on the vibrational scale.
It is only NOW that so many Enlightened BEINGS are descending upon your planet in order to make the
great change necessary.
You say that you see much war taking place at this time …
There is!!!
Yet, souls of Earth are ‘re-acting’ differently. These ‘views’ that one sees on your electrical screens … are
informed images to the brain … that re-act accordingly with the heart … which are then interpreted as
‘not wanted’.
The soul KNOWS that this has to end. More and more people of Earth are allowing themselves to
understand that:
THIS IS NOT THE WAY … IT IS NOT THE TRUTH …
AND IT IS NOT THE LIGHT!!
More and more of you have come to the understanding of a better way … AS INDIVIDUALS … which in
turn, therefore … melts into the ‘Collective Consciousness.’
This has been ‘altering’ for many centuries now … yet, one can assume that these changes do not occur
over night.
As you KNOW … there is more Light being sent to your planet NOW than ever before. That is not to say
that Light has ever NOT been sent. Yet, as we have explained … it is of a different ‘STRENGTH’ … of a
‘LIGHTER ENERGY’ … a ‘MORE INTENSE LOVE’ … that is heralding to you.
You of Earth … those of you who have chosen to be aware … are ‘merging’ with this Higher Energy within
every breath. The more you are understanding this … the more you CAN FEEL IT WITHIN YOUR BEING.
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Within YOU … you NOW KNOW … that you cannot and will not be stopped ... BY ANYTHING. You KNOW
NOW that your intentions to fulfil your purpose of lifting up this planet … CANNOT AND WILL NOT FAIL.
Would you not agree? Would you not say you NOW KNOW THIS INSIDE?
Yes, I do. Sometimes, that FEELING is so strong. AND … unlike before, when I was less aware than I am
NOW … It REALLY isn’t about how much time it takes … for there is no time. It is about the KNOWING
that within each moment of our LIVING and BREATHING down here … we are accomplishing bringing THE
LIGHT IN … and always MOVING on up to meet it. Sometimes that KNOWING is SO powerful and SO uplifting.
WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE HERE TO DO … TO BE AN EXAMPLE OF WHO WE TRULY ARE … IN ALL SITUATIONS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES.
And the more of you that ‘GET THAT’ … the more of you that ‘UNDERSTAND THAT’ … enables the ‘CHANGE
OVER’ to take place in ‘DIVINE TIMING’.
In a sense ... it matters not WHEN It takes place … the fact that it IS CHANGING and HAPPENING NOW …
the fact that IT IS TAKING PLACE NOW … is all that is important. AND IT IS.
YOU MUST KNOW THAT!
TO HAVE THAT KNOWING … not just to try and HOPE that it is happening.
For the difference in the KNOWING carries a far stronger Energy than the hoping of … as we have
discussed before.
We reiterate …
You are very good at that …and I KNOW the necessary reasoning of doing so.
KNOW WHO YOU ARE.
You have asked many times of how you do such a thing? HOW do you find out WHO YOU ARE?
Yet, would you not say you are doing it? You are finding out that LOVE … when you FEEL LOVE in the
Highest capacity you are capable of … in any one given time … is WHO YOU ARE.
SIMPLE AS THAT!
THE MORE YOU ACCEPT THAT IN YOUR TRUTH … the Higher your vibrational level rises … and the circle
continues … on Higher and Higher vibrations … you are FEELING that LOVE.
Therefore … it cannot do any other than FEEL BETTER AND BETTER! Not only WITHIN YOU … Yet ... ALL AROUND
YOU.
Do you begin to see why we find it so difficult to explain sometimes in your words?
When you FEEL that Higher level of LOVE … THAT IS YOU … your heart is bursting with happiness.
Even when you are FEELING a little out of sorts … you are NOW able to remember Gratitude and lift
yourselves back ‘in sorts!’
Give yourself ‘Achievement certificates’ on a daily basis! Look always on the accomplishments of the soul
self and how you have studied the art of BEING BRIGHTER LIGHTS.
In the worldly vibration that you are ‘caught in’ … how phenomenal are you ... to do what you are
doing?
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You are SO BRIGHT … you are lifting an entire planet and its inhabitants into a BRIGHTER WORLD. Into a
HIGHER VIBRATION … You are doing this ALL BY YOURSELVES!
Well, as the Beatles once correctly sang … “I get by with a little help from my friends!’.
To share our knowledge with you … emits great Joy out into the ethers. That which is ours to share …
shall ALWAYS be offered freely and in LOVE.
When ALL of your world KNOWS and UNDERSTANDS THIS … you will no longer be residing in the vibration
that is present NOW. For when you IMAGINE a world like that … and bring that into its manifestation …
the vibrational match of that KNOWING put into action ….has to slip into its rightful place.
Be of GREAT HEART our dear friends. SO VERY MUCH HAS CHANGED … SO VERY MUCH IS CHANGING … SO
VERY MUCH WILL CHANGE …
For it is written in the stars.
Meaning exactly?
Are you not ALL ‘Children of the stars’? Did you not KNOW what you had decided and then came to Earth
to put it into place?
Gotcha! Time to go, I know. Thanks so much. This flowed with great ease and I enjoyed it very much.
Hopefully … all going according to plan … the next time we speak … in a few weeks’ time, I shall be back
home in Australia. There’s no place like home! There’s no place like home!
We take leave now from your Energy. Yet, we are never any further than a thought of Love away … from
any one. In Love and thanks to all … who are perfectly ‘acting out’ … the GRAND PLAY. Such talented
performers … who KNOW their parts extremely well.
In Love and so much thanks to you also. Bucket loads of it!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

27 August 2014
Hello. I’m back home at last! Looking forward to catching up with you now, on a regular basis. So, let’s
get straight to it. How should we begin today?
We shall start by stating the fact that ALL IS WELL. ALL IS VERY WELL INDEED.
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That which we have spoken of many times … is now to be moved onto a Higher level for the soul self
to understand. For indeed, many of you have ‘changed’ your ways of thinking … and we suggest that in
order to continue in this fashion … that WE offer to you more knowledge on a different level.
Ok. Sounds good, yet, I have no idea exactly what you mean?
In the knowledge that WHO YOU ARE now expands into a Higher consciousness from that which you
have been resonating upon … until now.
So, how do we go about doing this? I am more than keen.
It must come from the heart. For that is the ONLY place in which your TRUE self resides. That which
your mind chooses to expand upon ... can only take place … when one allows the heart level to expand
primarily.
So ... We … er … do what to make that happen?
You concentrate on your heart FEELINGS throughout. That which you think … they say, you are. Yet, we
say ... that which you FEEL … YOU ARE.
FEELINGS … as we have stressed many times ... are a measure of ‘yourself’. You can change your attitude
through thought … You can also change your FEELINGS.
Through thought? Isn’t that, therefore, coming from the mind?
Your thoughts come from you … Yet, when you remove all thought and simply BREATHE THROUGH LOVE
… then shall the heart grow into its rightful place. The more emphasis you place ON LOVE … THROUGH
YOUR HEART … and concentrate on your heart’s residence … and place ONLY that LOVE into that place …
the greater one shall become aware of the TRUTH of LOVE.
Many of you KNOW of LOVE … to a degree that can astound at times. Yet, we have noticed that
surroundings can bring the ‘level of LOVE’ down into a different frequency … if/when one allows.
Our ‘challenge’ to you … is for you to encompass LOVE … to KNOW that you are bringing it to you from a
Higher level of yourself. Giving permission of the Higher soul … to the aspect of the soul on Earth … to do
so.
We ask that you let go of restrictive behaviours. All that has conditioned you to BE WHO YOU ARE NOT …
must now be recognised and let go of. When you are FEELING out of sorts … ask yourselves … is this who
I TRULY AM? FEELING out of sorts is not who you TRULY are. For who you TRULY are is PURE LOVE … and PURE
LOVE CANNOT FEEL out of sorts.
Ask your Higher self to merge with the aspect of ‘you’ upon Earth and ‘make that connection’. You
cannot not have access to you … YOUR TRUTH. You just think you cannot.
Yet, when YOU KNOW … YOU CAN … then a different understanding gets underway and ‘in fragments’
more and more shall enter in.
You have been accustomed to a belief system that does not serve your KNOWING. Brain conditioning has
led you to be LESS THAN YOU ARE.
START AFRESH!
Tell yourselves these things …
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I AM THE HIGHEST PUREST BEING IN/OF LOVE.
I am capable of the HIGHEST INTERPRETATION OF MYSELF in physical form. That which I CHOOSE to BE …
is instantaneously manifested in each moment. I CHOOSE to BE LOVE in its TRUTH of Itself.
I CHOOSE to serve my soul for its Highest purpose … Therefore, NOTHING that is not of service can
manifest through me … for ALL THAT I AM … comes from MY HIGHEST CHOICE OF LOVE.
Who you are … LOVE … must BE your choice of BEING. It does not have to be … YOU CHOOSE.
Yet … if it is LOVE that you desire to BE in every aspect of your soulself … then ONLY FEELINGS Of LOVE will
enter in. The more this becomes an every moment occurrence … the more the FEELING that it offers ...
brings the desire for more of the same. It just gets better and better.
I see what you are saying … I KNOW what you are saying … and I think many of us are ‘getting this’ … more
and more.
You speak to us often of the state of your Planet and the sadness within it. We speak to you often of
ways to change this. Which can only come from within. Many of you FEEL so helpless towards assisting
situations that do not serve the whole. Yet … ALL IT REQUIRES is for each one to change/upgrade their
vibration. One does not have to wait around for everyone else to do it.
DO IT YOURSELF … NOW! MAKE THAT CHOICE … NOW!
The more souls that do so, automatically raise the vibration of The Whole … and by doing so … others
who have not yet understood the need to do so … will FEEL the response from YOUR HIGHER VIBRATION …
and therefore, change ‘another’s … significantly enough for them to FEEL the change within themselves.
Naturally … those unaware … are not aware of what is taking place! Compared, for instance … to
who have consciously made a decision to do so. Yet, little by little … the change in ALL shall filter
through.

those

Concentrate on the self. Whole heartedly. Send Love to souls everywhere … whether you think they are
in need or not. You may feel that some who are in a very precarious living situation are in more need of
your LOVE than perhaps, those who are having a wonderful holiday on a magical Island.
We say to you … that this is not how we would CHOOSE to operate.
You are beginning to grasp the concept that YOU ARE ALL ONE. Therefore, one would not CHOOSE to
send more LOVE to one individual than another.
LOVE is LOVE is LOVE … It would not make sense to send a certain LOVE energy level … to those whose
cities have been blown apart … and send less LOVE to one who’s sea shores resonate with the wording of
‘Paradise.’
ALL THINGS ARE OF LOVE.
When you BECOME LOVE FULL TIME … you simply emit that ENERGY OF THE HIGHEST VIBRATION TO ALL. Yet, we
ask you to accept that first and foremost … this LOVE must be accepted
BY YOU ...
THROUGH you … AS you …
TO you …
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For you are no less deserving than another … and only when YOU have accepted that HIGHEST PUREST
LOVE and allowed it to fill YOU … are you then capable of sending that same vibration OF IT … out to the
WHOLE.
When many of you sit and indulge in the horrors of some footage on your TV screen … your sympathetic
energy DOES NOT ASSIST THEM.
What DOES WORK … is YOUR FULLEST HIGHEST PUREST ENERGY … that of LOVE, HAPPINESS and JOY … being
sent out from your inner core to that situation and those people. Send JOY OF HEART to those images …
not sadness and despair.
We say to you … DO NOT BUY INTO THE ILLUSION. THIS DOES NOT SERVE!
What DOES serve … is each individual taking on the RESPONSIBILITY … IF THEY SO CHOOSE … TO BE LOVE AT
ALL TIMES.
In this way, you cannot remain in the trap … some would say ‘prison’ … that has been created to control.
We have said before … NO-ONE can control another’s heart. How one CHOOSES to ‘think’ about that …
determines the outcome.
LOVE IS WHO YOU ARE.
IT IS EVERYTHING.
IT CANNOT BE CONTROLLED BY ANOTHER THING/PERSON ... ANYTHING.
ONLY YOU … AS THE INDIVIDUAL YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO BE … ARE IN CONTROL OF THE SOULSELF.
A lot of discipline required though?
That is an interesting choice of word. Why would one need to discipline themselves to become a Higher
version of themselves. What discipline is required? Surely, there is only the desire to BECOME it?
Yes … yet due to conditionings … much mind matter can come from a lower level of understanding …
and therefore, to let go of old thought patterns, particularly about ‘self’ … to me … requires discipline.
Yet … to US … when a desire is strong enough … there is no discipline required. Just the actual desire. And
the drive that comes from this desire … allows JOY TO BECOME THE WAY to achieve these Higher aspects
of self.
Then, discipline ... perhaps of choice of thought is needed. It is so easy to repeat old thought forms
that do not serve. Yet, I do think more and more are ‘seeing through the illusion’, even just a little bit
and ‘working our way’ through the release of old patterns and ‘sticking’ more to the new.
Indeed you are. We merely desire to help you ‘move up the ladder’ in this very way.
So, as I understand it ... of late, you have been saying that ALL WE NEED TO DO … is concentrate on
ourselves BEING THE HIGHEST PUREST LOVE we can BE and THAT’S IT? That’s all we need do? For in doing so ‘we
change the vibration of EVERYTHING.’?
This is correct. SIMPLE and correct.
There is still the desire in me though … or would I call it perhaps, a frustration in me … to quicken the pace
in waking others up. For as we know, the more that wake up, the quicker the change in EVERYTHING. Yet,
what you have said today …is basically the way to this, right?
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Yes … Because … to reiterate … BY YOU RAISING YOUR VIBRATION THROUGH CHOICE … you AUTOMATICALLY
raise THE VIBRATION of The Whole … for you are ALL ONE.
By raising the vibration OF THE SELF … You raise the vibration OF THE WHOLE … EVERYTHING … EVERYONE. T
Therefore … you are accomplishing your mission. You are letting go of this frustration … because YOU
ARE DOING ALL YOU CAN TO CHANGE IT … BY CHANGING YOURSELF.
Those who are still asleep … will begin to stir from their slumber … because YOU as an INDIVIDUAL are
serving THE WHOLE … WHICH IS ALSO YOU … and THE HIGHER VIBRATION WHICH YOU WHO ARE
AWARE … ARE CREATING … shall … for want of a better way of description … ‘seep’ into their BEINGS as
they sleep. There is nowhere for it to go and nothing else for it to do other than OPEN ONE’S EYES TO THE
FEELING WITHIN … that this vibration causes. The only way up from there is their AWAKENING! JOB DONE!
It is not difficult to see then, the pattern forming. The more that awaken ... the more that awaken! Till it
is done!
SO SIMPLE … SO JOYOUS … SO LOVE!
Ponder on these suggestions, dearest friends. Ponder and discover their SIMPLE TRUTHS.
Oh I will … and I DO! Thank you so much. Till next time ... IN LOVE AND THANKS.
Till next time … we continue to offer our LOVE and Feelings OF IT … TO EACH ONE.
* Due to today’s channelling ... I offer again, this link to my YouTube ... THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT’S WISDOM
ON LOVE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss

Here is the audio for today’s channelling:
http://youtu.be/97z3ygxYqxQ
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

26 September 2014
Good morning to you. So, many enjoyed your last channelling. They found it very helpful in ways of
doing something practical. Thank you for that.
Warmest greetings of Love to each and every one. It is our full intention to surprize the soul which in
turn allows for the sun to shine through it at all times.
For this is WHO YOU ARE and WHAT YOU CAME TO EXPERIENCE.
We FEEL it necessary to explore circumstances that diminish the soul’s Light and to then in turn …
encourage ways for one to emerge from that ‘gloom’ … and bring the soul into alignment with its
TRUTH.
So, continuing on from last week … how else? Is there anything else … that enables us to do this? I think
most people find that they are able to hold the Highest Vibration possible of themselves, when they
can, yet, then may find themselves plummeting from time to time, back into the lower one, the one
from which we are trying to move on from!
THE WILL OF THE SOUL IS TO BE ONLY LOVE. THAT IS WHAT THE SOUL IS ...
LOVE.
The thought forms which transpire from conditioning and indoctrination and general social ‘graces’ …
which we FEEL have fallen from grace … is the predicament in which one finds the self, often. THEREFORE,
MAY WE SUGGEST THAT AT ALL TIMES ONE CHOOSES TO BE THAT WHICH YOU ARE.
It is not at all difficult to be aware of one’s FEELINGS. For one FEELS them continuously. Yet, to be aware
and then act upon them is that which we are asking.
If one finds themselves in the doldrums … if there is a situation which appears to be ongoing and not
letting up … and it is a situation that does not please and enthral the soul … we suggest that one
concentrate fully on the ‘BEING OUT OF THAT SITUATION’.
For BEING fully immersed within the vibration of it, only continues to exacerbate it … and therefore,
bring more of the same … adding to it … and the cycle continues.
However … if one CHOOSES to allow the thought pattern to FEEL the FREEDOM of that particular situation
being over and done with, then … THAT FEELING … automatically raises one out of the lower frequency
into the HIGHER.
So many ponder and ponder until one’s mind is in a fuzzy whirl. They search their mind and soul for the
way to correct a circumstance … and often this leads only to more despair as one finds themselves
travelling deeper and deeper into the maze … and FEELING more and more lost.
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We say to you … TRUST THE PROCESS.
TRUST that when you are in alignment with yourself and the Universe … NOTHING shall take place that
is not for your Highest Good.
KNOW within … ASK within … for that situation to work through the process it must … and KNOW that the
outcome shall be for the Highest Good of all.
When you TRUST … TRUST FULLY in that KNOWING … then the problem is automatically solved … just like
that. It may not appear to have gone away immediately … yet, the answer has been achieved and all
that is left to be done … is to allow the UNIVERSE to weave its magic.
How often does an outcome arise that was the least expected? Yet, when reviewing the situation and all
it entailed … one cannot cease to be amazed at how it has all worked out for the best of all.
It simply is a matter of moving into the space that serves the whole … fully.
You may mark this as ‘time’ … Yet, we KNOW that the energy is simply moving into the Higher Vibration
of any given situation.
I guess, for many … they would ‘get this’. Yet, STILL feel swamped by the situation and therefore, STILL find
it tricky to BE of a joyful disposition due to that circumstance.
Then we would say that they ‘get it’ … yet, CHOOSE to block the flow … through not having acquired the
correct understanding of that which we say. When one is FEELING happy … when all seems well within
one’s world … it is so very easy to KNOW that the Universe is on your side.
The plain fact is … THE UNIVERSE CANNOT … DOES NOT … WILL NOT … TAKE SIDES. It simply answers your call.
FROM the Vibration that you are asking.
Is it not so, that when one is in tune with Vibrational harmony of a HIGH level, then more and more
flows into one’s life that … one can only assume … is of the Greatest Joy?
When one CHOOSES to Vibrate on a Higher ‘resolution’ (?) … then, even when some misdemeanour
of a lower one occurs … it cannot interfere … It cannot bring one down … If one CHOOSES to remain on
the Higher level when ‘dealing’ with it.
We speak to you many times of FEELINGS and Vibrations.
Your FEELINGS resonate on a Vibration. Your body resonates on/within a Vibration … Your thoughts do
the same. Everything exists because of its Vibration.
Nothing could exist if it did not have a Vibrational frequency … because it could not ‘appear in its form’
without it.
YOU ARE ENERGY.
A DIVINE PURE ENERGY OF LOVE.
ENERGY is a matter of that which it CHOOSES to experience. Sorry, can you just go into detail regarding
that last sentence? You are aware that ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING IS ENERGY.
IT IS AN ENERGY OF LOVE … no matter what form it is taking of itself at any one given time.
Even to look at a plant … it can resonate on a certain Energy level when displaying itself in all its glory in
the sunshine. Yet, having to weather the storms can leave it dishevelled and depleted.
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IT STILL IS THE ENERGY THAT IT ALWAYS WAS /IS … Yet, during / after the storm … that same level of Energy is
Vibrating on a different frequency … due to that which it has had to undertake. It is experiencing itself
on different levels of Energy … of itself.
So, I think you are saying … actually … why don’t I leave it to you to say it … you have a way with words.
Imagine say … this particular plant …. BEING OF a certain Vibration … let us call it a ball of Energy that IS
and surrounds itself … therefore, BEING WHAT IT IS … a plant. However … within that ball of LOVE Energy
that the plant is … there are many levels in which it can reside … OF ITSELF.
It cannot BECOME a Higher level than that which a plant Energy is designed to BE … It cannot become
a lower level than that which it is designed to BE … Yet, its level of Energy can alter greatly within that
ball in which a plant was created.
It’s making sense to me … and I am FEELING you are about to begin to explain that it is the same for all
things … including us.
Precisely. Yet, the human form has obviously a different Vibrational ball of Energy from that of the plant.
We speak of BRINGING DOWN INTO your physical form that which is from your Higher self.
‘Bringing down’ seems incorrect, if you don’t mind me saying. For are we not our HIGHER SELVES within our
soul and it is just a matter of accessing that Higher part?
We understand your thought form … yet again, words … words … words. They lack the best way to
EXPRESS.
I KNOW … I feel my head is going to blow off in the overall picture of that which we are talking about,
and we now need to pick out the format to explain that picture!
Little by little … Fragment by fragment …
Take the thought that your FULL SELF … the WHO YOU ARE … the PUREST ENERGY OF LOVE is of the GREATEST
BALL OF ENERGY THAT THERE IS … THE ALL … THE EVERYTHING.
Then, consider that the aspect of your soul that has chosen to be within human form at this time, for all
its various reasons and proposals … has its own Vibrational ball on which it resides within … in order to
function and express within that human form.
This human functional Energy ball, like the plant … has many levels / layers in which /to which …
one can resonate and respond. Yet, it is a more expansive Vibrational ball … than the one in which
the plant experiences. That is not to say that the human form does not already have within it the
same frequency of the WHOLE of the plants Energy ball. For the human Energy frequency contains /
encompasses all that the plant is.
It’s still making sense in my head, but that’s maybe because you are offering to me in my head … I am
hoping others are able to follow this track. Yet, if we come from that Highest Purest Energy ball … the very
Highest there is … are you saying we cannot access the fullness of THAT ball, because we are in human
form, even though we come from it? I thought we could access are Higher selves? Struth … I feel like I’ve
just had a fizz bath bomb implanted in my brain! It’s so active … and we are trying so hard to put this
entire concept of which you speak into words. I really get how tricky it is for you … it isn’t that simple for me
to translate/transcribe just quietly!
THAT WHICH YOU ARE … YOU ARE.
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Yet, the Vibration of yourself, coupled with the Vibration of your surroundings … and with this we do not
mean just your immediate surroundings. We add to that … your region … expanding to your country …
expanding to your Earth Planet … THAT PART OF YOU that you are experiencing is a vast Energy ball. The
level you CHOOSE to BE in … OF that … can vary at different stages and yet, after a certain awareness
occurs … it is as if the lower Vibration of it ‘slithers away’. It disperses … because it has run its course ...
served its purpose and is no longer needed.
When this takes place … the ball that is YOU brings in a Higher Vibration at the top end of the scale.
So, in this way … one is able to continue to access Higher and Higher levels of the soul self as their
awareness allows them to do so. It is like climbing a ladder and as one gets further up the scale … the
bottom rungs are removed and more are added to the top. For want indeed, of a descriptional visual of
that which we are trying to explain.
Does this happen with plants and other forms?
In a different way. Let us move on to a Tree. It has its own Vibrational resonance. Yet, IT does not have
the trials and tribulations of a mindset … IT SIMPLY IS. It resonates within its own Vibration and yet …
through mankind’s raising of the entire Planet through Vibrational upliftment … the tree’s Energy ball …
through natural progression … automatically lifts with the entirety of EVERYTHING.
One cannot raise one’s own Vibration alone … for all that is done for the self … is done … and affects the
WHOLE.
That which we discussed last week regarding giving of /being of/ acting through LOVE at all times … is
the key to raising your Vibration. Therefore, the Vibration of the whole.
The system that we spoke of within the ladder explanation … is one that serves throughout. Even though
everything resonates within its own frequency … it still has the opportunity to lift ‘THE WHOLE’ of itself …
its Energy ball …into a Higher level … that just continues onwards and upwards.
Do you see? Can you begin to comprehend the DIVINE design? The opportunities for growth are
undeniable. The opportunity for expansion of soul self, which in turn benefits EVERYTHING … serves as
a miraculous vision that can be achieved … simply though the desire to benefit self … because there is
NOW the KNOWING that improving the self … into that Highest vision it can be … SERVES ALL.
Thank you. Thank you so much for that … It all makes sense and is so simple. Why on Earth, we have
chosen to make it so complex, beats me.
SIMPLE … PURE AND SIMPLE.
That is the design through which the Divine Plan flows as its Highest Good … within the Highest Vibration
one chooses to FEEL it … in any one given breath … in any one given moment.
We take our leave for today … We have greatly enjoyed this discourse with you.
Oh me too. I can’t believe the hour has gone by so quickly. In Love and in Great Thanks to ALL.

* The Federation Of Light speak of LOVE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss

Here is the audio for this channelling:
http://youtu.be/r2XNx2UmrOc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

14 September 2014
Hello. Well, it seems the last two conversations have enabled the vibration of many, to move a few rungs
up that ladder. Including myself. I can’t quite put my finger on it, yet, I just FEEL different and it FEELS so
Good. Like I am really beginning to ‘Get it’. I would LOVE for you to continue on in the same vein if that suits
you?
Greetings to ALL on your astounding Planet Earth.
I just got a visual of mountains and lakes and FELT the Glory of it. Thank you.
It is our delight to move Higher with you in preparation for the wonders that are to benefit you … and it
gives us the Greatest of Pleasure to do so.
So, may we continue on the same theme?
We would care to point out that this that you are experiencing is only taking place due to the
individual’s willingness to do so. For many, many years now … we have almost ‘drummed into you’
that which we KNOW to be of benefit. Little by little, you have allowed your Beings to soak up this
information … which of course you already knew … and it is that NOW … the pieces are finally fitting
together.
Much we could have told you in earlier days would not have been accepted in its Truth at that time, as
the soul was not in the correct place to accept it for what it is.
How simple.
You shall find that as we continue to converse with you … your Vibration shall automatically resonate
with that which we offer … for those who are ready to receive it. You are understanding more and more
that it is YOU … and only You … that has the power to change that which is no longer acceptable to you.
You are realising that the things you no longer require in the physical, emotional and soul self are easily
discarded these days … and inspirational moments of the self and where it is CHOOSING to go … are
readily accepted with Joy and much Enthusiasm.
This is wonderful news for The Whole. You are accepting your worthiness of everything that is of
Goodness to come to you. You are remembering not to wallow in that of a lower Vibrational Energy,
and respecting the pure and simple fact that YOU are doing incredibly well on your pathways. Yet,
most of all … you are moving into a space that allows you to understand the workings of a magnetical
force that can bring to you all that you desire.
Feeling very blessed as I went to bed the other night, with many of my family visiting, I was very much in
Gratitude mode and a heart full of Love … and then my thoughts turned to those far less fortunate
… who may be sleeping on a street corner for instance … yet, automatically …. I sent the FEELING of
cosiness that I had … out to them. So that they may receive the same FEELING. In days gone by I would not
have understood the power of that.
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Many do not understand the power that lies within. Yet, you are discovering that there is so much you
are capable of. You are no longer whingeing and whining … with all respect … yet, getting on with the job
of BEING LOVE.
What a spectacular form of experience … should you so CHOOSE … you have at your very fingertips.
It is for many … that finding themselves slipping into a lower Vibrational thought pattern … they rectify
immediately … and bring that Vibration back up to the Higher.
We wish you to understand the POWER of this. For by remaining in the HIGHER … you are serving your
Planet in the very best way you can.
There are those upon your Earth plane who FEEL they have nothing of any substance to offer. They are
neither channellers, speakers, healers, or indeed anything in which they FEEL many are giving of.
Yet, Dearest Ones … it matters not WHAT YOU DO … as long as it is done IN/AS/THROUGH LOVE. It has
exactly the same effect, no matter what your position, when one is living within that Higher aspect of
themselves. For by doing so … one’s Vibration radiates to the ALL.
Do not consider the self any more or less than another because of the ‘service’ one has found themselves
offering.
ALL SOULS ARE AS IMPORTANT TO THIS MISSION AS ANOTHER.
There can be not one that is greater or smaller …
Yet, what DOES make a difference … is the attitude one has whilst going about taking every breath …
within every moment.
Do you see of that which we are saying?
You have asked us to speak of The New World and what it will be like … THIS IS WHAT IT SHALL BE LIKE.
Each one taking full responsibility for their Happiness. Each one sending their FEELINGS of JOY out to
Everything. For when you do so … you cannot possibly sink into the realms of despair and frustration.
You cannot give the things that are not conducive to your way of Being, any Energy ... because you are
not focusing on that which you do not want. You are only magnifying the FEELINGS of that which you do
want. Of that which you want Everybody to have.
When YOU ARE BEING LOVE in its finest array of colour, you are doing what you came to do. You are
lifting the Vibration and serving The Whole.
There is not one soul that cannot benefit from YOUR LOVE OF YOURSELF and the experiences you are
choosing to undertake.
Inside each one is a key to this Happiness and so many of you now, are able to access this key and open
the door to a much deeper understanding of ‘How this all works’.
You are finding that thoughts you once had about a certain matter no longer please ... and that ONLY
thoughts of a Higher degree FEEL correct within your BEING.
You are doing exceedingly well. We of other Vibrations are extremely excited in which the pace has
picked up regarding each individual remembering their TRUTH.
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Years ago … there was talk of ‘The Quickening’. Everything seemed to be racing ahead from a spiritual
soul self-point of view. We say … that there is another ‘spurt’ of this Energy that is taking place NOW.
Yet, it is far stronger and far more implementative (?) than has taken place before. The reasoning, of
course, is because so much since then, has lifted. Therefore, EVERYTHING is now on a Higher Vibration
than it was when one spoke of it before.
This is the joyous workings of the plan, playing itself out ... THROUGH YOU.
I really am understanding it more, yet, again … the FEELINGS are so hard to put into words. I do find it all
very exciting!
Excitement shows that one is on track. When one gets excited at the prospect of becoming more and
more of their TRUE self ... then we can safely say, that we FEEL we are accomplishing our mission.
This FEELING that is with inside these days, is what we have been working towards. The more, more of
you are ‘Getting it’ … the more we are able to advice on tactics to rise to another rung of the ladder.
There is so much more that we are able to expand upon, NOW that you are allowing yourselves to
expand! It is very much akin to a veil having been lifted and therefore, Energy and communication can
take on a much HIGHER LEVEL than previously acclaimed.
KEEP ON AS YOU ARE DOING … FOR IT IS UPLIFTING THE ENTIRETY OF EVERYTHING.
When we speak of your Joy becoming the Joy of ALL … we are not just speaking of souls and Energy upon
YOUR planet. That which you give out in FEELINGS of Happiness and LOVE … does not suddenly come to a
halt as it reaches the outer corners of your globe.
No, dearest friends … it continues on … throughout ALL and EVERYTHING.
How wonderful a thought … that by YOU FEELING FULL OF LOVE and Joy … that you are assisting a BEING
on another planet in another galaxy FEEL Joy and Happiness also. The expansion of these FEELINGS that
are yours … can extend to ALL THAT IS.
FOR YOU ARE ALL THAT IS … YOU ARE PART OF THE EVERYTHING.
Therefore, it would not be possible for any action you think or take … to not affect the WHOLE.
How delicious to sit and breathe deeply and smile … and FEEL full to the brim in LOVE … KNOWING that
by taking the time to do so, you are offering that which you are giving yourself … to be given to another.
And not just another … EVERYONE.
Every living thing is affected by your choice to be Happy … in all that you do.
I have to say that this plan sure is a DIVINE ONE. By taking soul/sole responsibility for the self … in the
KNOWING that each choice affects THE ALL … it really makes one want to pull their socks up and make
sure that one keeps ‘above’ it all … rather than ‘below’. To KNOW that I am having a good time …
maybe a good laugh … maybe FEELING deep Gratitude from watching a sunset … to KNOW that I am
assisting a lonely soul or a troubled soul of any degree by doing so … is just so awesome.
You are surely getting it now Blossom. We are FEELING of late … that we are really getting through … and
we are honoured to be part of it ALL.
There are times, naturally … when one’s thoughts and FEELINGS may be in opposition to that of Joy and
pleasure to the heart … yet, it takes but a few deep breathes in LOVE … and a few thoughts of that
which one KNOWS to be uplifting … to bring one’s heart back into alignment.
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One should never feel guilt for not always BEING the best one can Be. Life is an up and down ride … as
you KNOW. If you did not have the downs … how could you recognise the ups? The difference these days
… in these Glorious days … being … that the ‘low’s’ are no longer as low as they used to be.
THE BEST NEWS OF ALL IS … that the ‘HIGHS’ are HIGHER than they ever were … and shall continue to move
on up.
So, do you see Dear Ones? Are you ‘Getting it’ now?
The world which you are so looking forward to living in … is right on your door step. See how far you
have travelled? See how much more your levels of understanding have lifted you into a place that you
‘think’ you are looking forward to.
YOU ARE ALREADY IN IT. YOU ARE THERE!
All you need do … is continue on the way you are … and all around you shall appear to be that which you
keep dreaming your world to BE.
That which you live by … surround yourself with … FEEL your soul’s excitement through … IS THE NEW
WORLD that you long for.
YOU CREATE IT … YOU CONTINUE TO CREATE IT … HOW YOU WANT IT TO BE.
The more LOVE you allow to flow through you … AS YOU … the quicker the pace in which your dream
world shows up before your very eyes.
Everyone has dreams. Everyone has fantasies of WHO/HOW they want to be. It is ALL THERE for each one.
Bring it to you. Each one … bring to themselves their perfect existence and watch … Dearest souls …
watch … as if by magic … how THIS NEW WORLD expresses itself THROUGH EACH ONE.
Oh, how our BEINGS are full of delight, that we are now breaking through … on to a Higher level. There is
so much more to come.
So much more to share ... So much more … so very much more available to you … as you continue to
climb the ladder. The never ending ladder. WE LOVE YOU.
We wish not to appear condescending for we are not of that Vibration … yet, we FEEL so very proud of
YOU UPON EARTH who are performing the most magnificent play ever performed.
For today … we close the curtains … until next time.
Shine your Lights out ... it matters not in which direction … for anywhere it radiates, shall surely be
received Gratefully … aware or unaware.
May our LOVE penetrate deeply within your BEINGS ... allowing your hearts to smile … which in turn
allows other hearts to smile … because, heart smiles … face smiles … all smiles … assist The Whole.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. How blessed we are!
I shall continue to post this under the channellings, for the sake of new readers. The more I listen to it, the
more it sinks in!

* The Federation Of Light speak of LOVE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss
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Here is the audio for this channelling:
http://youtu.be/9FYuc9nfHAk

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

20 September 2014
Welcome, once again. It is so good to be back in regular contact … and I am excited to see what you
have to offer to us today. Full steam ahead Captain!
The warmest of welcome’s to you and our friends as we come together AS ONE. How wondrous a mission
we are all accomplishing. Each individual playing their part … in order to bring about this magnificent
CHANGE ... EVERYWHERE.
It is indeed magnificent. Any more pointers you can offer? … As we really are ‘cottoning on’ NOW and raring
to go.
Dearest souls, that which you consider to be of Great value is warming to our hearts. You are coming
from a place within your Beings that is from the finer Essence of your TRUTH. This you can FEEL NOW.
Yes, we can. Well, those that choose to, anyway. Our world, at this time, is in an awful mess in places,
yet, by CHOOSING to remain HIGH, we are doing the upmost to make sure that our LOVE is felt
throughout. I LOVE the concept you have been speaking of, of late, and I am understanding it more
and more. GOOD JOB!
Our purpose, our intent … is to guide you through these times with ALL LOVE. We hasten to add that for
many, although they are ‘holding back’, that they too … shall in their own way … in their own time … also
contribute to this VAST DIVINE PLAN. Can you imagine Dearest Hearts, when the majority of your Planet
comes into this understanding also?
For One to be in alignment with WHO THEY ARE … for One to ‘GET IT’ … Each One … then … the job is done.
The Glorious results that are showing up on our ‘Energy markers’ … prove beyond doubt that your world
is ‘pulling through’.
It CANNOT NOT.
For even those who are unaware of what is taking place … are beginning to FEEL a change in and around
them.
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Yes, we are aware that there are areas in which souls have fallen into the mire. These souls have chosen
a path which ‘they believe’ is their right to rule. Send much Love to those that are misguided … they are
part of you.
So, in continuance with that which we have spoken … send more LOVE to yourself. That way, you raise
YOUR vibration continually … in the KNOWING YOU are THEIR ‘saving Grace’. Even though at this time
they do not know it.
Friends, these souls that are lost … they shall have enough to contend with, when their TRUTH realises
that this is not the way to behave. For their regret and remorse far surpasses any ‘human’ punishment
that one would like to put upon them. They shall not be punished. We do not agree with this word ... or
this action. For ONLY the soul self shall FEEL that of which they have given out … and FEEL it they will.
YOUR JOB … is to remain in PEACE. YOUR JOB … is to BE LOVE.
Do not allow thoughts regarding another’s actions to lower your Vibration. Remain ONLY in YOUR
Vibration and do your very best to keep it the best it can be.
THIS IS THE WAY OF SERVICE THAT YOU AGREED TO.
Yes, this is understood. Easy for me though, in my circumstances ... yet, maybe not so easy for other’s who
are not living in such wonderful conditions.
Yet, please keep in mind, that Each soul … wherever they may reside in the physical … has chosen to be
there … before they came. The place in which any One soul finds themselves … is there because that
place and its conditions … Serve THEIR purpose for THEIR SOUL’S growth.
Do not think that it was a Lucky Dip. That One just pulled a ‘place’ out of a hat when one desired to
return to your Planet Earth. Each positioning … Each Family to be part of … is carefully considered and
discussed ... in order for One’s ‘New Life’ to benefit that soul to its fullest degree.
I do understand that … yet, it’s quite hard to get one’s head around the fact that one would agree to a
life of poverty or surrounded by war … or famine …
From an Earthly perspective this may be so. Yet, from a HIGHER PLACE … it seems the perfect solution for
One to encounter certain ‘challenges’ in order for Each One to become WHO THEY ARE … IN THEIR TRUTH
… in the quickest way possible.
These ‘markers’ are accepted by souls when not of human form, because they can FEEL the possibilities
that are opened up to them … in order to bring about their full potential.
One may FEEL, like yourself Blossom … that they are in a more fortunate lifestyle in order to carry out
their mission.
We say to you … It matters not where One is situated in EARTHLY geography. For this makes no difference
to where One and ALL are situated within their soul self.
AND … this is where ONE RESIDES IN TRUTH.
That WHICH a soul CHOOSES TO BE … that WHERE a soul CHOOSES to BE … is perfect for that soul.
Opportunities arise to BE OF SERVICE … EVERYWHERE.
You may FEEL ‘fortunate’ in your place of residence/choice Blossom … and indeed we do not deny the
beauty of your shores and mountains. There is no conflict where you are … so it is for you, to carry on
BEING LOVE … doing what you do.
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There are those who are contained within destruction and hatred … yet, they too have the same
opportunity … To Serve. Yet, in a different way.
Let us return to the LOVE and the continual LOVING of the self.
THIS IS THE GREATEST OF SERVICE TO THE WHOLE THAT YOU CAN OFFER. For reasons that we have spoken of in
previous sessions.
When One grasps this … then their format for living … their Vibration in which they CHOOSE to BE … can
only Serve them … in a manner which allows ALL GOOD things to flow. When one CHOOSES to remain in
that HIGH Vibration … there is no other option! Therefore, do you see? Whether in paradise or squander
… to Serve the self … is the key to having One’s life as it should be.
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOURSELF.
YOU are the part of The Whole … an aspect of The Whole … and it is your responsibility to take care of
that aspect of The Whole in which you have been assigned to.
It is like being given a small plot of land … If we may offer this analogy. Each soul is offered the
opportunity to nurture the garden that they have been allotted. They can CHOOSE to plant flowers,
shrubs, vegetables … whatever they CHOOSE.
Some will have a thriving garden … because they take the time to care and water ... that which has
been assigned to them. Others may throw a few seeds down and ‘hope for the best’. They sit and
watch … waiting for results and then become downcast and despondent when nothing grows or is
produced.
Yet others … Each day they attend their garden. Each day they see results. This gives them incentive …
for they can see the results that their focus is producing.
YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW.
This applies to YOU … YOUR SOUL.
As time matures … One’s garden is either thriving … for others to admire and FEEL the Love and care
through that attendance to detail … OR … One has nothing other than arid soil to moan and groan about
… and complain that another’s garden bears far more fruit than theirs.
They think in the fashion of another getting a better place than they, and fall once again into the ‘If only
I had been given THAT plot of soil ... things would have worked out fine for me then’. They fail to accept
that each one ‘arrives’ with their seeds, trowel and watering can … they come to your Planet with ALL
the tools they need to thrive.
Not One arrives with less than another. For you come AS /IN your soul. Your soul, any soul … ALWAYS has
the opportunity to thrive and grow. It simply depends on how much focus you put in … as to how much
you receive back.
I thought then, you were going to say … how much ‘effort’ … yet the word suddenly changed to ‘focus’.
Yes, because the word ‘effort’ can be misconstrued. Whereas ‘focus’ is all One requires. When one is
focused on something … let us suggest ‘The Self’ for instance … they would not be focused on anything
for the self that would not bring about the best for the self. It is very unlikely that One would CHOOSE to
focus on something really bad to come into their lives.
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Yet, some do. Not on purpose. Yet, I FEEL some people may concentrate on something ahead that is
negative, because they have set their mind that way and believe that the worst is just around the
corner. I KNOW this is just insecurity, yet, people do this.
Then they shall come to a state of Being-ness … at some point … where they realise … that by not
watering their seeds … nothing shall grow. Each allotted patch of soil that One comes in with … is to be
attended to in any manner the soul desires. It is not for One to assess another plot and make comment
as to which is doing better … which is growing more.
Neither is it ‘Luck of the draw’.
It is simply obvious to all around … as to those which tend their garden and those who ‘couldn’t care
less’.
YOU HAVE CHOICE to nurture YOU ...or not to nurture YOU.
To BE or not to BE!
There is no judgment … there is no Grand Prize AS TO WHO HAS GROWN THE BIGGEST PUMPKIN! THERE ARE
NO JUDGES … certainly not from the place of LOVE in which we dwell.
We only desire that a soul CHOOSES to bring out the best that their garden can produce.
Which would you say brings more delight to those who view? A barren bed of dry soil tangled with weeds
… or a BLOOMING BED OF COLOUR and Vibrant Energy?
Well, it doesn’t exactly take a rocket scientist to work that one out!
There is not One soul that is not capable of watering and caring for a garden. The more it grows the more
One takes interest and discovers what is best for it. The results will never stop. One would never think …
‘I have done enough’ … For always watering is required and constant weeding out of that which may pop
up that does not Serve to be there.
White Cloud always, when speaking of water … speaks of LOVE . And is not a large percentage of your
physicality made up of h20? Yes.
SO, IT WOULD MAKE SENSE TO ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT WATER IS FREQUENTLY REPLENISHED WITHIN YOU. AS YOU
DRINK FRESH WATER … KNOW YOU ARE FILLING YOURSELF WITH MORE LOVE.
Consciously FEEL the LOVE topping you up as you drink.
That just reminded me of either you or White Cloud saying a long while back … to imagine oneself
drinking a Golden liquid from a Golden Chalice … each morning before starting the day. I forget all
these things that have been suggested to do over the years.
To do so … Enhances. To not do so … doesn’t matter … Yet why would One not?
Because one forgets!!!
To allow your soul to really FEEL as if One is drinking from this cup in HOLY GRACE Each morning is Service
to the soul. Your choice.
You CHOOSE to water your garden or not. It will not wither away if you miss out now and then. Yet, the
more … as in anything that Serves the soul … that One remains mindful of THAT WHICH BENEFITS … and
focuses on such … the more the flower bed BLOSSOM’S!
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Indeed! I am so enjoying watching Blossom’s garden Blossom! I am so enjoying ‘Getting it’ more and more
with each ‘watering’. I am also considering planting some new seeds to compliment ones already growing
… You‘ve just gotta LOVE IT … AND I DO. MANY, MANY THANKS AS ALWAYS.
Our appreciation also to each One. We bid you Adieu until next time.
So … with those parting words … this surely means that my mate, White Cloud is included in these
conversations?
Your mate … White Cloud, is Honoured and Admired ... IN ALL REALMS.
Your mate … White Cloud, is a BEING of Great Service. We do not hold rank here … yet, respect for where
One IS … within THE WHOLE … is as plain as the nose on your face.
What an odd thing to say … As plain as the nose on your face … Hardly ethereal … as I thought you were
going to be, regarding speaking of his beautiful soul. Mmm! I need to ponder on that little phrase. I
LOVE YOU. THANK YOU.

* The Federation Of Light speak of LOVE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

28 September 2014
Hello my friends. I put my Trust in you, in the KNOWING that you know best, as to what would benefit most
regarding that which you choose to speak of today.
Greetings to ALL. We can only anticipate that the wording we bring forth shall bring One to a Higher
place. We have greatly expanded our data base of late.
Meaning what exactly?
Meaning, that there are more and more souls remembering who they are, awakening from their
slumbers and allowing THE LOVE THAT THEY ARE … THE LOVE FROM WHICH THEY ARE … to BE with them in ALL
that they do.
That certainly is good news.
There is more. Due to the overriding fact that so many are ‘coming into their own’, it NOW seems a
possibility for Great CHANGES to occur SOONER, rather than later. For ALL that takes place is down to
those of Earth who willingly offer their LOVE to the ALL. Considering that many are ‘Getting it’ now … it
allows us, in turn, to offer a Higher frequency of message … That is simply the way it is. And this IS most
joyous.
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Yes, it sounds it.
CHANGE in the self, can only bring about Change for the ALL.
As days progress in this Higher Vibration that is offered … there shall be little time for self-pity and
doubt. For the deep KNOWING within … TELLS the soulself that indeed there is ‘plenty more where that
came from’ and the growing continues to grow.
A lady wrote in, saying she could not understand why a soul would choose to come down to Earth
to be killed, tortured, raped etc. and she finds it hard to send LOVE to those souls who commit such
atrocities, let alone accept that these souls are part of us … BEING ONE. How would you assist her, and
probably many, with this?
The more One LOVES the self … as we have said, the more LOVE goes out to EVERYONE.
If One finds it difficult, where they are placed on their journey … to consciously send LOVE to those who
are not in line with their way of thinking … then we suggest focusing fully on the self-Love. In this way,
LOVE is still received. Yet, alternatively … these ‘lost souls’ are in great need of LOVE …
For it is LOVE and LOVE alone that can change their hearts. To send thoughts of great hatred to them …
will only feed their hatred. Therefore, as with any BEING that CHOOSES a different path from One’s own
… whether you like to hear this or not … whether you are able to understand this or not … they have the
right to do as they please!
You may need to expand on that statement I FEEL.
Each soul who has been given the wondrous gift to come many times to your planet … is also given the
human right of free choice. This is essential for One’s individual soul expansion. How long One chooses
to take, how many pathways and twists and turns One chooses to walk down, is entirely the choice of
that individual … without judgment … from anyone. Certainly not … shall we say … ‘from the Highest’.
Life is infinite.
Endless opportunities that simply will never stop presenting themselves.
ALL SOULS have the right to take their own time as they walk their path. It is not for another to lay down
the law … even though behaviours may leave another’s heart cold. Each soul has the choice to live their
opportunities and play them out in any way they CHOOSE.
This judgment thing is a hard one … in the sense of sometimes, it is an automatic response.
This is only due to the non-understanding of ALL THAT IS.
So, from where you are positioned within your souls ... what do you ‘think’ about … for instance …
public beheadings?
We think that the souls who are CHOOSING to behave this way are doing so, because in their
indoctrination … this is what they consider the ‘way through’. One only has to look back a few hundred
of your Earth years and very much the same took place.
Yet, doesn’t that show that we haven’t progressed much at all?
In some areas. Yet, may we add, that the suggestions we have imparted of late … align with the
KNOWLEDGE of SELF SOUL LOVE. The responsibility of EACH ONE to BE OF IT.
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Yet, if we are all ONE … how can this behaviour not affect another? For, when one is ALL LOVING, then
you say … that goes out to the ALL. I am presuming it is the same if one is NOT All LOVING … surely, that
negative energy goes out to the all, also?
Indeed, it does. Yet … with respect ... you are missing the point here. It is not for you to be of concern of
the choices of another. It is for you to concern yourself with self.
YOUR self.
May we here perhaps, remind you of a darkened room … with just one small candle … the darkness is no
more!
What about the souls who are killed and tortured? Did they agree to allow this to happen … before
they came?
They agreed to a contract … to be part of a situation. Although it may be difficult for you to comprehend
from where you stand … One is in the knowledge that THERE IS NO END.
For a soul to sacrifice its life for a better understanding to come to THE WHOLE … when they agree to
these ‘endings’ of Earth life …. this time… in this way … they understand the BIGGER PICTURE.
When in the Earth density, much of this agreement does not make sense. Yet, once released from
Earthly bondage they are able to ‘FEEL’ the difference they have made … by doing so.
Often, we speak of the BIGGER Picture. There are those who have experienced ‘Out of body, pure LOVE.
THE LOVE OF THE DIVINE.
When they return to their Earthly bodies … they remember only LOVE … and that, from that Bigger
Picture … the FEELING they experienced … allowed them to understand THAT THERE IS ONLY LOVE …
No matter what form it is taking … in order to present opportunities for growth for EVERYONE and
EVERYTHING.
On that note … why is it that some are given that amazing experience … to BE in the LIGHT of ALL
KNOWING … to step outside the Earthly confinement and BE FREE? Why is it some get this privilege and
some don’t?
That is a very interesting question.
Can you answer it?
Yes.
Nothing’s coming through.
Yet.
All ears. I am intrigued, because these experiences are clearly LIFE/LOVE transforming … wouldn’t it be a
good idea for all of us to have this opportunity? … Wouldn’t that CHANGE the world?
It would. Yet, not in the way that your world was designed to CHANGE.
Each soul on Earth is part of the DIVINE PLAN … Each soul has been around FOREVER!
Yet, there can never be a ‘time’ when there is not room for growth. Growth of LOVE … never can stop.
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LOVE … like yourselves … shall continue to expand OF ITSELF.
For those who have and will experience this ONENESS FEELING that we and they speak of … would
depend very much on ‘their status’ … for want of a better description. It is not that random souls get
chosen for this … it is more so, that WHO THEY ARE … is ready to BECOME more of WHO THEY ARE by this
experience.
Yet, aren’t we all ready for that?
Not necessarily.
This feels quite tricky to get across for you.
Only in that … a very large book would not cover all angles of this query.
So, it can’t be that one is more deserving than another.
No … it is not like that at all. For there is not ONE that does not ‘deserve’ the ALLNESS OF EVERYTHING …
THROUGH LOVE.
However … how would we put it … where One CHOOSES TO BE within that ALLNESS OF EVERYTHING … is not
decided by a creator , designer … or indeed a Judge. It is decided by the self.
How ‘deserving’ of these wonders are you? Each one? Ask yourself now …
Well for me, I would say that I AM … as I am sure everyone is. Not from any ego, yet, in the KNOWING
that
WE ARE ALL EQUAL and were created to discover LOVE as individual forms. I am not sure I am
putting this
very well … yet, I am now in a place of KNOWING that WE ALL DESERVE EVERYTHING. I know there is more you
need to add to put this in perspective.
The more you KNOW YOURSELF IN /AS /THROUGH LOVE ... the more the understanding of ‘deserving’
comes. For the description of this word is not quite as we would like it.
To ‘deserve’ something … One of Earth, puts the connotation upon this word as having earned it. Yet, we
do not desire it to come across quite in this fashion.
All souls are born with the right to BE themselves. It simply is karmic law that the soul brings to itself
that which it CHOOSES for the benefit of itself … Taking on many different guises of challenges and
experiences for One to encounter.
As ONE moves up the ladder they recognise for themselves that which no longer serves … for all things
served in some way ONCE … They make choices to discard that which now should be obsolete in their
lives … and in doing so … they consider themselves to BE ‘deserving’ of Higher things.
There is no GOD ‘up there’ that would ever JUDGE and condemn One to a life of darkness for not
‘conforming’ … not in our books anyway!!!
There is no GOD that decides which one deserves more than another for good behaviour.
There is ONLY THE HIGHEST PUREST LOVE ENERGY that gives YOU the gift to decide this ALL BY YOURSELVES and
ONE’S life will unfold accordingly.
I KNOW we are near the end of the hour and maybe it’s too late to bring this up today … yet, I wonder
what thoughts you have on the word ‘GOD.’
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Well put! … For the thoughts we have on the ‘word’ GOD … are very different from our thoughts of TRUTH
IN/OF LIGHT …OF /FROM /THROUGH the HIGHEST Energy there is.
Much emphasis of this word GOD … in its different understandings … has battered and bruised the
original concept.
In your world everything must be named. In ours … everything must be felt.
Therefore … we ‘prefer’ to USE the word LOVE … so as not to make one feel uncomfortable … due to that
which they consider ‘GOD ‘ to be or not to be.
That is the question. I FEEL sure Shakespeare has been around these last few channellings! Do you have a
problem with the word God … personally?
It is a word … we have problems with words. We however, have NO PROBLEM with the TRUTH of this word.
Which is? I know of course what you are about to say.
LOVE … LOVE … ONLY LOVE.
Yep … It may be a good idea to talk about this in depth next time. That could be very interesting.
For many. Hold on to your hats!
Great work guys. Thank you, so very much. I look forward to ‘taking up’ with you again soon.
Always … we FEEL the same.
In Love and thanks. Bloss xxx

Here is the audio for this channelling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq8hqqCOmV4&list=UUtYNUevWytubYiElIY44pbg
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

5 October 2014
Good morning. Trusting today will bring about another wonderful message from you.
Good morning to you all also. We sincerely accept your TRUSTING and as always do our upmost to bring
forth wisdom to assist … be it in small quantities or large.
May we continue on from last week? We were talking about the word ‘God’.
We Truthfully FEEL that this word has been taken from its original context and yet, each individual soul
must find their own TRUTH regarding it. The fact is … it is not about ‘words’ ... it is about FEELING.
As we have expressed over and over … GOD IS LOVE.
Interesting though, how different religions FEEL differently about how GOD operates! Someone wrote in
recently to ask me what I will do , when I pass over … arrive at ‘them pearly gates’ … and GOD refuses me,
because I have been speaking with you … and you are not TRUTH … Like … ???? Hello …???!!! How do souls
not see that ‘GOD’ is a FEELING of LOVE … all ‘we’ are doing here, is spreading the good news of LOVE.
How can people possibly think that GOD would be displeased with us?
Nothing within ‘your’ teachings fills me with fear … yet, those who study certain large books are telling me
I am bad! They don’t seem to understand that GOD does not judge … can we speak about this
kind of
thing?
We would sincerely state that each soul walking their path has the FREEDOM OF CHOICE to think
how they CHOOSE to think … about anything. From our knowledge … there is no judgement, no
condemnation … for how can LOVE be this way?
Yet, LOVE is in all things … You say Everything is LOVE, just on different vibrations of itself .Yet … here, we are
speaking of the HIGHEST purest vibrational LOVE. I KNOW that there is no judgment, only compassion and
understanding.
LOVE gave you this freedom. … To discover yourselves for yourselves. We too find it ‘odd’ that those who
say they KNOW God … consider the possibility of this ‘invention’ of hell.
You think what you create. If for you, you think you deserve to go to hell … then your mind pattern can
create that scenario for you. If you KNOW there is no hell … how can you go there?
Yet, I have also seen a documentary about a child who had the most wonderful experience with the
man called Jesus. She came back from ‘the dead’, so to speak, to warn people what will happen if you
do not KNOW God. She was shown heaven and hell. She was only 12. Her story seemed authentic (to
her) and what she experienced was way beyond her years. She was clearly shown hell. I don’t believe
in hell ... so was she just experiencing ‘her truth’ with Jesus?
A long pause …
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The reason for the delay in reply … is trying to find words that will help you to understand.
This BEING that you are … this aspect of your soul down here on Earth, has the opportunity to discover
their Truth. What may appear to suit one … does not always suit another.
The plain fact is … is that ... THERE IS NO TRUTH.
WHAT?!
In that … TRUTH is different for each individual … and THAT TRUTH depicts how they CHOOSE to travel on
their journey.
I know we talked long ago about TRUTH changing, and I got confused, thinking there had to be the ONE
ULTIMATE TRUTH.
Yet, there is not.
Well, wouldn’t you say that LOVE IS THE ULTIMATE TRUTH?
It would depend on what vibration it is playing itself out on.
So carry on explaining if you will …
TRUTH can be interpreted into a FEELING for each One. If one’s TRUTH is different from another … does
that make one wrong and one right?
Well … if one is living in harmony and sending LOVE and trying to be the best they can, and another
is blowing up a shopping mall full of people … I would imagine the majority would say the one giving
LOVE was right … how could blowing up people be right?
In YOUR eyes. In YOUR TRUTH. Those that blow up a shopping centre, do so, because in ‘their eyes’ this is
what they believe to be the right thing to do. It is, therefore … THEIR TRUTH … at the time.
You see … LOVE cannot lie … so all things are TRUTH.
Whoa! … This is doing my head in. People lie ... People are from LOVE.
Yet, within that lie that is told, they are living their TRUTH! They are choosing to tell lies … because for
them at that time … they are living their Truth.
I sort of get what you are saying … sort of ... yet, maybe not!
Again … again … again … you are experiencing your thoughts and understanding … from within a
confined space. You are unable to understand that which we are saying from the HIGHEST BIGGER
PICTURE.
How would you feel about us saying ‘Nothing matters?’
Odd!
Yet … in ALL OUR TRUTH … it doesn’t!
FAR OUT! Surely EVERYTHING matters! … How we behave … How we treat another … How can you say THIS
doesn’t matter?
Because … as we told you when we first linked up with you … you are an experiment.
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Many take umbrage to this. Yet I get that. In MY TRUTH, NOW!
This experiment was devised to see how an individual could conduct itself through LOVE. At the
beginning of the creation of YOU, each One … those that created … did not know how this would ‘act out’
… Yet, there was to be no interference … no sudden aborting of the experiment should it go wrong.
LIFE IS ETERNAL …
How Earth and all its inhabitants ‘turns out’ TO BE … is how it turns out to be. Through your choices.
This may sound cold and callous … yet, it is important that you KNOW that the most important part of
this experiment … this experience … is for each one to find themselves. To discover WHO THEY ARE … and
…
Who they are is LOVE.
Who they are is GOD. The seed of LOVE from which you were created. That very important ingredient …
is there for you to discover … to discover GOD within you.
For the KNOWING that whatever takes place on the planet … in One’s life span … over many lives … To
have that KNOWING that YOU ARE GOD … is all that is necessary to KNOW … in order to find the TRUTH.
Yet … you said there is no TRUTH!
There isn’t!
Then, what in heaven’s name … to put it politely!! You are making this quite tricky to follow, my friends.
Surely GOD /LOVE IS TRUTH.
Yet … there are many versions and understandings and representations of GOD/LOVE … which one is
TRUTH for YOU?
One who studies the bible and says you are at fault for not doing so? … This is ‘Their TRUTH’ …
One who studies another religion … and takes away the lives of many in the understanding of THEIR
TRUTH? ... This is TRUTH for them.
Yet, they all KNOW for themselves that this is how ‘they’ choose to think and behave in the name of
GOD/LOVE.
Yet, in the case of one believing God wants to get rid of a certain race … or that a certain religion MUST take
over the world … is that GOD /LOVE?
In ‘Their’ TRUTH … Yes, it is.
What does GOD/LOVE have to say about that?
Nothing. For GOD/LOVE is an expression of ALL THAT IS.
Yet, I just cannot grasp how … for someone to do this, that it can be an ACCEPTABLE TRUTH.
For you! Earlier, you spoke of someone expressing the fact that God would not be pleased with you for
spreading these messages, when they are not coming from God … You felt they judged you … and God
wouldn’t judge. Yet, is this not exactly what you are doing here regarding another’s choices of GOD?
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Yes, I suppose it is … although I don’t feel I judge … I just accept that I don’t understand where they are
coming from … I do not FEEL that ‘GOD/LOVE will send them to a place called hell ... and as you have
spoken before … not one soul ‘gets away’ with an action of hate towards another … For what is given out …
comes back and can be felt a thousand fold … working both ways of course in goodness and that which is
of a lower giving. Can we get back to ‘nothing matters’ this intrigues me.
In the beginning there was NOTHING. NO THING.
Here is the biggest question of ALL then … Gulp … so how did LOVE start?
Because … It happened.
Who created it?
Itself … from nothing. We appreciate how difficult this is … both to put across … and to accept. Yet, we
shall continue …
This Entirety … this Absolutely EVERYTHING … derived from nothing. It is LOVE … Which happened … Which
will always happen …
Will there ever be nothing again?
No. It is infinite from the moment of its creation …
From nothing!
Therefore, it shall always continue to create …
Yet, surely it matters ‘what’ we create?
Only to the individual.
Not to The Whole?
That individual is part of The Whole.
My point exactly! So, how one behaves affects The Whole …
Indeed … Yet, it is ‘part’ of the journey OF ALL. YOU ARE ALL ONE … CHOOSING TO EXPERIENCE WHATEVER
YOU CHOOSE TO EXPERIENCE … And in doing so … this creates the next moment of THAT WHICH IS.
It doesn’t matter what that next moment is … it doesn’t matter! It is simply life … experiencing life.
This is so confusing … because … are we not supposed to be moving into a Higher Dimension Through/ As/
In / Of Love? So surely our behaviour matters? … Because we cannot do that … when many are choosing
hatred and war and greed!
You are putting ‘time’ into this frame of experience. We do not. LOVE does not.
EVERYTHING YOU ARE IS LOVE …
Everything you come from is Love … of the Highest Purest Vibration … You shall all find your way home.
May we suggest to liken it with a little homing device … planted within you?
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You shall ALL find your way home … and setting aside ‘time’ from the equation … you are free to ‘play’ in
whichever way you CHOOSE before returning there.
There is so much to think about and absorb here … I feel we should leave it for now as the hour is up. I’ll
have a ponder and we’ll take it from here next week …
In OUR Truth … this is most welcome.
Funny that … it is in mine also. Thanks so much for this … it lead somewhere quite mind blowing. As always
… In LOVE and Thanks to you for your ‘time’.
As always … In LOVE and Thanks to you … for this BEING together NOW.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

12 October 2014
Hello dear friends. Well, last week’s channelling certainly caused a stir! I have tried to get my head around
the ‘Nothing matters’ issue. Yet, I have to be honest … I don’t quite ‘Get it.’ I have received varied emails …
some ‘Get it’ completely and have felt they knew this all along. Whereas, others, like myself, simply cannot
grasp it fully. Can we continue on with this theme? Many of us need clarification. Thank you.
Dearest Blossom and all who take part in these conversations … We join you in LOVE … for we CHOOSE
to assist you in your Awakening. Each corner of your heart is being activated with each new concept we
put forth. As you digest and rearrange thoughts, you allow that which you KNOW to be YOUR TRUTH to
emerge.
We are aware that the opportunity to stretch the imagination may have caused conflict within the
self. You ask HOW ‘nothing matters’ … when all around you are moments that definitely seem to
matter! Yet … in the Grander picture … in the big scheme of things … they do not.
Why don’t they? It matters to us down on Earth how things are going and how people are acting out
their play?
Why?
Because, we want to live in a world full of Love and Light … and right now there is a lot about it ... that
simply isn’t!
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That is what you desire ... correct?
Yes … So it matters to me.
IT matters to you …. Because you are assessing things from your view point.
Correct. So my view point matters to me. My view point is SOMETHING that matters TO ME. It is not
‘Nothing’ that matters to me.
Take a deep breath.
This entire source of Life … that which comes from the Highest … is LOVE. HIGHEST PUREST LOVE.
This LOVE has CHOSEN to express itself THROUGH ALL THINGS … IN ALL WAYS … in order to KNOW itself. It
cannot KNOW itself in fullness … until every single possibility has played itself out … THROUGH LOVE.
Because EVERYTHING IS LOVE.
We state again … EVERY SINGLE POSSIBILITY.
Therefore, it matters not WHAT is played out … it has to be played out … in order for LOVE to be
complete.
‘Does it matter’ … whether or not LOVE is complete?
It is not a question of it mattering … for it simply IS this way.
A few wrote in, simply not being able to understand that it does not matter about war, and how one
treats another. I mean, how can the way one treats another … how can the fact that so many suffer
through the hands of another’s choices … not matter?
Because … it is part of The Game.
It’s not a very pleasant one then!
Is it not? Are not your choices Blossom … THROUGH LOVE … allowing you to experience a pleasant side of
‘The Game’?
Yes … yet, I am not talking about me … I am talking about those who choose to destroy … and those
who supposedly ‘choose’ to be the victims. The way one behaves towards another … how can this NOT
MATTER?
Let us try and put this into a perspective in which you can see Light at the end of the tunnel.
I’m looking! I’m looking!
As we spoke of … All things came from LOVE … All things are of LOVE … All things shall return to the
HIGHEST LOVE from which they derived. ALL THINGS.
That which is acted out … and upon … through thought … is simply an expression of self-awareness for
each individual. They are in a game … whilst in the dimension of Earth reality.
Let’s talk about ‘The Game’ then. I have heard this mentioned many times ... That we are in a game.
Perhaps express it differently? You are in a game … yet, you are also PLAYING The Game. YOU make the
moves … YOU move up the board.
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When you play a game … perhaps of chess … a move that one may make … with a strategy in mind
… depicts how one continues on for the rest of that game. If one plays a move that does not serve … IT
DOES NOT MATTER … it simply means that one has to ‘find their way out of it’ in order to complete The
Game.
The moves you make determine whether you win or lose …THAT particular game … YET, WINNING OR
LOSING DOES NOT MATTER.
YOU WERE SIMPLY PLAYING A GAME.
Yet, are we not all trying to return to THE HIGHEST PUREST LOVE THAT WE ARE? Doesn’t it matter that we FEEL
we are doing the right thing to ‘get home’?
No. It doesn’t matter.
Yet, it does matter ... TO ME. It matters to me how I behave and how I choose to ‘get there’. If nothing
matters ... why are you choosing to assist us with your messages? I mean … if nothing matters … why
bother? I’m not having a go at you here … I’m just trying to ‘Get It’. You ‘Get that’ right?
BECAUSE WE CARE!
Here is a key note …
IT DOESN’T MATTER IF WE CARE OR NOT … THE FACT IS … WE CHOOSE TO!
Do you see the difference? That which you CHOOSE to do … makes all the difference as to how you FEEL
and yet …
IT DOESN’T MATTER!
Yet, for each individual … being part of The Whole … the choices One makes can allow One to FEEL
wonderful or to FEEL miserable … A choice. Yet, either choice …. DOESN’T MATTER … because whatever
way one CHOOSES to FEEL ... is part of the experience of LOVE /LIFE.
I have to persevere here … if I may?
By all means.
These choices we make … how can you say, for instance … that one soul killing another … or torturing
another … doesn’t matter?
Because it is part of The Game. A game that you all agreed to take part in.
It has been said that this game is all an illusion … and not reality at all. I can’t get my head around that
either, just quietly!
Because you are IN The Game. When you are out of The Game … you ‘see it’ for what it TRULY is.
What?
AN ILLUSION!
Anyone got a parachute? … I’m outta here! … Then why does it FEEL so real?
Because it is a GAME OF EXPERIENCE.
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How could it be played, if it did not FEEL real? How could you experience, if it did not FEEL real?
So, are my FEELINGS real?
To you at this time … in this illusion. Let us speak more of this.
Please, be my guest!
Look up the word ‘Illusion’ if you would.
‘An illusion is a distortion of the senses, revealing how the brain normally organizes and interprets sensory
stimulation. Though illusions distort reality, they are generally shared by most people.’
A DISTORTION OF THE SENSES!
So, are you saying that although it FEELS real to us … … Because it is an illusion … our FEELINGS are
distorted from our TRUE reality … whatever that may be ... if there is no one Truth!!! Anyone got a spade so
I can dig myself in deeper … or indeed out?
Yes we are! You say that it is different for us, in the realms we reside … and we do not understand how it
is to be living in your dimension. In many ways, this is correct. Our FEELINGS are real … for we are not in
The Game.
Your FEELINGS are as REAL as you are able to perceive them ... within this ‘illusional reality.’ So … do you go
by ‘nothing matters’ in YOUR reality?
Yes … in EVERYTHING … EVERYWHERE … NOTHING MATTERS.
LOVE matters … TO ME … LOVE matters.
And LOVE IS EVERYTHING.
That matters!
How can we help you to ‘Get it’?
Keep trying! I just don’t ‘Get it’… that LOVE doesn’t matter.
Yet, EVERYTHING … as we said … IS LOVE … How IT chooses to act out … in all ITS different scenarios, does
not take away the fact that it is STILL LOVE.
Yet … if nothing matters … one could say … I can do anything I like … kill … maim … rape … and it simply
doesn’t matter … IT DOES!
To YOU in YOUR reality.
Does it not matter to YOU that people do this then?
Not when you can see the WHOLE PICTURE … which you are unable to do! LIFE IS LOVE ACTING ITSELF
OUT IN ALL ITS DIFFERENT FORMS.
Yes, I get that bit …
Therefore … in ALL its forms … it is BEING ITSELF.
EVERYTHING IS LOVE … and it MATTERS NOT how it chooses to appear … because IT IS ALL LOVE.
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Now then … here’s the clincher … Doesn’t LOVE matter then?
LOVE … IS.
That is the only answer we can offer you to that question.
Well, I don’t know if we have actually progressed here … I’ll absorb today’s information and see where
it leads me. Mind you … it doesn’t really matter!!
Thanks Guys for ‘trying’ …. I’ll get there. Some already have … I never was at the top of the class!
That doesn’t matter.
Further down the rabbit hole we go! In Love and thanks. Until next time …
Always, we are in Love with you.
Later that day, I found myself in a particularly bad mood … A rarity for me … and I didn’t like it! Not really
succeeding in trying to calm my thoughts, I said in my head ‘Being in this bad mood DOES MATTER … TO
ME’ … and the immediate reply/thought was, ‘Because you are CHOOSING to let it matter!’.
The penny dropped for me! Well , maybe a halfpenny! So I said … ‘I CHOOSE to not let this matter’ … and
all I can say is … that a wave of Love came over me … and I ‘Got it’. Well, that bit!
I realized that by CHOOSING to let go and really accepting it ‘didn’t matter’ that I was in a bad mood
… I got out of the way … and … how do I put this?... It allowed for LOVE to take over. That’s the only way
I can describe it. So, I then applied that, to thinking about war and hunger etc … said the same thing
to myself … ‘I CHOOSE not to let it matter’ … and had the SAME FEELING of LOVE … TAKING OVER … this
time, on a global scale. In that moment … I GOT IT. Not sure I still have it … yet, thought I’d share, in the
TRUSTING it may assist those who are on the same page as me … to GET IT.

Here is the audio for this channelling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFNbOHbRxCo
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25 October 2014
Here we are once more … Hello! I am keen to carry on with the current topic of ‘nothing matters’.
Trusting that is ok?
Benevolent greetings to Each One. Indeed, we are also keen to assure you of reasoning’s behind ‘matters’
that ‘don’t matter!
My word, you’re in fine fettle this morning! So … onwards. Many have written in, asking me to address
the issue of karma, and how that all ties in with this subject … Off you go!
We have spoken to you before, regarding issues of this nature. In that … One does not ‘get away’ with
anything. For that which One gives out … be it of LOVING kindness … or be it of abuse to the soul in its
many forms … One receives back a thousand fold.
So then … surely that would matter? If one was full of hatred and spent their life time ‘offering’ hate
… when they passed over … how miserable it would be to receive all that they had given out … a
thousand fold! That WOULD matter to that soul wouldn’t it? It would matter to them THEN, that they
had not chosen to offer LOVE.
Yet, they CHOSE hate for that life time. To learn lessons … to experience ‘that side’ of things … from that
vantage point. Having learned that lesson … they may well go on to another life time and offer only
LOVE of the Highest frequency. KNOWING what they KNOW from a deeper soul perspective.
Let us look at ‘CHOOSING’ shall we? One can CHOOSE to BE anything/anyone that suits them at that
time. In general One follows their heart … and the pathway in which that takes them … determines
how much, or how little they benefit.
So, one who is choosing the dodgier side of life … are they following their heart?
Indeed ... because their heart may be full of hatred or greed.
Does that make them feel good?
On a superficial level. Yet, deep down their ‘TRUE BEING’ would KNOW that this is not who they TRULY are.
Does that matter?
No. Because you are in The Game. One can be very competitive whilst playing a game and FEEL the need
to always win and come out on top. Or, One can just accept that it is JUST A GAME … and it matters not
who wins or loses.
That’s all very well when playing ‘Scrabble’ … yet, when ‘Playing with our souls’ … it seems rather callous.
Who is playing with your souls?
You tell me.
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YOU. YOU are playing The Game. Please understand that ‘We’ … nor anyone else … did not capture you
and force you to BE IN IT. You lined up in your droves asking … some begging … TO BE CHOSEN TO BE PART
OF IT. For … from the level of understanding you had before ‘beginning The Game’ … you knew how much
it would benefit The Whole … and we mean THE WHOLE. With the greatest of respect … we ask you to
recall that …
YOU CHOSE TO BE HERE.
TO BE IN THIS GAME OF LIFE. TO BE OF SERVICE IN THIS WAY.
I’m trying to ‘Get this’. I really am. And just when I think I am ‘Getting it’ … I lose it ... because another
question arises. If we are here to be of service to THE WHOLE … how can, how we behave, ‘not matter’?
It does.
Ahha. Gotcha! You said ‘nothing matters’.
It doesn’t. The fact is … FREEDOM OF CHOICE. You can CHOOSE to let it matter … if you want it to. It doesn’t
matter either way, whether you CHOOSE to let it matter or not.
Then how are we being of service … if it doesn’t matter one way or another?
Because you are playing out The Game.
Is there a point … a purpose to The Game?
No.
Shall I bother to carry on with this?
If you CHOOSE.
Some of me wants to walk away … to quit … for, where is this getting us? Where is this getting anyone?
How is it helping us to become Lighter? It’s confusing many and therefore, lowering the vibration. Yet … I so
want to get to the bottom of this … and I am enjoying the challenge!
Then, let us continue. The Game is an experiment … as we have said.
And in my early conversations with you … you said the experiment had gone horribly wrong.
It has. We could not foresee its outcome … for it had never been done before. The same with any
experiments … some are successful, some not. So, One keeps trying ... until they get the required result.
So … the required result of this game is?
To see what a soul in human form can accomplish when left to their own devices. Yet … it does not
matter … because … at the end of the day …
YOU ARE LOVE … in its fullest Highest form. THAT IS WHO YOU ARE.
You have come here to play … to act out … to see what can be FELT. To see how you can become yourself
in all the trillions upon trillions of different forms.
Then, where does this matter of ‘us’ and ‘Mother Earth’ moving into the fifth dimension come into it?
You say that is what we came here to do.
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This is correct. And this will be accomplished. It is on the game board. As One continues ‘up the ladder’ …
One reaches certain ‘markers’ on the board. THIS IS THE DIVINE PLAN.
The Divine plan is a board game???
In a sense … yes.
And the dice?
Your choices!
Bingo! Well played! I get that. Could we go back to the karmic thing though … Because these are our
FEELINGS that are being ‘flung about here’. It would matter to me how I had behaved on Earth … it
would matter to me how I chose to treat another.
Why?
I can sense you are not asking ‘why’ flippantly … yet, to get me to where I am going.
Correct. Why does it matter to you how you treat another?
Because my heart would ‘hurt’ if I did not offer LOVE to myself or someone else.
Therefore, you CHOOSE to BE a soul that desires to come from a LOVING disposition. You CHOOSE it …
because it suits you and FEELS right.
Yes …
Let us try another tactic to help you understand.
Good luck with that!
Imagine … imagine for a moment … that you are not in/of The Game. You are a free spirit without form
… looking down upon a very large board game. This game consists of many, many players. Little people,
some with hats on … some tall, some short … Yet, look upon them as ‘figurines’ on a board.
The Game begins … EVERYONE has the same goal … to finish The Game … to get to the top of the board.
There are no instructions … no rules.
So sorry to keep interrupting … yet, you have said in the past, that there are Universal Laws. We have
discussed this before … and when they are broken, there are repercussions … ie … the karmic thing.
Dearest, dearest soul … One who is trying so hard to make sense of this. How we LOVE and admire your
determination to ‘Get it’ … Every little bit of it.
Not one life time … not twenty … not a hundred lifetimes … would enable you to understand IT ALL. For,
every question that arises within these teachings … allows fifty thousand more to unfold. As hard as this
may ‘hit you’ … we ask that you allow some things to absorb through your BEING … and allow time …
Of which there is none …
… To unfold ‘some’ of life’s mysteries.
That sounds a great idea to me. It all gets so confusing. I know I am not the only one. I wish I could set
you up with an email address … then you could deal with some of the emails from those feeling the
same as I do!! OK. Back to being out of our bodies and looking down at The Game …
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The Game began … One moves up … One moves down … through choices made. As One looks down
from a HIGHER perspective upon the board … they can see certain ‘land marks’ that are there to be
accomplished … as One reaches them.
Is it not so … that through choice … One repeats old patterns? They are simply (as we have referred to
before) climbing the ladder, or, slipping down the snake to the ‘same old’.
When CHOOSING NOT to repeat … when CHOOSING to ‘move Higher’ … One finds NEW challenges …
more pleasurable ones.
Keep looking down from above … at these little figures … playing a game of making choices … from
which … is determined the direction they move on the board. Little figures on a board … playing a
game.
Little figures with FEELINGS …
Yet, the Higher they CHOOSE to move up … the more LOVING these FEELINGS become.
The more LOVING the FEELINGS become … the less One CHOOSES to ‘repeat patterns’. As One moves
nearer and nearer to the top … to the ‘home’ space … the determination to ‘get there’ increases.
Yet … from the ‘Above … out of The Game’ view point … One can see that ‘time doesn’t matter’ in
this game. One does not have to reach a land mark’ by Sat. 25th Nov 5010 … They are simply moving
toward the landmark.
THEY CHOOSE WHEN they reach that point … through the choices they make. They CHOOSE how to FEEL
as they play The Game.
Those little figures CHOOSE how to FEEL … good or bad … high or low … happy or sad … as they move up
the ladders. It doesn’t matter what they FEEL … it is their choice to FEEL anything they CHOOSE.
When you are looking down on The Game … you observe these figurines. You don’t judge them for their
movements. You desire only for each One to ‘learn’ how The Game works. Each One shall finish. There is
no question of that. Each One shall move up the ladder … at their own pace … through their own choices.
You see … it doesn’t matter … The Game shall see itself through … ‘no matter what’. We FEEL this is
enough to absorb for today.
Ya think? Again, my friends … Thank you. Thank you for your patience. We shall resume again ‘soon’. Love
ya.
And we … as we observe your ‘comings and goings’ … Love Each One of you.
In love and thanks.

Here is the audio for this channelling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoVTjybz0m0
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

1 November 2014
Here we are again then! Hello chaps! A few questions on the ‘Board game’, if I may? These are
common questions from readers, well actually, if I’m to be honest … two!
Good heart and cheer to you also, Blossom. We are ready to commence.
Thank you. So … what happens when we reach the end of the board game? Does our energy integrate
once again with the Oneness?
This is … as are most … a question that one would consider aborting before beginning … as it is a very
complex one. Yet, we shall do our best to satisfy these queries.
Thank you.
The Game in which you are involved ‘belongs’ to that of the Earthly density. When not within that
density … ‘life’ FEELS very different. One … we might say … is released from the shackles that bind One to
the board.
So, are we only in The Game whilst we are ‘alive’ on Earth?
Yes.
When we pass on … what ‘on Earth’ makes us want to come back?
The free will choices that One does not experience in the same manner elsewhere. Earth is the MASTER
SCHOOL for a soul’s individual growth. This is why so many are keen to be part of The Game. Yet, the ‘lack
of memory’ on returning to Earth … time after time … portrays The Game to be far more complicated
than it actually is.
Elaborate … if you would?
Being of ‘self-support’ upon/within your density … allows such expansion of the soul. As an individual
aspect of the Higher part of you.
Is the Higher part of me … the Higher part of ME? Or, is it the Higher part of all of us … The Oneness?
We would have to answer ‘both’. Because there are stepping stones to the HIGHEST OF ALL … and a
section of these stepping stones is a Higher part of the individual self.
So, when we pass over from here … do we not automatically blend in and become part of the
Oneness?
That would depend on the level of Love the soul aspired to. One of very High standing would indeed
KNOW how to access that … yet, it would depend also on One’s format for Ascending. Different choices
allow different pathways to serve the soul. Some desire the bumpier road, for it benefits their growth.
Although, they have no recollection of the ‘why’s and wherefores’ at the time of these learnings.
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So, as individuals … is it simply that we desire to enhance the ONE by learning all these things for the
betterment of ourselves? Is it, that by becoming the Highest vibration of our individual selves … we then,
when merging back into The Whole, have made The Whole a better ONE? Oh poop! It’s going to be one of
those days!
THE ONE is ALL LOVE.
YOU … ARE ALL LOVE.
You were created as individuals to experience AS LOVE/ AS GOD … what everything can be. Black or
white, light or dark … happy or sad etc. As you know … you could not KNOW what one thing is, if there
was not the opposite to distinguish one from the other.
So if everything … The ONE … is ALL LOVE already … how do we, as individuals, enhance it?
Everything has room for expansion. IT IS ALL ENDLESS.
NOTHING CAN STAND STILL. EVERYTHING IS ENERGY. ENERGY CANNOT BE STILL. IT IS ALWAYS MOVING.
Onwards?
There is no onwards … There is simply movement.
Ok, I am going to try and keep on track. So … when we pass over, you say, we are no longer in The
Game. When we reincarnate … do we have to start at the beginning again?
No. Depending on One’s position of soul and … depending on the soul’s purpose, the next time on the
board … they would be positioned at a juncture that is most beneficial for One to continue.
Does one leave The Game before completing it?
Oh yes … many, many times.
So, are you saying we get plonked back in the place where we left off?
For some. It depends on their needs. What we would like to assist with here … is that you are
contemplating this game as if there are set understandings. Do you remember we said … ‘There are no
instructions?’
YOU devise The Game as you go along … with all its twists and turns. As you experience new thoughts …
The Game expands. You are IN The Game … Yet, you are OF The Game … YOU ARE THE GAME.
Is it not that in your world … ‘games’ are played, as children, for fun?
These questions and thoughts many of you are having are taking ‘what is’ into a ‘what is not’ state.
LIGHTEN UP.
You chose to be here … to BE OF LOVE … To see what fun you can have. YOU CHOOSE to have fun … or,
YOU CHOOSE to be miserable.
No matter what one’s circumstances?
Yes. As an observer ... One may say … ‘Now, if I choose to make this move and then I choose to make that
one … it shall take me to this place. Yet, if I choose to do this instead of that … it shall take me to there.’
A strategy is in place when one CHOOSES to be on top of One’s game.
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Yet, it is the FEELINGS involved that make it different from just a game. I know you say to be detached
… yet, the FEELINGS are crucial to our everyday living.
Of course. How grateful you are to have these FEELINGS … when not deeply involved in them. When not
of Earth … you can understand why the FEELINGS are necessary. They are one of your most useful assets
in moving up the board. They are your guiding Light. Without these FEELINGS … there would be no way of
knowing whether you were travelling up or down.
Your FEELINGS are your most treasured asset.
Yet, even your heaviest FEELINGS, perhaps could be carried more Lightly. To understand that you are
within an illusion ... is not an easy concept.
No sugar Sherlock!! Especially when you’re in it! YOU can see things so differently … because you’re not.
And this is why we choose to come to assist you in seeing things from our vantage point. To assist you in
‘easing up’ … in showing you ‘pointers’.
When One KNOWS how to play The Game … when One understands the bigger picture and the reason
behind it … then, how much more quickly One can move up the board.
Yet, how can you know how to play it … if WE are making it up as we go along?
Because that is HOW you play it.
Ok … so what IS the bigger picture AND indeed, the reason behind it?
The bigger picture is the OVERALL view of EVERYTHING.
The bigger picture is the vastness of ALL that is. It is an ever changing Tapestry of Truths.
Whoa! I have to stop you there … because I know you would like me to write a book called exactly that
… Tapestry of Truths. I haven’t started it yet … because I have no idea what it’s about! Perhaps it’s about
the bigger picture! Interesting that you say those very words … sorry to interrupt. Do continue ... And
the reasoning behind it?
For LOVE to discover itself … WITH/IN … AS/IN EVERYTHING. EVERYTHING YOU DO … EVERY MOVE YOU
MAKE … YOU DO FOR LOVE.
Sounds like a queue for a song!
You make your decisions … you FEEL your FEELINGS … you play your part upon this stage … IN THE NAME
OF LOVE.
That’s struck a chord … ‘EVERYTHING YOU DO … YOU DO IT FOR LOVE’ … It’s the ‘FOR’ bit that interests me.
So, in a sense … Everything you do … you are doing it ... FOR YOURSELF … Because YOU ARE LOVE. Yet,
in the same way … in EXACTLY THE SAME WAY … you are doing it ... FOR EVERYONE … EVERYTHING … FOR
EVERYTHING IS LOVE.
Something’s missing … I can sense there’s something missing ... to do with ‘doing it FOR LOVE’.
If you are not doing it FOR LOVE … then something is indeed missing. What you are aware of … is that we
have not said … (because words will not ‘push the button’) … that you DO/BE all that you DO and BE …
FOR … ‘THE SAKE’ … of LOVE.
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I get this in my heart … yet, you are correct. We cannot put it into words. For me, it is a sort of FEELING
of BEING HERE and DOING WHATEVER I DO … FOR … Arggh!! … How frustrating! It is FOR LOVE … Yet, maybe
I should say … ‘on behalf of’ LOVE. That’s not right either. I AM ME, PLAYING THE GAME AS BEST I CAN …
BECAUSE I LOVE LOVE so very much … and want to do it FOR … HER/HIM/THEM/IT/ALL/ EVERYTHING!
We KNOW of your meaning.
Not sure anyone else will.
Yet, they shall … many shall. For it means so much in FEELING … beyond the words.
Right now … in this life time … Each One of you has chosen to be here for that very reason … TO PLAY
YOUR PART … IN LOVE.
TO BE OF SERVICE … TO LOVE. BECAUSE YOU WANT TO.
BECAUSE YOU LOVE LOVE SO MUCH.
Which also means … YOU LOVE ‘YOU’ SO MUCH … and when you undermine yourselves or FEEL yourselves
to be unworthy … YOU ARE NOT BEING OF SERVICE TO LOVE …
AND YOU CHOSE TO BE IN THIS GAME IN ORDER TO BE OF SERVICE. TO ‘GET’ WHO YOU ARE.
When you ‘Get’ who you are … The Game is such fun … It is a ‘doddle’, as you would say. BE LOVE … FOR
THE SAKE OF LOVE.
Yet, of course … it doesn’t matter!
Doh! And we were swimming downstream so nicely.
When not of this Earthly mortal coil … when having exceeded all expectations of yourself … by
accomplishing The Game … you will ‘Get that’.
I had quite a few questions to ask … yet, as always … we get side tracked. That is simply the way it goes.
Loving every minute … Thanking you … Thanking me … Thanking LOVE.
THANKING ALL THAT IS … FOR ALL THAT IT IS.

The audio for this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATzEV1mjctY
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

8 November 2014
I was just taking some time to tune in for today’s session, when out of nowhere, the song ‘Consider
Yourself’, from the musical ‘Oliver’, came into my mind. The chorus ran through my head and I smiled …
‘Consider yourself ... at home; Consider yourself ... one of the family. We’ve taken to you ... so strong, its clear,
we’re ... going to get along. Consider yourself ... our mate. We don’t want to have ...no fuss, for after some
consideration we can state, consider yourself ... one of us!
I realise that was sent through from you ... and thought you may like to use this as today’s topic? Good
morning, by the way!
And to you we state … Good morning, also. We are happy that you allowed the freedom of mind to bring
forth these words of song. For indeed, we are family. You are One of us … We are One of you.
Here lies a topic that would warrant consideration … in considering yourselves to be considered as One
of us.
Do you mean from the point of view that we are all One? You know, all that we have been talking
about?
From a certain angle, yes. Yet, have any of you ever considered … and we know some of you have …
that you have chosen to come down into the physical Earthly form to assist and experience ‘Life’ as it is
‘down there’ … yet, you chose to do so from having being counselled from one of ‘our homes’. I.e., one of
our ships?
Well, that doesn’t seem too drastic a leap of understanding. I would imagine many have, as many I
hear from, KNOW they are from elsewhere … different planets, stars systems etc. Can I ask? Do those
of The Federation who reside on Light ships … also have a ‘planetary’ abode? Or, is their home purely
based on board, so to speak?
Each One has a planetary home should they desire. Yet, we do not think in terms of ‘time’ spent
away … for this differs from your explanation of time. We can be away from home for long, long
adjustments … Yet, when needed, ‘our souls’ can return in a Nano second … in order to recoup and
replenish and rebuild in Energy … to continue on, aboard the ships. This is not necessary for all.
What we would like you to understand, is that when we are speaking of The Federation … we are
speaking in terms of a vast Family of Light. This incorporates many Galaxies and Universes. Can you
consider how huge that is?
Nope! Not really, to be honest.
When you consider your planet and all those living upon it ... humans, mammals, insects plants etc. … all
living within the same plane and yet, all with such different methods of ‘living’ to suit Each One.
I.e. Cultural, geographical base, etc. You would find it difficult to express how it was for ALL to live … for
each functions differently ... according to their needs. In the same way … those not of Earth have many,
many different cultures and residences to suit THEIR desires.
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Tell me, here we are on Earth, many awaiting for ‘Our merging’ … meaning … acceptance of those from
elsewhere and allowing that to become common place for the betterment of All. Are WE the only
planet awaiting your arrival in a more open fashion, or do other planets share the same dilemma? Are
there Beings on other planets that perhaps think ‘THEY’ are the only ones in existence etc?
No. It is common knowledge on all planets that ‘others’ have form elsewhere.
Do they accept Beings from other places readily, or are some a little apprehensive … or even
‘protective’ of where THEY reside?
Again, many answers can be given and we would say that each scenario that you could possibly think
of … would be a case … a situation … somewhere ‘out there’.
Why is it then, that our tiny little planet has such trouble in coming to terms with ‘others’ not from
Earth? What is the big hold up? Why all this secrecy?
For one suggestion, we would say that ‘LIFE’ is developing as it should and we are preparing for this as
you know.
Yet, were you not going to give it a whirl six years ago … and it had to be aborted? If you were ready
‘try’ it then … why is it taking so long to ‘retry’?

to

Because, we are determined that when these ‘showings’ take place … that all is in alignment and that
THIS TIME … NOTHING would interfere.
Our GRAND PRESENTATION that was suitable in the year of 2008 has been reconsidered and there is
much that we have understood from reactions and non-reactions ... as to what did and what did not
occur.
I believe in these past six years, many, many more have ‘joined the force!’ Many more KNOW now, that
there is ‘something other than us’ and are so ready to greet it. We KNOW also, that we ‘down here’,
have raised the vibration in LOVE to a Higher degree and we shall remain here and continue to do so.
Yet, there are many, many who FEEL that outside assistance would not go amiss. They FEEL that the ‘state
of affairs’ upon this planet has gone way too far off track, and as we are ‘part of the same family’ …
it would be greatly appreciated if you would just start letting those who don’t know of you … KNOW
of you! You have the ‘know how’ to do it in a way that would not bring any fear … yet, allow people
to know where you come from … LOVE. You know me, I’m never going to give up on this little puppy,
because it was YOU that got me on to all this in the first place.
And we thank you for never giving up.
It’s so difficult to stay on track. We started off talking about some of us coming from your ships.
Indeed this is so … to come to Earth as part of the Divine plan … in the KNOWING that WE WILL ALL UNITE
DURING YOUR LIFETIME UPON THE EARTH PLANE.
Yet many, I imagine have already been and gone again?
If it was arranged in this way ... for that particular soul.
I guess it doesn’t matter, apparently nothing does! Yet, in OUR TRUTH as ONE BIG FAMILY … can you
honestly say that in my life time … this GLORIOUS EVENT shall occur?
Should all go according to the Divine plan …
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Yet, if it is Divine … surely it WILL?
Precisely.
Then …?
Because, there is STILL FREE WILL Blossom. Free will is an integral part of the Divine plan.
Yet, if WE are making The Game up as we go along … and ‘the dice’ are ‘our choices’ … why haven’t you
shown us yet, in a bigger fashion, that you are ‘walking down this path alongside us’, when so many of
us CHOOSE this to happen?
Are we not speaking with you now and telling you so?
Oh chaps! You know what I mean.
We FEEL what you mean. Yet, do you not also FEEL … that you KNOW better than this?
Yep!
In that … WE ARE WITH YOU.
And for those of you that KNOW your mission … you KNOW that you shall continue forth … expanding
IN/AS/THROUGH/LOVE until such time … when that which YOU KNOW will take place … DOES.
AND HOW YOU SHALL REJOICE.
Would you say that it is governments and those ‘above’ governments that stop your procedure, more
than the fact, that many would ‘pop their clogs’ on the spot, because their Beings were unprepared?
Without question, there is undermining of who we are … on a very large scale … to prevent us from
having a ‘picnic out’. This, as you KNOW … is Highly involved … and the very reason of ‘our abortion’ in
your year of 2008. There is great fear among the ranks of those who do not understand who they are …
YET, LOVE CONQUERS ALL DOES IT NOT?
Without question or doubt.
Then why … just indulge me a minute, my friends … can’t you just do something in our skies to give us a
leg up? As I have said so many times before … folk down here are tired. Yes, we came here as the strongest
of the strong … (and by the way, I am wonderfully fine right now. ) Yet, many are not. Their hearts and
mine … again ask you to consider a ‘Federation spectaculaire!’ Our Earth sure is in need of the UMPH!
Anyone will tell you that. Maybe that wasn’t part of the plan before we came … yet, now we are where
we are … we are asking for a change to that agreement. ( ? ) Come on guys … get your glad rags on …
it’s party time!
Blossom … in response to that, we desire to say … that contrary to what many think/believe … these
remarks of yours are not thrown into the waste paper bin. They are put Highly on the agenda of
consideration.
I am laughing, as you know, when I say … ‘Maybe there are a few ‘oldies’ on the board of directors, that
need to retire and be replaced with some new, Highly evolved, Federation Youngsters, with new ideas
to suit the needs of the troops on the ground.
Maybe so.
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Ah dear! You have to laugh. Maybe, I am just making this all up. Maybe, you are just a figment of my
imagination?
Yet, without your imagination, we would not be able to correspond with you at all. So … imagine on,
Blossom. We … FOR One, AS One of part of your vast family … are grateful that you do so.
The thing is … I think about this often … sometimes, I wonder if we (You and I) are actually making a
difference. Other times, I KNOW we are. Either way … deep in my soul … I KNOW that I came here to do
this … it’s an agreement I made. I can change my mind any time I want … yet, at this stage I have no
intention of doing so.
We are in joy to hear that.
I am always in joy to partake in these conversations. Onwards and upwards … Oh, that’s right …
thereis no onwards and upwards … Eh … Here’s to ever moving energy! I LOVE YOU! Thank you. Bye for
now.
We honour all you of Earth, who CHOOSE to keep on keeping on IN/AS/THROUGH/ OF/ LOVE.

The audio for this channelling
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7i-UHdMnF5w&list=UUtYNUevWytubYiElIY44pbg

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

14 November 2014
Good morning! Straight at it … A few queries from readers have arisen from last week, which I would
like to address if I may?
We are happily ready to assist in knowledge, where we are able. Please put these queries to us.
Well, the first one is about our planet being the only one that is unaware of life elsewhere, as you
mentioned last week. The sender of this question put it very well, when he said, and I quote …
Imagine our planet is a single grain of sand upon which we human microbes inhabit its surface. Let’s
say that grain of sand is on your favourite beach on the Sunshine coast. We are unaware of all the
other microbes and our eternal relationship with them, on all the other grains of sand on that beach.
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Furthermore we are unaware of those other grains of sand on all other beaches in Australia. Furthermore
we are unaware of all the other grains of sands on all the other countries beaches that are all over the
world. We are the only grain of sand on the whole planet where this game is being played out unawares!
What are the chances?
And indeed … what ARE the chances? It seems rather odd that we would be the only one’s unaware of
life elsewhere.
First of all, not ALL of you are unaware. There are more now, than you probably imagine, that KNOW
of Life elsewhere. In this ‘time frame’ that you are addressing … you are being ‘fooled’ by those whose
desires are to thwart any communication with us. Your governments supposedly spend millions of your
monies saying they are searching for ‘proof’ of life form elsewhere, and yet, there they are … actually
meeting such Beings face to face … and have many times over, made agreements with ‘off worlders’
that they then, refused to honour.
Ok, we will get back to that. So, is it that other planets have direct contact with those not of their
world? Is that what you mean, when you say we are the only planet who are awaiting ‘your’ arrival?
It is KNOWN on all other planets that ‘LIFE’ goes on elsewhere. It is common sense. It is common
Knowledge. It is not that ALL planets accept visitors … yet, it is without question, known of their
existence. Many planets ‘share’ each other’s bonding of thoughts … and therefore, have ‘friendly
interactions’ on the … what you would call ... ‘physical’… and ‘telepathic’ communication level. Others
prefer to ‘keep themselves to themselves’.
We are aware that the other question you were to ask was concerning the governments ... and we FEEL
this could all roll into one.
How handy! So, you did pick up on my thoughts? Yes, to clarify … the other question was …
Why the governments, or the elites, or whoever it is who are “stopping the procedure” are given such dominance
over the events that we are all hoping will take place sooner rather than later? After all, they are less than 1%
of us (to use the popular phrase), and they seem to be able to interfere with our free will, by subliminal as well
as overt means, as they wish. Surely given the tiny numbers involved in government their opposition to the
expected events should carry little weight?
On other planets … there is not the secrecy that your world portrays. That is not to say that ALL planets
are ‘LOVING and GIVING’. Many prefer to keep themselves to themselves and have CHOSEN to do so and
remain separated. As we spoke of … there are billions of scenarios to cover billions of life forms. It never
ever stops and by this … in this statement in particular … we mean ‘creation’.
You see, Blossom … with respect, there is much that many are unaware of … that goes on ‘within your
world’ that would indeed PROOVE to ALL, our existence, and yet, for those involved … and we do not
speak of governments here … their life is at stake … were they to share ‘common ground’ knowledge
that they have with ‘off worlders’.
Most of you know that the ‘elite’ ... as you choose to call them … are in direct communication … yet,
refuse to allow this to be common knowledge. Their guise being … that your world would go into chaos,
if they were actually to show footage of what REALLY goes on. This, of course, is not the TRUE reason … for
‘they’ KNOW … that once acknowledgement of ‘other species’ from other planets is accepted, then ‘their’
power … ‘their’ control is over.
So, as in the question asked … why do ‘we’ have to put up with it? Why do these ‘few’ that dominate us get
away with it? So many of us know it is going on … yet, FEEL powerless. Why ARE THEY allowed to continue
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with their atrocities? THEY are ruining our planet. THEY are destroying it, and if ‘something’ doesn’t
intervene soon, quite frankly … if they continue on like this … we are all doomed! Surely ‘your lot’ can gauge
this? When ALL humans KNOW of this … they would be only too happy for ‘outside’ help to come and knock
those ‘controllers’ of their perch. We just don’t understand why nothing isbeing done to assist this matter
in ending?
Again … complex matters. Your ‘controllers’ do not want us around. Plain and simple. They will do
anything to make sure this policy remains. Including annihilating most of your planet.
As is, what you said they were prepared to do if you carried out Oct 14th 2008.
They were prepared to do so. They had nothing to lose … because they would have lost everything.
Yet, as I have mentioned over and over … YOU … You folk of vast intelligence … MUST have a few ideas up
your sleeve … as to how you could get around this? Yes, THEY may well have ‘plans’ in place to destroy,
should you suddenly appear. Or, make you look like ‘The bad guys, coming to take over and eat us!’ Yet, you
must be able to come up with something to get the ball rolling? Isn’t there something about you ‘not being
able’ to interfere?
That depends on the needs, considering now, the slump … in which your world has fallen. Yet, yes,
we are reading you Blossom. We have said how much your world … on the other side of the coin … is
becoming a much more Enlightened, Brighter place to be.
So, what do your councils have to say about those who are committing such atrocities and wanting to
get rid of most of us? What do ‘they’ FEEL about popping down for tea and shaking the begeebers out
of this entire fiasco?
Tell us this, Blossom … In your heart … do you TRULY believe that these matters we discuss with you … are
discussed with our councils? ... Do you?
Gulp! Well, I would like to believe it … otherwise what is the point of me carrying on these discussions with
you, If I don’t believe what you are saying to be TRUE? I struggle with this sometimes … my position, I
mean. For if it IS True … then Struth … I feel very honoured … yet, at the same time … I’m just me, Blossom
Goodchild … travelling through life on this planet as best I know how … just like everyone else. So, in
answer to your question … I don’t know if I believe it or not!
Then, we would say to you, that you undermine your position greatly. We need to say to you … that YOU
need to consider this carefully. For, if indeed you feel unsure that what we say is ‘not quite as it is’ then
there would be little point in carrying on our discussions.
Far out … I consider myself well and truly told off! Yet, I KNOW you are coming from Love and I KNOW you
are right in what you are saying. It’s just hard to accept, as I say, that ‘me’ … plain old ‘me’ has this …
(what’s the word?) … position? … responsibility? (No, I don’t like that one!) I mean, really? Do you sit at High
Council and someone says ‘Next on the agenda … Blossom Goodchild’s thoughts of
‘The Big Show’ … She wants it now.’ I mean really??
Blossom … again we stress … if this is not the case … and we have said it is … why would you carry on our
communication?
Well, it’s all sort of light hearted ‘banter’ for me. That’s the way I work with you. It would be different if
I actually got taken up and met you all face to face and we sat and chewed the cud and made definite
decisions … and dare I say … dates!!!
Why would it be different? Are we not doing this very thing … yet, without the physical?
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My point entirely! It’s all ‘head to head’ stuff! Happy to be beamed up any time!
So, we ask you again … Do you believe that we discuss with Council that which we talk about?
The way this is coming through … is making me feel differently about it. I can feel your earnest
questioning and its importance. Oh Lord … and now, I am suddenly crying … full on … a sort of an
Awakening … a ‘Dawning’. It just sort of dawned on me, for real. I guess this has been brewing, hasn’t
it? Because of my questioning to myself in my head, as to why I am doing this etc. … AND if it is really
REAL … AND if it is making a difference … or just confusing some people. I LOVE your teachings … I don’t
get, however, the ‘pattern of chat’ sometimes and then it all dying down again. Speaking with you is
something ‘I do’. It just happens and feels so easy … that I guess, I perhaps, take it for granted. Much
thought needed here … because … Oh I don’t know … just because!! What’s your thoughts?
We had no desire to cause tears. Yet, we had great desire for you to take heed and recognise these
conversations in a more ‘serviceable’ fashion.’
Serviceable?
In that … it was necessary for you to ‘GET’ your position … in a sense of your soul REMEMBERING this
agreement. And for your humanness to let go of its ‘doubts’ about WHO YOU ARE.
I guess that’s the problem … I don’t mean to do the martyr thing of ‘why me’? But really, it’s so huge … I
mean … ‘why me?’ I am so … ‘normal’.
The nail has just been hit on the head.
But, then I could say … there are millions of ‘normal’ people.
And millions of normal people volunteered … and you fitted the bill.
Well … this has been a real eye opener / heart opener. And, I somehow FEEL … although nothing has
changed and we will continue our relationship the way it has always been … that, actually a lot will have
changed. I can FEEL the shift in my heart.
This was necessary … in order for our progress.
So then … shall I put the kettle on ... perhaps even buy a packet of biscuits?
We thank you for ACCEPTING this position. You knew before you came … it would not all be plane sailing.
I KNOW it NOW, also! Thank YOU. Unexpected material for thought … yet, I admit … your perseverance was
necessary, if I am to continue … and continue I will.
Our Love to each one … Trusting in yourselves to fulfil your hearts mission.
In Love and thanks. Time now … 11.11 … Love it! (I will continue these lines of questioning in my next
communication.)
This channelling turned out to be a rather personal one. Yet, I choose to share it, because I feel it
important for people to try and understand my relationship with The Federation. I have written a blog
post to explain my position and why this particular conversation took place with ‘them’ today. Much
needed I feel. Many thanks. http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/

The audio for this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1W5XUU55GE
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

22 November 2014
Blossom Goodchild reporting for duty ... Sir! Keen to continue on from last week …
Warmest regards to Each One, as we continue forth in our/your entertaining fashion. Much have we
learned of humour … as the messages have progressed through YOUR years. Welcome.
I have settled in with my position, now. So, let’s give it a whirl. First of all, are you able to elaborate when
you spoke of many communications that the governments have had with E.T.’s (face to face) and that the
government have reneged on their promises?
We can speak of this in a small dose … for as you were reminded this morning whilst tuning in … there
is much we CHOOSE not to divulge, due to it being detrimental to your safety. Therefore, we have to be
aware of certain TRUTH’S not hitting too closely to home … to those that ‘keep an eye’ on that which we
converse about. By which, we mean … those who are not reading these messages for the ‘growth of their
soul’ … but to ‘vet’ what is said and make sure they do not come too near the mark.
I can get that … and in TRUTH … I thank you for keeping me safe in that way. So, what are you able to tell us
about this?
We are aware of Knowledge that has been exchanged to those in high positions of your world.
Knowledge that can greatly benefit technology and transform many things from a lower vibration to a
Higher one. This exchange of information was not decided upon in the blink of an eye, yet, considered
very carefully before doing so ... IN TRUST.
The exchange on the part of those of Earth was to allow ‘much’ of this Knowledge to be ‘given out to
your world’ in order to help its GROWTH … Literally! Yet, when push came to shove … we kept our side
of the bargain … or, would we prefer to use the word ‘offering’ … and your ‘Earth worlders’ did not. For
they kept the information to themselves and used it for covert operations and ‘bribery’ … and to benefit
themselves. Much of the Knowledge given, is kept highly secret … for again … if it was to be shared … the
citizens of your world, would have no need to rely on that which your governments say are necessary
… in order to maintain ‘life and order’. For that which was offered, was able to assist your planet in so
much progression … in a short time.
It was therefore decided, that any ‘exchanges’ would no longer be considered … for WE were let
down … and understood, that what one may promise … what these people consider to be promises …
are not exactly what they mean. Their agenda was very different from that which we were told.
I have heard though, and it is only hearsay … that there is a certain faction of the ‘Greys’ that work
with those in full control on Earth, and exchanges are made … Is this so?
Yes.
Can you speak of this?
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To a degree. As many are aware, there is intense secrecy involved in underground ‘hangers’ … that, in
a way … is like a whole new world going on within its ‘gates’. And, these gates are securely … beyond
securely … fastened. As if souls who ‘reside’ there … literally ‘live’ there … for fear of any of this secrecy
‘getting out’.
Not that secret, if many of us are already aware.
Yet, aware to a certain awareness. Much is not revealed.
Years ago, I had a vision as I was going to sleep, of ‘E.T’s in large tubes filled with liquid. A bit like when
one preserves dead animals to experiment upon. Then, I saw on a programme called ‘The X Files’ this
very thing. I think I have mentioned this before somewhere. Do they have many E.T.’s captured in these
places?
Yes.
Are these E.T.’s alive?
Yes … yet, not in full awareness. It is as if they are in a comatose existence … for now.
Until when?
Until those who have them ‘stranded’ there, decide they may ‘awaken’ one … to try and pump
information from them.
Can you not rescue them? In my innocence … can you not beam them up or something?
No. Because of the structure in which they reside. The density of the material within the very walls is
designed for/to this very reason.
That saddens me. Much of this world COULD sadden me, if I allowed it to … Yet, I am learning to be
detached. And … it doesn’t matter anyway!
In the Bigger Picture … it does not matter. What we can tell you … is
I just got it downloaded … I feel better now!
That, as with all living things … the soul does not have to stay in the physical form of that which it is.
When you sleep, your soul travels, does it not? When you meditate … your soul can travel, can it
not? When a Human Being is in a comatose state … for long, long periods of time … their soul chooses
to be out of its body … it has no reason to be in there, at times. Therefore, it is the same with our family
that are contained in these tubes … They are not necessarily ‘in their body’ … full time.
Ok … so, if one is woken up to have information extracted from them … why do they not choose to
‘stay away’ from their physical … and just be ‘dead’ when taken out of this liquid … If that is the correct
word?
Because ‘death’ … (if that is the correct word?) has to take place. Much like the human. Until the chord
is cut the etheric body/soul cannot completely leave.
Do E.T.’s have a chord?
Yes. Like the human … it is an attachment to the physical form.
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Yet, if the soul of the E.T. simply chose not to ‘come back in’ when taken out of the tube … what would
happen?
It is difficult to explain. Because it did not actually ‘die’ …
For want of a better word …
It is still … like it or not … attached to the body … and when taken out of the ‘influencing’ liquid … it is
‘shot’ back in to its physicality.
Are they tortured for information?
Yes. They are not exempt from FEELING pain.
Ok … so, what do your councils have to say about THAT?
There is not a plan to break in and rescue … if that is what you are thinking. For it cannot be done … and
in the Grand scheme … would not be compatible with the plan.
I can feel that has to be accepted on a deeper level of understanding … for it is, for me, at this time …
too HUGE to be broken down into words. I can just pick up on that.
THANKING YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE.
Can I just ask though … how did those particular E.T.’s come to be there? How were they captured?
Some indeed, by crashed vessels ... and others … who were ‘there in form’ to assist in sharing the
Knowledge … and were then duped and restrained.
Like … how many are we talking here?
1,000 … around that figure.
WHAT? Those places underground are vast!
And indeed they are ‘places’ … not just one place.
How on Earth did so many end up being there?
We smile … For like you and many of your kind … they volunteered.
Knowing the risk?
KNOWING … yet, KNOWING of choices and possibilities also. Can you see and connect with how similar
we are as ONE FAMILY? Are you not in the same boat, in a sense … that you feel trapped within a place
that keeps you ‘dulled’?
Oh yes … Makes me feel I should quit the Moaning Minnie scene! So, they volunteered to be there … did
they exchange humans … as in the ‘Close Encounters’ movie?
No. We do not have need for this. This was not part of our mission. They agreed to ‘go’ in order to teach
‘finer’ ways. To teach of recourses that could benefit your planet. They allowed themselves to interact
on a face to face basis … in exchange for LOVE to assist and to bring your planet BACK to its once, former
Glory.
Please accept, also … that these ‘Beings’ that were part of this particular project … are of High
intelligence and Love and therefore, able to accept ‘where they are’ on a different level from perhaps,
you are FEELING for them.
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That’s good! I have to say though … 1,000! What do you mean by ‘around that figure’?
Because, we are not able to ‘keep tab’ of all that is taking place within those structures. Yet, we are able
to get ‘some reporting’s back’ when it is possible.
I heard … that all these underground bunkers were disposed of and emptied out.
With all respect, Blossom … You heard wrong.
Whoa! Our new relationship is much more forthcoming. Eh … You will keep me safe though? You will beam
me up if necessary???? !!!
We feel your humour…
I am smiling now … yet, believe me … I wouldn’t be, should I suddenly disappear, as have many who speak
of these things.
Blossom … we shall be careful in what we say. We always are. Take a look back at how our conversations
are designed … mixed with the way you Feel about it all, now and then.
Chance … do you think?
I’d like to swear if it was alright to … but I won’t. A big penny dropped here . Yet, how far can we go
with material shared?
As far as WE KNOW is safe. That which has caused confusion for many … that which many FEEL has been
inconclusive … that which we ‘beat about the bush’ concerning … does that make more sense to many
… as to the reasoning behind it now?
Well, it does to me … I can’t speak for others. Yet, I would imagine so. Time to go. WOW … that felt great!
Thank you!
THANK YOU for ACCEPTING your position in its TRUTH … on a Higher rung of the ladder. There are more
steps to climb … where TRUST once again will FEEL tested.
Well, I’ll deal with that … as the ‘me’ I have grown into … when it happens. In so much Love and thanks.
Nanu Nanu …
That made me laugh so much, when it came into my head … and I thought ‘No, I can’t put that’.
Then I thought … ‘Yes, I can’. You are exchanging humour … (Plus, I am called Nanu, by choice, by my
grandchildren.) Tally Ho folks … Chocks away!

Audio for this channelling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niNVSoK6-U4
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

29 November 2014
Hi my friends. There is an issue regarding the last channelling that I would like to clarify. Entirely ‘our’ fault,
as I FEEL ‘we’ knew what we meant, but a little unclear to readers in the way it read. It’s about
The Greys
being in cahoots with those controlling the planet. It read as if The Greys were the E.T race that were
captured. Whereas, I do not believe this to be the case. I felt it another race of E.T’s that are being held. Can
you clear this up for me please?
Welcome Dearest Souls, to the cause of moving planet Earth into her Higher position. We are aware
of the issue mentioned Blossom, due to your thoughts. Many readers feel so saddened by what they
learned regarding the captivity of E.T’s that came to help. We will speak of this later, yet, for now, let us
clear up the matter in hand.
It is not The Greys that are held captive … although … this is not entirely correct … as ‘some are’. You see,
like in your world … there are ‘split factions’ of those who wish to do good and those who wish only to
benefit themselves. This is the case with the race of The Greys. Some have ‘gone over to the darker side’
and some remain in their original Truth of Love. This would not be a rare case on many planets.
Yet, in comparison to the number of planets there are … very few.
So, yes … there are some ‘non-conforming Greys’ to the wishes of the dark side that have been ‘used and
abused’ and there are others of the same race that … as we say … go along with those that wish harm …
in order to have their needs met.
We are VERY aware Blossom, that you have chosen not to go too far into these matters. We respect this,
yet, we shall give a little information in order to satisfy the questions concerning our last channelling.
Thank you. I am not being a wuss … I just don’t think it wise to focus on this kind of stuff. Many do … and
that’s fine … yet, not here. I personally do not feel it benefits the lifting of the vibration, which, after all, is
what we are here for. So, can you tell us who ARE the E.T’s in captivity?
They are from non-conforming gatherings of different ‘breeding’s’. That is to say … they are a mixture
of Beings from many places … that were ‘searched out’ for their aptitudes and when asked to assist …
naturally agreed to go. So, we could not say that they are all from a particular place.
As you can imagine it was a huge mission.
That turned sour, by the sound of it.
In the eyes of Earthlings.
So, what? With all respect, you are saying this too, does not matter?
The ‘does not matter’ aspect is not how YOU FEEL it.
What happened in this particular plan ... happened. Like your lives … opportunities that are presented
to you, for your growth … can be viewed one way or another. You will still grow from the experience, yet,
which road you choose to walk is entirely up to you.
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Your ATTITUDE towards ALL THINGS is entirely up to you.
Our beloved friends in captivity … as we stated last time … are not ‘in the same boat’ as you. Therefore,
it appears differently to you, than it does for them.
In what way? For, you said they experienced pain when tortured ... as we do.
This is so. Yet, how may we put it? They experience it from the KNOWING/UNDERSTANDING of a Higher
place. Therefore, the acceptance of what is happening to them, although not the best scenario … is
‘taken for the team’ … as we believe is an expression. It is part of the experience that is laid before them
… in order to serve as The Light … for The Whole.
Have not many in your world done the same … in the name of their total faith in their God?
Yes. Yet it all seems so ‘nasty’. Many wonder how they are continually allowed to get away with it … these
rogues!! Which leads me on to the next question, and I feel there is quite a lot to get through … the matter
of the underground bunkers. Again, much dismay from folk, to hear that they were not all destroyed.
We can only come from OUR TRUTH Blossom. These things that we speak of are continuing to take place
in these hidden ‘warrens’.
Were many cleared out and just a few left, or, (hopefully not) … the other way around?
We would suggest that you consider the possibility of these ‘rogues’, as you have light-heartedly called
them …
Only to keep the vibration up.
to be very astute. For indeed, if they were not … they would not be in the position they have worked
towards accomplishing. They are from a race of Beings that will stop at nothing to have their needs met.
We would go as far as to say … that they do not FEEL as you do. They are so obsessed with their greed
and needs … that emotion is devoid from their Beings in many cases. And yet … we still choose to call
them ‘lost souls’ for indeed, this is what they are.
Ok, so … back to the bunkers.
Yes. There are major ‘housings’ still intact.
How many?
We do not know exactly.
Would you care to speak of the ‘clearing out’ of some? This is something I know very little about.
In OUR TRUTH… we would say … it is not our department!
Yet, you must know about it … being the Overseers of the Overseers … or did you ‘overlook’ this one?
We are aware of aims and protective insurances.
Actually, I have to be honest here … I am struggling a bit with all this, because I am holding back. I feel
awkward about perhaps ‘knocking’ that which has been spoken of by other channellers and indeed
non channellers, regarding these bunkers. I do not wish to open a can of worms. Especially as I am not
that cool with this topic in the first place. Yet, we started, so we must finish. I will TRY and get out of the
way ……………..
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Ok, I am just going to have to stick my neck out here and my heart is racing … but I am wondering if
ANY OF THEM have been blown up or cleared out … and while we are ‘going for gold’ … I also heard
that most of the ‘dodgy folk’ have been taken away to another planet/space/place and are being held
there … to ‘think about what they have done’. YOUR TRUTH on this is................. ?
OUR TRUTH on this is YOUR TRUTH on this.
Oh poop! That’s what I was afraid of. That’s what I thought I was picking up on.
You see, Blossom … we FEEL your thoughts about ‘others’. Yet, we cannot protect others for the sake
of keeping them in a bubble. Have we not said many times before … that one must be discerning and
discover their own Truth? We can only give ours. If it does not resonate with one that is reading … we do
not send them scorn or judgement. We send them Love and well-wishing thoughts, in order for them to
follow their pathway home.
I have no idea whose ‘Truth’ you have just blown out of the water. I do not know who mentioned
things in the first place. I can only go with YOU because I TRUST you. Our relationship wasn’t born
yesterday. So, to confirm and move on … the bunkers … the removal of the baddies?

these

We would tell you, that much which was told in transitioning expectation … was done so out of this very
thing. Expectation.
I heard there was proof that these bunkers have been destroyed.
No more proof than we have … that we are speaking with you.
Steady Neddy. Meaning what exactly?
You are taking us into your heart and YOUR proof is the FEELING we offer you. There are not photographs
… is this correct?
Hey! If I had some holiday snaps of you and I drinking Pina Colada, lounging around a pool in Hawaii
somewhere … many who are ‘unsure’ what to think of you … would suddenly FEEL a whole lot better!
In the same way … have you seen proof of these excavations of these underground facilities?
No. Yet, I haven’t gone looking. There may be some. As I say, I haven’t looked into any of this very much
really.
When you do not have physical evidence … then your only outlet is your FEELINGS. If you cannot Trust
these … what can you Trust?
Good point. So, may we move on now? Many would like to know how they can help those that are in
captivity, in these tubes?
We are aware of the heartfelt responses from many regarding this. And just by those responses … so
much upliftment OF ALL/FOR ALL took place. To assist these souls is no different from assisting a soul of
Earth in the same situation.
SEND LOVE … LOVE ... LOVE ... LOVE.
From the deepest level of your existence … take time daily to uplift YOUR SOUL and ALL SOULS.
I believe you are aware of a gentleman who is working so hard to get Global Togetherness at given
times to meditate? *Please see note at the end of this message.
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We are very aware of this FINE gentleman and his ongoing, never relenting, persistence in transforming
humanity back into that which he KNOWS IS THE LIGHT OF TRUTH. We take this moment to honour
his work and all he HAS done … in both rough and smooth times. This, which he is offering is indeed
a wonderful opportunity to bring humanity together. For it has been often proven that ‘the more the
merrier’ makes such a difference to the raising of the vibration.
When you join with each other … it is like … we would give an analogy of your ‘joining of the dots’ … all
on one page … looking like random dots. Yet, when joined up … what a different picture they present.
Strength in numbers.
We choose to finish todays ‘chat’ on an uplifting note.
Lah! Oh, not that one!
Although from one perspective of ALL that takes place on your planet … things may appear rather bleak
… from another, things are really ‘stepping up’. Rays of sunshine are brighter and stronger and offering
more Light to your world … which in turn assists the Energies and transforms the heavier … into the
Lighter.
All within the plan … The Divine Plan … is still very much on track. We are in Great Joy.
Learn to detach dear friends. For all is not as it seems.
There is the dark side of the moon and the Sunny side … both present, yet, it depends on which you
choose to focus on.
When you are no longer of this planetary vibration … you will smile and say … ‘Ah, NOW I get it’.
Looking forward to ‘Getting that’ … very much indeed. I will close for today. Thank you … for opening
up. I do hope it’s not a big can of worms. I simply am not up for it … to be frank!
We too, have been frank … We can be no other way.
We LOVE you. WE LOVE ALL LIFE … and we desire to assist in its unfolding.
Well, if it helps, from my point of view, you are doing a GOOD JOB! In Love and thanks. Next day
Hello, once again my friends. I wanted to add a little extra time this week, just to keep abreast of
everything. I appreciate your frankness yesterday and although I struggled with ‘bravery needed’ to send it
out … regarding YOUR TRUTH of the bunkers etc. … I accept that I must. So, I will.
One other issue though that some are writing in about, is regarding your statement given some time back
… (20.10.13) and I quote …
“Actually, someone suggested to ask you if you could give a percent of likelihood of The Event taking
place in 2013, 2014, 2015 … and then at least we had some idea as to how close you actually mean …
would you consider giving us an answer to that?
We would say in all ‘safety’ … that the likelihood of us showing up before the year 2014 is over is very
strong. “
Now … I would dearly Love to ‘skip’ this … yet on behalf of readers … that would not be right. So, in LOVE
and TRUST and the very good mood I am in … what would you have to say about this?
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Is this not one of the very reasons you were accepted for this role Blossom? To make sure, without doubt
that ‘nothing’ gets overlooked or slipped under the mat?
Maybe so … You know me well.
We do. You know us very well, also. And regarding this matter, we would connect with you strongly, in
saying that we only offer you Truth.
So, is there a very strong likelihood that you will show up before the end of 2014? Far out … I can pick up
on the answer already … you are going to say …
No.
Here’s a spade … start digging.
We understand your sentiment.
Don’t get me wrong … I am not cross … maybe a little confused and keen to know what explanation
you have for this answer, this time, that won’t put many off reading your words next year!
Blossom … as we have stated many times … this is not a popularity contest. Those who resonate with our
words KNOW from a deep place within … that we come in Love and we offer Truth. For those who do not
FEEL this way about US … we do not FEEL we MUST change their thought pattern. That is not
for us to do. They must find Peace and Truth within ‘their’ Beings about such matters. That is all that is
important.
Yep. I know that. That’s why I ‘m still aboard. Yet, the reason that showing up is now unlikely, is?
Is because we choose to renege on this that we offered, because it is no longer compatible with the
continual process of moving forward with the plan in hand.
Ooooh Lovies! Some folk will not be pleased with that statement! I double checked the word ‘reneged’
and came across ‘Withdraw from’ … which sounds much nicer than ‘to go back on a promise’ or ‘fail to
honour’.
And we thank you for your research … for does not ‘withdraw from’ appear more suitable?
To me … in your defence … yes. So, pass ME the spade now, if you would … Why is it no longer compatible
to do so?
Because ‘EVENTS’ upon your planet are not conducive to such a happening.
Are we/were we … talking here of the GRAND EVENT ... or, just a Petite Grand Event, as in, YOU making a
celebrity appearance?
We are not/were not … talking of THE EVENT. Yet, we were hoping for the opportunity to present
ourselves in a manner that would give those of Earth good reason to believe.
You see … with your intelligence and technology … I have to question WHY … once again … moan moan,
moan … you are unable to do something? What did the councils say about this? Once I had accepted
‘this’ actually goes to council?
They appreciate your willingness to persevere. Yet, they cannot follow through necessarily, with a plan
that you of Earth would like, because it may severely interfere with the OVERALL plan.
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You know … don’t you? I know you do. That so many are tired of waiting and the longer this goes on …
whether we accept your reasoning of being unable to show or not … the more folk are just plain fed
up, of what they consider to be excuses. With respect … do you see the damage you will have done to
many people’s expectations; by saying there is a strong likelihood of you showing by the end of 2014?
Yet, now it is here … you’re not going to be able to! It doesn’t bode well in the eyes of us Earthlings,
chaps … It REALLY doesn’t.
Let us once again be frank.
Franks a busy boy today!
We use time frames to try and assist … because that is what you are asking. We have mentioned many
times that ‘time’ does not exist. It is a matter of fragmentations … one in *concession after another.
Should it be that these fragments do not happen within the ‘time frame’ expected … then the following
fragment cannot occur … unless the one preceding it has ‘taken its place in the scheme of things’.
Yes, I was having a discussion with someone about that recently. What would you say ‘should’ have
happened, that hasn’t … so that you cannot show?
There has not been the coagulation of companies. By that we mean … gatherings of necessary important
political Beings … that live on the sunny side of the street, shall we say … that have been able to put
into place certain documentations … for want of a better word once again … that would fall nicely
into a position, that would then allow us to ‘fly into your skies’ at will … without possible attack … or,
influences that make us appear to be something we are not.
After so long of waiting Blossom … it would seem such a shame to ‘blow it all apart’ … because patience
of those … who do not fully understand the bigger picture had run out … and we felt we needed to score
some ‘brownie points’. We do not need to do so. We would not consider doing so. It would not be fitting to
rush … right at the finishing line … when we are so close to ‘bringing the TRUTH to your door step’. There is
too much at stake … and we cannot compromise.
We are aware of the needs on Earth and the struggles undertaken trying to keep one’s head above
water at times. Yet, we KNOW you are strong and shall keep afloat. We simply KNOW this.
You have a choice to TRUST in our word or not. As we say … we do not hold you to ransom. We do not
insist you TRUST us.
We … from our Loving form … ask you to ask yourselves … YOUR TRUTH … and follow it. We ask of you no
more and no less than that.
That all FEELS good to me. And I , more than anyone have had my fair share of questioning of TRUTH
between us. And do you know what? I am going to lay myself on the line by saying … that I wouldn’t put it
past you to ‘send us a little Christmas cheer’ in some form or another. And you know me … I wouldn’t bring
that up unless I felt it!
BANG!
Oops, I think I just shot myself in the foot! Doesn’t matter either way, does it? It all simply … does not
matter! Yet, as you say … We can certainly do our bit by keeping the vibration High. This is my pledge to
you … To ALL. We are done I feel, for today. Many thanks … many thanks indeed for your TRUTH on this
matter. That’s all you can give and very grateful I am for it.
Our thanks to Each One for your LOVE also.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

6 December 2014
Welcome once again to you up there! The time is flying by so quickly! I am looking forward to the
wisdom you choose to offer us today. We have been covering quite a wide range lately.
Greetings to you also, Blossom … and those of Earth who walk this path alongside us.
Is it alongside? I would have thought ‘below’ you.
Yet, you are choosing to look at the perspective of that which is ‘expected’. You are imagining us in
your skies … yet, we are speaking on a soul to soul level.
And keep in mind also … When one resides in different dimensions … that does not mean that we are
above, below or back or front. It simply means, within a different Vibration of Energy. So, we and many
… of many Vibrations … could literally be ‘through’ you. In that, it is all going on at once. Yet, because of
the Vibrational frequency of one dimension … that differs from another …. they cannot be seen/felt on
an average day … so to speak. Yet, it is easily acceptable, is it not? … That one CAN see and FEEL another
dimension … should their Vibration resonate with that of which ‘it’ is.
Yes, I get that. Yet, the average /normal soul, even when trying, is not able to do this. Have you any
suggestions how we can? For instance … The Elemental Kingdom. I know they are around us … how do we
get to actually SEE them?
It is a matter of tuning into their Vibration.
Easier said than done. How do we know their frequency?
You ask. Yet, it is common sense also, to be in a place that is suitable for such an occurrence to take
place. To try in the middle of a busy street would not be conducive to their displaying of who they are.
On the other hand, to be in the stillness of woodland, near streams and greenery, would be far more
acceptable.
What if you ask, yet do not receive? I have tried in the past.
That is a matter of ‘not letting go’. Of perhaps trying too hard. It is simple, yet, the human brain has
complicated many things. To sit peacefully and be at One with the self … to tune into the Highest
Vibration of the self would be a very good start.
I know of people who have been able to see ‘fairies’ etc … quite a lot of children have too.
Because they ‘believe’ in them. They have not had ‘all that silly nonsense’ knocked out of them.
Again, so much that WAS natural ... has become supernatural … and the True meaning of that word has
now been lost and replaced with connotations that bring the very Energy of that word into a lower
vibration.
Much conditioning of the adult human has dulled the senses. Senses that were once so astute.
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So many are trying to get them back. To ‘Lighten them’ up again. How do we practice this?
BY BEING HAPPY.
BEING HAPPY puts the soul into a different category altogether. There is so much that ‘changes’ when
One lives within the Vibration of Happiness. So much that allows certain endorphins to operate and
produce elation. This is all part of the human design, yet, it has to be activated in order to fulfil its
course.
Meaning what exactly?
It is a bit like the domino effect. Once one is knocked down, when all in alignment … the rest follow.
We would say … A knock on effect.
Yet, some souls do not know how to knock the first domino down.
Yes, they do.
Well, maybe they don’t know they do.
That is more the situation.
Blossom, as we have said … not ONE soul spirit comes into this Earth plane existence, with more than
another. That would not be fair … All are equal.
Some would argue that point. What about those who are severely disabled etc etc etc etc? I could
go
on and on … And that’s just on the physical! There is the mental, the geographical … the parental. So
many would argue that some have it better than others … much better than others.
Yet … we would tend to disagree. For as we have told … Each soul comes into this lifetime in a fashion
that benefits THEIR soul the most. A soul that is born with physical deformities in a war torn country …
with parents that do not care much … is better off than being born into a rich family with much Love for
the soul and all that money can buy … with not a gun in sight.
Your reason being?
That the soul in the ‘first scenario’ had asked for this format within its life, to benefit its growth and
understanding.
With all respect … why on Earth would they? Surely, when saying to that soul before they came ‘Now
then … would you like A or B?’ Any soul, in their right mind, is going to go for the latter.
We would again tend to disagree.
Having everything so easily available does not always serve … and when NOT in the physical form, One
can see how much more the soul can be served … and indeed, be of service … when coming from a
totally different perspective, from just the ease and comfort of life.
I can understand that on a soul level. Yet, are we not taught, that to think positively and remain in a HIGH
FEELING Vibration can manifest for us ANYTHING we desire .
Yes … This does not change, whether One be in High society or low. Needs of the soulself differ greatly …
depending on that which a soul has ‘come in’ to learn/recall/expand upon.
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Remember also … that we have said in past communications … that souls that may appear to be hard
done by on the mental and physical aspect of themselves … may have chosen to be this way … not for
their souls growth, yet, for the soul growth of their parents and those around them. A huge sacrifice
indeed … yet, it is not seen that way when one is a LIVING LIGHT and desires to serve The Whole … as its
particular soul purpose.
Ok … actually if I may? … I would like to get back to ‘tuning in’ to other vibrations. Many have asked
that if YOU are unable to come up with the BIG SHOW … would you not be able to do something
more tangible on a personal level for those that ARE ready? In that way, those NOT ready wouldn’t
be shocked and drop down dead … The dark ones wouldn’t even know … Those feeling the need for
this wonderful confirmation and upliftment from you would be overwhelmingly enamoured ... and all
would live happily ever after! Win Win! Can you not do something like that for those ready to receive?
We accept once again your desire to ‘get this show on the road’. And we see your point of view. May we
say … there is not one who desires to ‘connect with us’ ... that cannot.
Try telling that to hundreds who have tried and not succeeded. A bit like me with the fairies. Wanting to,
yet, they didn’t seem available when ever I’ve tried. Yet, I KNOW it is possible. Many would feel the same
about trying to connect with you. What would be the major thing preventing this … when one
was so
keen?
It would be the ‘barriers’ formed.
Meaning?
Meaning, that although One may FEEL they are in full agreement with the self to allow this to take place
... be it fairies ... US ... or indeed, many things that are ‘out of the ordinary’ … What would be preventing
this would be walls of ‘disbelieve’ …
Walls of blockages that have formed within the mind throughout /over time on Earth.
So, would it be, for instance … that one trying to connect with you … can be ‘heard’ by you, or ‘felt’ by
you, yet, they are not able to receive the transmittance sent back?
Not necessarily. It can work both ways.
Our suggestion would be this. To take the soul into the quietest place conceivable … In a space that
serves to bring Peace and Love … So that all settings and surroundings are suitable to allow serenity to
flow.
Think only of the breath … Concentrate on nothing more … Breathe, breathe, breathe … deeply.
Getting more and more into a ‘nowhere space’ … Where the only thing that can be thought or heard is
the breath of Life … Concentrate on this alone.
After a time that allows the self to FEEL ready … ask The Divine Energy of Love to show you the pathway
through to ‘Our Beings’ … Knowing that this interaction is not for self-gain, yet, for the Highest good of
all … Keep breathing …
THEN …
EXPECT NOTHING!
For, we would say … as with you and your ‘sprites’ Blossom … that it is the expectation that often gets in
the way.
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Yet, wouldn’t you need to expect in order to manifest?
There is a difference between expectation and deep KNOWING. When One expects … they also KNOW of
the other side of the coin … disappointment … Their mind is aware of the opposite of the expectation …
before even expecting it.
Whereas … when One KNOWS a KNOWING … there can be nothing other than that KNOWING. And the
Truth is …
It doesn’t matter!
Correct. The likelihood of connecting with us is stronger when there is no attachment to it … No
desperation to it … Just the ‘doing of’ and ‘letting go’ of … is a far wiser move.
In your hearts … deep down in your BEINGS … you KNOW of our existence. You cannot not KNOW.
Oh yes, we can! Try me!
Oh, we are aware of doubts and dubious misunderstandings. We are aware of fear and ‘what if’ and
‘what if not’s’ … Yet, Blossom … are you not here ... STILL? … After all these years … and all you have
questioned … and all the tears and all the laughter ... Are you not STILL here talking with us?
Yes.
Why?
Because … deep down in MY Heart … I KNOW you to be real and of TRUTH.
DEEP DOWN … Sometimes very deep down … Yet you KNOW it. THIS YOU KNOW … THIS WE KNOW.
So, therefore … the ‘proof’ that many of you are after is unnecessary. Because, DEEP DOWN you KNOW
who we are.
So, what is it about us humans that need this proof? And also … what would be the harm in letting us know
in little ways … that the back-up team are really and TRULY by our side ?
No harm at all.
You must be capable of so much … So many little things that would prove to individuals that you are
saying ‘Hello’. Do you understand, I wonder, how encouraging and uplifting that would be for many?
We are listening to you Blossom … and we hear what you are saying. Yet … we would say in response
… do you know how uplifting and encouraging it would be for yourselves not to need this proof? Just
to KNOW it … for what it is … YOUR TRUTH. Not to be of concern as to the physical reality of us … yet, to
KNOW of the spiritual connection …
OF LOVE THAT IS THE BOTH OF US.
Those of physical reality and those not … KNOWING that we are of service ... As One.
Yes, yet some, as I say … are not able to have the spiritual connection … and they would like to have it with
you so very much.
Then, we would suggest they keep trying. There can be so many things … so many reasons … so many
interferences. Yet, where there is a will … there is a way.
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So, when you say you can hear/feel some heart felt communications … what is it that prevents ‘those on
Earth’ from receiving the communication back from you?
Many things. Frequencies … As we have said … Blockages … Many things … We have said all that we can
say about it. It would therefore, be a matter of accepting the KNOWING.
When One has tried two or three times and FELT nothing … The mind ‘system’ begins to wane ...
concerning the possibility. This does not assist the process of connection. Each time one tries … enter in
with an ‘OPEN MIND’ … and may we say? … Sometimes … the ‘shock’ of the realisation, when one does
eventually ‘hook up’… can break the link immediately … because the heart misses a beat and … poof!
We are gone.
Be of Gratitude at all times … in all times. Gratitude is ONE of the Highest frequencies when FELT in
TRUTH … that assists the soul to rise and recognise itself.
To FEEL Gratitude for the BEING that you are … brings about more things to be grateful for … and the cycle
continues … expanding … expanding … expanding.
We ARE with you … We ARE ONE …
WE ARE … YOU ARE … I AM.
Time’s up, it seems. Lovely. I enjoyed that. In Love and thanks.
In receivance of this LOVE and Gratitude from you and many … we return our LOVE and Gratitude to you
a thousand fold.
BE OF/IN/AS/THROUGH LOVE.

Here is the audio for this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1Z0ywCgcNI
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

14 December 2014
Welcome to you, once again. A question that I would like to ask … regarding those of us that have been
chosen to be on this planet to help raise Mother Earth into her Higher position. White Cloud has often said
that many, many volunteered to come, knowing what an important mission it is ... yet, only the strongest
of the strong were chosen. Why is it then, that more than half the world seem to have slept through their
alarm clock?
A warmest welcome to you and all who are of Light … and by this we mean ALL. For ALL BEINGS are of
Light. They cannot BE of anything else.
Although of course, they may ‘appear’ to be something completely opposite.
Indeed. As always … we speak to you of the Bigger Picture. Consider the scenario of the GRAND PLAY
… The PLAYING OUT of a performance. Within this story, there are the goodies and the baddies … the
happy and the sad … the ‘everything you can possibly think of’s’ … in order to make this particular
play, one that has an intense purpose … and leaves one, when leaving the theatre, uplifted and
moved … and indeed, much wiser for having had the experience.
OK. So, if I take out of the equation … the dark ones … in the understanding that they are playing their part,
in order for us to gain in knowledge and understanding … what about those who are simply still unaware
of who they are and continue on through life, not really contributing to the upliftment of The Whole? Did
they not come here to be of assistance?
Yes, they did.
In what way?
In the way of BEING themselves.
Yet, when those still in slumber seem to be ‘speaking ill of others’ and a thousand other things that
would portray them to still be sleeping … how is this assisting in what they came here to do? Are those
who didn’t get chosen, not a little frustrated by those who are not playing their part? Are they not
thinking they could be doing a better job … in getting this show on the road? Truly, I am not judging …
just curious.
Have we not many times used the expression … ‘All is as should be.’ Or … ‘All is not as it seems.’?
Yes, indeed, there are those who are choosing to take a little longer in their awakening. There are those
who are simply part of the cycle/circle of Life that are determining their pathway and which avenues
to choose … and then, there are those who have come down here in a specific form with a specific
agenda in order to ‘move things along’ for the benefit of The Whole.
Consider, that if all on Earth at this time were … would we say … the volunteers that were chosen …
there would be little need for such a Divine Plan to be so fully intricate and involved. Yet, not ALL are of
such a degree of Enlightenment.
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Therefore, the position of many Light Beings was invoked, in order to balance out the necessary
requirement of frequency.
So, when you say … ‘Others are here in the way of ‘being themselves’ to assist’ what do you mean?
There is so much to explain … in matters of everything.
Those, that for you … for instance … ‘go against the grain’ … if we may put it that way …
You may.
are playing out their role. There HAS to be everything playing out. Every level of evolving … from the
insect to the astronaut … because THIS … THIS LIFE ON EARTH is the experiment that was created.
Each individual soul has a purpose for itself on its journey … It has choice for itself. Each soul decides who
to be … how to be it … and when.
One could relate to picking up a script and deciding ‘Yes, this time around, I will play this character’. Yet,
ALL the scripts are chapters of THE ONE VAST PLAY/PLAN.
I still get confused by the Divine plan. How can there be a plan when we are creating as we go? What if the
balance of many’s thoughts, veer of course from what the DIVINE PLAN ‘s plan is?
Yet … it cannot.
For The Divine Plan IS your creation. That’s it.
That is the plan.
Your creation of Life for yourselves … of yourselves.
Yet, isn’t the Divine Plan … or at least part of it … to lift Gaia into a Higher vibration?
Indeed … yet, you have come here to create that.
What if we forget that is why we came? What if, when here, some change their mind or get distracted.
And, if we came here to create that lifting of the planet … would that … could that … not be considered
pre-programming?
In no sense would we comply with programming of self-choice. That would not make sense for the
creation of yourselves.
When you are not of Earth, in the physical Being … you are a form of Light … different degrees of Light …
depending on where you choose to be/go when you leave the Earth plane.
Those that were /are chosen to assist in lifting the Planet are driven by this KNOWING … that this is what
they came to do. It is part of them. It is not programming … It is a conscious decision by THE ALL … that
this is the ‘correct way to go’. The next step in humanity, if you like.
This part of the plan is a collective conscious decision. Therefore, when we say ‘You create your own
reality’ … yes, you do. This is a Divine Truth.
Yet, have you considered that perhaps you create your own reality … or perhaps the ‘blue print’ of your
Earthly possible reality … before you arrive there each time?
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As if the creation of ‘Benefitting The Whole’ is a conscious decision of/by The Whole … before One enters
into the Earthly life to then ‘bring it into reality.’
This is why so many of you KNOW. You have an inner KNOWING when you are following your heart. That
instinctive ‘This FEELS so right’ FEELING … is your soul’s way of telling you, that you are creating that which
you decided you would create before you came.
In the same way … when you have the uncomfortable feeling about something that is taking place …
you KNOW that you are not on track with that which you decided would be part of THE PLAN.
There is the individual plan and there is the OVERALL plan.
One … wherever they were in perspective to travelling and opening up their souls Truth … would
not consider coming back for another ‘ride/trip’ to Earth and living out a creation that would be
detrimental to their growth.
Yet … in many souls lives, it may appear that way.
This word ‘appearance’ is a word that has many connotations …of which, at this moment in time we are
having difficulty putting the right accent upon.
That which can ‘appear’ to be working or being presented as one thing … may not actually be the reason
behind what it is ‘appearing’ to be.
I feel you want me to look up ‘appearance’. OK. So,

1. The outward or visible aspect of a person or thing:
2. An outward show; pretence:
3. One of the outward signs or indications by which a person or thing is assessed
Thank you. This assists us. For, what is the outward visible aspect of a person, is not necessarily the reason
why the inward aspect of that soul ... is choosing to appear that way outwardly.
And the direction to the funny farm is?
We continue, in that, ‘an appearance can be an indication or sign of how a person is assessed’. Yet, we
would clearly state that the outward indication MAY BE very, very different from the inward indication ...
It just needs to be presented in a particular way.
Almost there, in understanding. Yet, so close also, to the funny farm!
We can only say then … for we FEEL unable to express correctly … that if you ponder on this … your soul
will know its TRUTH.
Yes, it sort of does. Yet, I have now forgotten the point in the first place!
It was regarding One’s creativity of the life chosen to live on Earth each time.
We would expand on this by saying … to hopefully make it more accessible to understanding … that
some souls … are still ‘working on’ their individual pathway … as opposed to being aware of the pathway
of Light for The Whole. Whereas, other souls … have evolved into a position where much of their own
individual pathway has been walked … and they are now continuing to walk their own pathway … yet, it
is ‘attached’ to the upliftment of ONE. Those that have come down here to ‘lift the planet’, have reached
a certain ‘grade’ … would we say … and therefore, have come to create that which is FOR ALL ... and by
this we mean … ALL.
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It is a simple matter of One understanding more and more of WHO THEY ARE. This does not come from an
egotistical knowing … for when One has reached a certain grade, the ego is left behind. Although, it can
sometimes ‘appear’ to still be hanging around ... Maybe, this is for others to understand ‘ego’.
Mmm! Might go into that later. My brain cannot handle that right now. I can FEEL that.
THERE IS THE KNOWING INSIDE MANY NOW. THEY ARE FEELING THEIR MISSION …
THEIR CREATION …
AND RECOGNISING THEIR POSITION … THEIR HIGHER POSITION ...
AND ACCEPTING WHO THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY CAME TO DO.
This recognition … this remembering the BRIGHT LIGHT OF SELF … magnifies the speed of the transition that
is taking place … greatly.
As you move into the next phase of Lightness … as your new year brings in even Higher levels of Light/
Love Energy … as YOU … Each One … merge with these Higher Energies and recognise yourselves at this
HIGHER level … how you shall see CHANGES OF MAGNIFICENCE taking place.
Be of the GREATEST cheer Dearest Souls …
We are aware Blossom, that you have not wanted us to speak of how close you are etc … of matters
concerning time frames. Yet, we thank you this day for allowing us to say … that you are so very close
now … to FEELING in your hearts, that …
ALL OF THIS that you have seen/been through …
ALL OF THIS that you have marched bravely onwards for …
WILL BE SO BLATANTLY OBVIOUS … AS TO THE REASON YOU KEPT ON KEEPING ON. AND HOW YOU SHALL BE
ELATED.
TEARS OF UTTER JOY SHALL OVERFLOW FROM YOUR HEART … DOWN YOUR CHEEKS … SMILES OF DELIGHT FROM
ONE’S EYES TO ANOTHER’S.
AS THE SOUL … KNOWS … THAT THE DIVINE PLAN … IS INDEED VERY MUCH ON COURSE.
Thank you so much … I know it is time to go … Always a blessing to have a chat with you … In Love and
thanks.
Always, with much gratitude to Each One for remaining in their Truth as they walk their pathway.
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16 April 2014
(Lost then found and added later)
Good evening my friends. I am so looking forward to linking up with you tonight. It is the night of the red moon.
It was so beautiful. I have travelled a long road since we last spoke and very happy to be back in your presence
once more. Today at a meditation, White Cloud came through. He spoke about keeping one’s vibration as High
as one is able. His message was so simple and it really ‘hit home’ … more than ever before … that the more
simple and pure the message of LOVE … the happier you are to bring these messages through. It is ‘expected’ by
some, that channellers ‘fall into’ questioning you regarding explanations of possible conspiracies, revaluations,
etc. … when really this … as you have said … is not your mission at all. It freed my mind up greatly in preparation
for this work this evening. So, my friends from elsewhere … kindly take the floor.
Greetings of the Highest Light and Love to each one. Indeed, it is only from the purest intent that we
offer any words. We are not representatives of that which we consider to side on the darker elements
of matters that chide and dampen the spirits. If it is that others who come through, desire to assist in
knowledge in this fashion … then that is of course their prerogative. Yet, we categorically state … THAT
WE COME TO ENHANCE YOUR SPIRIT. To lift up your souls into BRIGHTER parts of themselves and to allow
only the Highest energy that we can offer … through your vibration, Blossom … to come through and
take its rightful place within the BEINGS of many.
And I'm assuming the Higher my vibration becomes the Higher the energy?
Indeed. It is not that we come to disempower. It is not that we come to confuse … although we are aware
that now and then … unintentionally we have done so.
Dearest friends … We ask of your friendship as we toe the line together.
Toe the line? Can you explain what YOU mean?
In that … we wish to walk along side you. We LONG to be walking by your side. In many ways …
energetically … we often do. Yet, we speak of a time in the future of your planet, when all souls … who
have the intent and desire to serve through LOVE … shall indeed do just that. Hand in hand … side my
side … BE … THE HIGHEST LOVE THAT IS POSSIBLE … ON THE HIGHEST VIBRATION OF THAT MOMENT.
May we state that you are all succeeding gracefully!
May we lift your BEINGS into a Higher vibration than when you began reading this piece? For we tell you
… that even as you read these words, you are offering up a segment of your soul-self that desires only to
improve that OF the self … FOR the self … On behalf of the whole.
We suggest that you release from your energetic surroundings of self … all that you have brought to that
place, that was once of interest … and yet now, must be sent away.
To have knowledge is a good trait in ones makeup. To retain information in ones ‘field’ that is of a lower
vibration, does not assist in the lifting of one’s energy.
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Your mission … a part of it … is to remain uplifted … even as you dismiss energies that must retract …
into the nothingness from which they were created.
How often have we asked that you focus on ALL THAT SERVES … and leave behind that which does not?
Yet, friends, it appears this is not so easy to do. In your every day living and breathing … take a summary
… catch yourselves ‘off guard’ and then recall how many times this ‘off guard’ may occur throughout any
one day.
YOU ARE BEINGS OF GREAT LIGHT and to underestimate this in anyway is not what you came to do.
YOU CAME TO ENHANCE THIS PLANET WITH YOUR BRIGHTEST LIGHT … THROUGH BEING YOUR BRIGHTEST
LIGHT.
You have allowed lesser energies at times to pull you down and sometimes found it difficult to stand
back up again.
Remain in your strength. Remember you are a PILLAR OF LIGHT … that is WHO YOU ARE.
That which is of the Highest Light does not speak ill of another. That which is ONLY LOVE does not
process thoughts that do not serve another … or indeed self.
Step up the ladder … rung by rung … and do not look back.
FEEL WITH INSIDE OF YOURSELVES THE VERY ESSENCE OF WHO YOU ARE.
You are drawing so very close now, to a time frame where upon you shall need to call upon your inner
strength to see you through.
You have gained … in this process of learning … much inner TRUTH about YOURSELF … and you shall be
asked to recall it and hold on to it ... as these times bring you into a ‘different place’ from that which you
are used to .
I sort of have the feeling of a bit of a struggle ahead… by the way you are speaking.
There is no struggle, dearest Blossom. Yet there is to be change. One shall only struggle if they choose to
forget their strength and the LOVE that they are.
YOU … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … ARE MARCHING INTO GLORY … AS WE HAVE REPEATEDLY TOLD
YOU.
Would you consider the change you are going through NOW at this very moment, to be a struggle?
My answer would depend on what day and what was going on in that moment. Some days FEEL triumphant …
others … a bit of a struggle.
And the times ahead shall FEEL very much the same … only on greater balances of the scale.
I have learned to let go of the time frame and just take your knowledge as a general guide as we walk forward.
It is interesting for me, working with so many at the moment, who know not of all this we speak. Life just goes
on … because it does. I see some who shine their Light, because that’s what they do … and some who do not …
because that’s what they do. So, for me it just goes to show … whether you are privy to any channellings or not
… it is about how you choose to behave … and what attitude you choose to take … about EVERYTHING … that
matters. It’s ALL ABOUT BEING/BRINGING JOY!
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HALLELUJAH! Has the penny finally dropped Blossom?
No, my friends … I got that a long time ago. The point is … the ‘challenge’ is … remaining in joy … no matter what.
Yet, joy does not disappear simply because you are not FEELING of it.
It is YOU! YOU ARE JOY.
Sometimes, it is tricky to find it … depending on what is facing you.
Only if you chose it to be so. Many things in life can be tricky or easy … depending on which attitude you
chose to adopt regarding it.
SIMPLE is it not?
On paper. Although I have to say, I am getting much better at it.
And this is our point. Each one of you has decided to work at gaining a more ‘comfortable attitude’. It
FEELS so much better to do so … and the more you do so … the better it FEELS …and the better it FEELS …
the more you chose to do so …
ACCEPT, dearest friends … your position. The place in which you have walked into. The place in which
you find yourself smiling! Take moments within your day to STOP and breath … and smile and pat
yourselves on the back. For ONLY YOU KNOW how far you have travelled.
ONLY YOU KNOW the FEELING of warmth that glows within your heart place as you acknowledge YOU
and HOW GOOD IT FEELS TO BE YOU.
ONLY YOU CAN FEEL YOU … and as you do so … YOU FEEL THE WHOLE … YOU FEEL THE ALL … YOU FEEL
THE TOGETHERNESS … as the DIVINE PLAN nods back at you in recognition of HOW YOU FEEL AS ONE.
The more you acknowledge self … the more you allow self to beam Light of itself … the more you realise
ALL THAT IS … the more this REMEMBRANCE that we speak of … IS REMEMBERED.
NOT BY THOUGHTS. You do not remember WHO YOU ARE by thoughts or visions of a physical Being that
you once were.
YOU REMEMBER WHO YOU ONCE WERE … WHO YOU ARE … BY THE FEELING INSIDE YOU … AS YOU STOP
AND TAKE THAT BREATH AND PAT YOURSELF ON THE BACK.
FOR LOVE IS NOT THOUGHT … LOVE IS FEELING. AND WHEN YOU FEEL LOVE … YOU REMEMBER AND YOU
SAY TO YOURSELF ‘AH YES … I AM HOME’.
I feel like I have been writing for ages … yet the hour is not up yet. May I ask then, while I have the opportunity …
how may we KNOW that you are with us … say perhaps via meditation … how can we recall visits with you? (May
I add … I have no idea where this question came from or why it popped into my head.)
By TRUSTING that what you FEEL to be TRUTH … IS TRUTH!
Through TRUSTING OF SELF … a KNOWING is born … and nothing can bring doubt when one KNOWS
TRUTH.
If you KNOW us to be your friends … if you KNOW that all things are possible … then you will KNOW
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‘when’ you have visited with us. Yet it is not always possible … not always necessary … not always
appropriate … for you to recall the visit. Much will have occurred on a different level of the scale of
the vibration we/you are residing in during that time. Much knowledge may be imparted that is fully
understood on that level … whilst ‘there’. Yet if ‘recalled’ when ‘no longer there’ … it would perhaps be
akin to scrambled egg on the plate when one ordered fried. It looks very different … yet it is still the
same egg that went into the pan.
Let us reassure you however … that such visits DO take place for many many souls on a regular basis.
You are quite relaxed and accepting when upon our vessels … for indeed they are common ground … and
so very familiar to you.
These visits SHALL be recalled when the appropriate time is upon you … and then, and only then shall
you see the reasons why they were not suitable to be recalled beforehand.
Hands across your hearts … in the mightiest of strength … THE TRUE LOVE THAT EMMINATES FROM YOUR
BEING … continues to bring your planet Earth into alignment with TRUTH ITSELF.
We have so enjoyed our ‘chat’ with you this night … and look forward dearest Blossom to many many
more.
GO IN PEACE …
BE IN PEACE …
BE OF PEACE …
Until we next connect in this way … we offer LOVE OF/FROM/THROUGH/ AS THE HIGHEST PUREST ENERGY
THAT IS.
WE LOVE YOU.
And WE LOVE YOU. Many many thanks my friends.
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INDEX
JANUARY
2nd (p.2) Blossom makes a request for a sign for tired Light Workers / FOL discussing the matter / Another plea
for action / FOL will continue to encourage - asking, "Your hearts do not tell you to give up do they"? / Earth needs
assistance now / What would we do if the FOL was not communicating? / Call it an S.O.S. in Love / FOL wish to continue
communications with Blossom / FOL's desire to assist humanity, but now, not in the manner suggested
9th (p.5) Was the FOL dumbfounded by previous conversation? / FOL acknowledges the affect of Earth's low
density living / One's Light may be "dimming" will not go out / Creating a stir in Hierarchy councils / Is the "end in sight"?
/ The Event and the Divine Plan will take place / To happen at "it's correct and rightful place" / Analogy - a magnet
with surrounding magnetic pieces / Things appear "imminent" from FOL's perspective / Blossom's request still under
consideration / Is humanity a mix of Light Workers and those not? / The Event's wide range Loving affect upon all levels
of awareness
24th (p.8) Blossom receives many emails / FOL Council meetings ongoing Re: a "Guiding Light" / Blossom has made
a name for herself - for those not of Earth / Concern about a "sign" causing an affect - altering The Event schedule / Light
Workers want/need a little action / Don't the Overseers of Overseers make the decisions? / Please do not add the "sign"
to the "waiting list" / FOL being in NO TIME = imminent versus Earth TIME imminent = years / How to break free from
dark energy programming? / Analogy - toy soldier playing drums / FOL not "tuned in" to individual thoughts and feelings
- reading energy vibrations / FOL learning the "language of words" / FOL thought process / How sentiments transmitted
telepathically / Analogy - "sleeping" like a newborn adjusting to energies
31st (p.12)
Blossom asks why the FOL can read her thoughts? / FOL cannot change course to suit humanity /
Emotions that serve versus do not serve - how to differentiate / Many see the FOL "beating around the bush" / Progress
is made about the proposed "sign" / Acceleration of the Plan has complications / Is working out the details "child's play"?
/ Human mind cannot comprehend because.../ FOL = the highest good of all / Something to lift Light Workers spirits /
FOL not exhilarated about the "sign" / How much Light versus how much darkness is there? / FOL sees progress/Light,
we see darkness feeling pooped / Consulting the I AM presence? / Link to - The Invocation
FEBRUARY
12th (p.17) Channeling attempts aborted recently and why / Commendation for Light workers / FOL alarmed
understanding human desperation / The "sign" for a boost - only if for the Highest good / The need for a "sign" - why?
/ Even a dim Light makes a difference / FOL request - a bright and happy disposition be our/is our mission / Blossom
asks, "How do you know for sure the Divine Plan shall take place"? / Is free will and negative forces delaying The Event?
/ Analogy - a boiling kettle with water droplets rising to top / A sign = a "message from home"
21st (p.21) FOL comment about Blossom's Invocation / FOL understanding the human plight - any suggestions? /
Love is the answer to all things / FOL consulted those Beings understanding 3D trials / The Golden Age is a certainty
/ FOL cannot remove our trials / Meditation can helps us become more familiar - choose a topic / Focusing upon the
breath to "switch off" / The unique positives of being human / How long will channeling continue? And, what to discuss?
- stay tuned / We are invincible - deep Knowing / Blossom to take time - an acting break
MARCH
26th (p.25) Human topics of interest differ from FOL - the disappearing airplane / What benefit is it to know the
details? / FOL communications - Fluff or from Higher place? / New energies effect - like wearing a new suit / Shedding
"old skin" / Less egotistic and more self-assurance / Additional positive affects of rising energies / Our Lightworker
contracts successful / What type of evidence are we seeking? versus What it is / Are more persons "getting it"? / Belief
is different than, experiencing the Truth / Clarifying Divine discovery
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APRIL
16th ( Note: This channeling is out of sequence ... Located at the end of 2014 pdf ) White Cloud spoke about
keeping vibration high / Channelers desiring information Re: conspiracies and revaluation / FOL not representatives
Lower Light / FOL wants our friendship, "toe the line" together / Segment of soul-self offered as one reads FOL messages
- two benefits / Release that which no longer serves / Focus upon all that serves - raise vibration / Beings of Higher Light
"do not speak ill of another" / One will struggle during change if they forget they are Love / Blossom shares observations
of others sharing/being Light, and those that do not - "It's all about being/bringing Joy / One's attitude determines life
being easy or tricky - FOL suggestions / Take moments daily - Stop and breathe / How can we know the FOL is with us
in meditation? / All visits with FOL will be recalled later
23rd (p.29) Clarify the need to "call upon your inner strength" / How do we use our inner strength, and under what
circumstances? / The Event will challenge even those who are expecting it / Blossom asked to state what she discarded/
omitted - "feeling out of sorts" / New/deeper topics avoided - concern for new comers / Blossom suggests newcomers
read older channelings / Is Blossom ready for the next level? / ( Everyone ) Ask yourself, is there room for improvement?
/ Better prepared for The Event / Why the delay of The Event has served well / No end to the learning "road" / "Home" is
not the end / What one knows versus what one FEELS / Breathing is key / What is it that separates us from the whole/
Oneness? / Life through Love - Love through Life
MAY
16th (p.33) What do you think of the photo from a Croatian translator? / What was the vessel doing there? / The
energy of Croatia differs from England? / Also, the people inside the Earth? / Closer contact with those below ground
/ Insight into the activities of those underground / More information - the photo/FOL vessel / Is a "portal" the same as
a "port hole"? / Responsible use of technology by enlightened beings - analogy of a toddler using a chain saw / One's
attitude is essential ( key ) / Universal Law - More Love given = more one receives / Some disgruntled with FOL's Lack
of continuity / The Event getting closer / Analogy - Traveling away from home, feeling a desire for those comforts / Home
is where the heart is / Two Photos taken in Croatia with photographer's note
JUNE
13th (p.38) Did we really ever leave "Home"? / Incarnating - a choice to experiment / How is our soul enhanced?
/ Why does our soul need enhancing? - It's from the Highest Divine Love / How much longer do we need to be in a
lower vibration? / What is, is not...what is not, is? / How does our chosen thoughts affect feelings? / FOL - Is your Heart
trapped? / How can we individually hasten the system's end? / Does the system rule over us? / What harm could an FOL
display do to the planet? / The Delay - Is it considered "waiting"? / Smaller signs are being provided
19th (p.42) Blossom's dream of a ship / Plans on course - vibration of many is rising / Six years time on Earth = blink
of an eye to FOL / Regulations prevent FOL from sharing too much / Only sharing that which serves humanity / The
suffering of many is difficult to witness / Atrocities are not going unnoticed / Analogy of a family - children getting out of
hand / The BIG picture is BIGGER than we can understand / Previous times we "destroyed ourselves" - not so these
times / "Love is the answer to everything" / "Love cannot produce anything other than Truth"
JULY ( no channeling )
AUGUST
1st (p.46) Change in circumstances - part of one's evolution / Human's with little hope anticipating death / FOL's
purpose - getting our planet on track / The near future - Does the Golden Age appear likely / Meeting the Golden Age
halfway / Lovingly, FOL considers other possibilities / Blossom's energy different in Australia than in England / Individually
we "arrive" in the New World - not collectively / Locations on Earth vary in frequency / Individually, how one hastens
their "arrival" / We are not responsible for another's journey / Does feeling sadness about others help in any way? /
Who we truly are = No sadness / Is sorrow another vibration of who we are? / Level we choose, are at, determines Love
accessible / A condition of the human experiment / Why the change couldn't happen if we understood ALL / How do we
know we "got it"? / Discuss Universal Laws another time ( See 8-16-14 ) / Video Link
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16th (p.51)
Let's discuss Universal Laws / FOL ecstatic about awakenings of late / Universal Laws speak for
themselves / Law #1 - Live in Love / Deep repercussions for broken Laws / Deep pain "amplified" by understanding
the pain caused another / Even one's thoughts of judgement come into play - beware/be aware / What if a vile act was
requested - pre-life planning? / Law #2 - Respect all life / What does "Universal" mean? / Law #3 - Free will / Earth
situation = humanity's "collective consciousness" / Planet receiving different Light - strength, intensity, lightness / Do you
agree - the planet will be lifted? / When? Not as important as, Knowing it's happening / Knowing stronger energy than
hoping / Know who you are! - How? is explained
27th (p.55) FOL - All is very well / Offering more knowledge of a different level / Who you are can expand - Higher
consciousness / Giving permission of the Higher soul / Feeling out of sorts? - a question to ask ourselves? / How has
brain conditioning hindered us? / Tell yourself these things / No need to feel helpless to upgrade planet's vibration / Can
we/should we judge who needs Love? / First - we embrace the Love / Viewing horrific images of atrocities with sympathy
- does it help? / Embracing responsibility - Be Love at ALL times / Self-discipline versus desire / All wee need to do is...
/ Ponder these suggestions by the FOL / Video Link- Federation Of Light's Wisdom On Love
SEPTEMBER
26th (p.60) ( Dated out of sequence ... referenced as is to Channeling Topics Of Interest ) Exploring what
diminishes a soul's Light - with encouragement / The soul is Love / Awareness of feelings - then act upon them / How
to move beyond a lingering bad situation / Trusting the process essential / Is it possible to "get it," yet block the flow? /
Feelings resonate on a vibration - everything exists because of its vibration / Everything is energy - of Love / "The design
of the flow of the Divine Plan" / Analogy - a plant weathering a storm / Humans, like a plant alter greatly within new
energy / Can we not access the fullness of that energy? / "One cannot raise one's own vibration alone" / Opportunities
to lift "The Whole" of itself / Link to video - FOL speak of Love
14th (p.64) Years of FOL knowledge - "pieces are finally fitting together? / Readily accepting with joy and enthusiasm
/ Whining is waning - On with the job of being Love / Best way to serve the planet / All souls equally important - yet what
one does can be greater / What will the New World be like? / The key - opening the door to happiness / "The Quickening"
in the past - now another energy "spurt" and it's affects / How can we tell if we're personally on track? / Our JOY extends
beyond Earth / Highs are getting Higher / New World expressed through each one / FOL proud of all Light "performers"
on Earth
20th (p.68) A finer essence of your Truth / Lost souls "awakening" feeling remorse/regret / Wherever a souls is located
physically, was chosen / One can be of service anywhere / Grasping the greatest service to the whole / Only responsible
for ourselves / Analogy - Nurturing a parcel of land / You reap what you sow - applies to us and our soul / Effort versus
Focus (attitude?) / A choice TO BE (nurturing), or NOT TO BE (nurturing) / White Cloud - Water & Love / Human body
mostly water - replenish it! / Blossom remembers drinking the Golden liquid from the Golden Chalice / Mindfulness
produces results / White Cloud is a being of great service
28th (p.72) FOL - "We have greatly increased our data base of late" - meaning? / Change for SELF = Change for
ALL / Difficult to understand a soul's desire for abuse / A soul's right to choose - no judgement from Source / Judgement
is due to a lack of understanding / What about public beheadings? / Negative energy goes out to the ALL / Analogy - a
dark room with one lit candle / Soul contracts - to be tortured/killed / "Why are some given the experience to step outside
Earthly confinement..."? / If everybody could "step out" - why not? / Clarifying - to "deserve" something / Discarding what
no longer serves - moving "up the ladder" / What about the word "GOD"?
OCTOBER
5th (p.77) More about the word "GOD" / Someone suggesting Blossom would be refused at the "pearly gates" / The
"invention" of hell / Blossom mentions documentary - 12 year-old child who died - saw Jesus - FOL comment / Why
there is NO TRUTH, and yet, everything is TRUTH? / How is it "nothing matters"? / In the beginning there was nothing/
no thing / "How did Love start? / Will there ever be nothing again? / Does it matter what we create? / As we move into a
Higher dimension...surely our behavior matters? / Why does TIME make it appear and feel that things matter?
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12th (p.81) Can we continue to discuss why "nothing matters"? / A stretch of the imagination, considering the Grander
picture/big scheme of things / Source of life = Love, expressing itself, to Know itself / To be complete = every single
possibility / Does it matter if Love is complete? / The nature of The Game we're in/playing / Does winning or losing The
Game matter? / Does it matter we are trying to be Love and get Home? / Does it matter the FOL is helping humanity? /
Doesn't matter if FOL cares - the difference is / Why doesn't it matter if someone tortures another? / Different perspective
- In or out of The Game / Why does The Game feel so real? / The Game is an illusion/game of experience / Defining
"illusion" / FOL not in The Game - having different feelings / Does the FOL go by "nothing matters"? / Does Love matter?
/ Blossom's bad mood mattered, then it didn't - Love took over
25th (p.86) "...assurance of reasoning's behind "matters" that don't matter" / Addressing the issue of karma / Let's
focus on "choosing"? / How many wish to play the "Game of life"? / Choosing to let it matter / Is there a point and purpose
for the Game? / The Game, a new experiment - what is the required result? / Earth/us moving to 5D is on the Divine Plan
Game board / Why does it matter how we treat another? / Imagine you're not in, or, of the Game
NOVEMBER
1st (p.90) "What happens reaching the end of the "Board Game""? / Is The Game restricted to those alive on Earth?
/ What "on Earth" has us wanting to come back to Earth? / Memories of previously playing The Game / The expansion
of the soul / Post Game - do we become part of the Oneness? / A desire to enhance the One / If the One is all Love,
how can we enhance it? / Energy cannot stand still / Is reincarnation starting at the Game's beginning? / "Does one
leave The Game before completing it"? / No instructions - You are The Game / FOL suggests LIGHTEN UP playing The
Game ( Joy & Laughter ) / Why FEELINGS are considered a "treasured asset" / Heavy Feelings in the Illusion / All that
is - Tapestry of Truths / Do it and Be it - for Love / Feelings of unworthiness - not serving self or Love
8th (p.94) The song's chorus - "Consider Yourself" - musical "Oliver" / "You are One of us...We are One of you" / Does
the FOL reside on Light ships, planetary abode? / Do other planets think they're alone in existence? / Why all the secrecy
on Earth Re: ET life? / Why was the FOL Show "a go" 6 years ago, and why so long to retry? / Will The Event happen
in Blossom's lifetime? / Is it true, the governments are the major hindrance? / Blossom's request for a FOL sign - is not
ignored / Do some FOL members need to retire?
14th (p.97) Reader's question - If earth were just one grain of countless grains / Is it only Earth that's waiting FOL's
arrival? / Why the governmental elites +- 1%, are allowed to interfere with free will? / Why is nothing being done, allowing
the destruction of our planet? / Does Blossom believe her input is discussed in councils? / FOL repeats the question moving Blossom to tears / More personal thoughts - http://BlossomGoodchild.BlogSpot.com/
22nd (p.101)
Elaborating on the governments secret dealings with ET's / Have exchanges been made with the
"Greys"? / Are there ETs held in captivity on Earth? / Are they alive? / Can they be rescued? / Soul in an out of the body
- death is required to leave the body permanently / Are the ET's tortured? / How did the ETs get captured? / About how
many ET's are in captivity? / Weren't these underground bunkers emptied out? / Information FOL shared is safe
29th / 30th (p.105) Clarification - Are there Greys in captivity? / Which ETs are in captivity? / "The "does not matter"
aspect, is not how you FEEL it" / One's perspective on captivity will differ / Lost souls/Lower Light ETs devoid of emotion
/ Have any of the bunkers been emptied? / How can we on Earth assist those ETs in captivity? / Global Togetherness
meditations - FOL honours the organiser's efforts / Analogy - connecting the dots / The Plan is on track ( 30th > ) Revived
question and answer from 2013 - the chances of FOL showing up before 2015 / Broken promise versus "reneged" / Why
the changed forecast for the FOL show? / Will there be damage to many - expectations unfulfilled? / What has NOT
happened on Earth preventing the FOL show?
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DECEMBER
6th (p.111) Where are the FOL and others in different dimensions in relation to humanity? / How can we FEEL/see
another dimension? ( vibration ) / What factors on Earth has made it more difficult? / How can our location be more
suitable for connection? / "What if you ask, yet do not receive"? ( vibration ) / Are you seeing "fairies"? - How to practice
this - Being HAPPY / Conditioning of adult humans - dulled senses / "How can we practice this"? / The Vibration of
Happiness - domino effect / All enter the Earth plane equally / Who benefits more - a soul physically disabled/deformities,
or one with a "silver spoon"? / In lieu of a BIG FOL Show, how about more personalised shows for individuals? / What
is preventing FOL readers from connecting with FOL? / FOL suggestions to connect with them / Is there a difference
between expectation and deep Knowing? / What is it about humans that need this proof? / What prevents Earthlings
from receiving FOL communications? / Gratitude is one of the highest frequencies
14th (p.116) "Strongest of the strong chosen" - yet so many have "slept through their alarm clock"? / How are those
"slumbering" playing their part? / "How can there be a Plan, when we are creating as we go"? / Isn't part of the Divine
Plan to lift Gaia? / What if we forgot why we came, changed our minds, or got distracted? / Isn't it pre-programming for
us to create the lifting of Gaia? / FOL has said - "you create your own reality"- a Divine Truth / Defining "appearance"
or "appears" / What appears outwardly can be very different from the inward / Souls with varying levels of purpose for
different pathways
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